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Act in wisdom and in preparation for that which MIGHT 

happen and you will always be ahead-for any prepara- 

tions are always like money in hand. If you have no need 

to USE THE SUPPLIES-you HAVE them for another 

day-IF YOU PREPARE CORRECTLY. 

You have ALL come to accept “banks” as that which 

has been set as a trap for you. You cannot do business well 

without being able to “bank” and have “CREDIT” ao- 
counts and thus and so. So, what have THE PARASITES 

done to you? TRAPPED YOU! 

ON YOU. The parasites PLAN TO AND “WILL” HAVE 
u ALL1 YOU CAN SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW 

AROUND YOUR NATION-STARTING WITH OR- 

ANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. WILL THESE AC- 

TIONS HURT THE BANKS? NO, THE BANKS WILL 

SIMPLY CLOSE AND RESTRUCTURE THE CUR- 

RENCY-SO THAT 

The changeover of currency has been projected by the 
“insiders” as to be ten to one. So, what does that mean, 

“We get ten somethings back per dollar!” NO, you do 

NOT. You may well get some reasonable APPEARANCE 

of getting back ten to one-but YOUR DEBT WILL IN- 
CREASE TEN TO ONE AND THE VALUE WILL BE 

TOTALLY DEVASTATED AGAINST YOU IF YOU 

DON’T HANDLE YOURSELVES RIGHT. The parasites 

are threatening to, OR WILL DO SO, catch you at your 
highest spending time. It will look good to you to go on and 

run up more debt to get rid of assets into “their” accounts. 

Don’t think of it that way. You may well handle FUTURE 

expendituresin “that” manner but what is on the books in 
INTEREST OWED WILL BLOW IS 
SET TO DESTROY THE MAJOR MOVERS AND SHAIC- 

HASINTERESTDUEANDOWINGONNOTES,BONDS. 

(ANYTHING “THEY” HOLD) THE RATIO WILL BE 

TEN TO ONE-DUE AND OWING AND IN A CUR- 
RENCY EXCHANGE THERE IS NO WAY TO KEEP 

FROM DEVALUING THE DOLLAR. NO WAY! YOUR 

CURRENCY IS ALREADY WORTHLESS-IT IS SIM- 

PLY PRINTED PAPER WHICH WOULD BE EX- 

CHANGED. 

IT IS BETTER TO, IF POSSIBLE, INVEST IN UP- 

FRONT INTEREST PAYMENTS TO STASH CASH, 

SAVE “CREDIT” TO USE AFTER THE SHAKEDOWN. 
IF, FOR INSTANCE, YOU HOLD VALUE AS COLLAT- 

ERAL ON ANY LOANS-THEY CAN CALL INTEREST 

THEY WILL BE ABLE TO 

TO ONE, IF THAT IS THE WAY THE CUR- 
RENCY SHIFT OCCURS. 

YES, IT MAY WELL BE CALLED OFF FOR THIS 

HOLIDAY SEASON-UNTIL YOU ARE SUNK IN AN- 

OTHER FEW WEEKS. INTO THE PIT-BUT THEY 

Well, readers, one of these days it will all fall down ERS. IN OTHER WORDS, IF A COUNTY, OR YOU, (Please see FED BANKRUPTS 
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It is the best of worlds and the worst of worlds. Which 

is it? It is opportunity for MAN GOD to fulfill his 

journey in LIGHT-or to fall by the wayside in a world 
totally run by the physically-oriented servants of the evil 

King. It is Christ vs. Anti-Christ, that of which the 

prophets spoke. Is this “good” or “bad”? It is all in 

perception-individual and personal. 
I do not speak of those things of which the “preachers” 

who CLAIM to be Christian, offer, such as Raptures and 

Salvation on the BLOOD OF A MAN. I speak of TRUTH 

and JUSTICE unto individuals and nations coming under 
the RULE ABSOLUTE of “man” kings and dictators. IN 
ABSENCE OF FREEDOM WITHIN YOUR FUNCTION- 

ING LIVES YOU WILL LOSE ABILITY TO KNOW THAT 
WHICH FROM THAT WHICH IS FABRICATION OF 
MAN TOyTRAIN” YOU INTO “ENSLAVEMENT”. I do 
not speak of one “religion” against another, for ALL RELI- 
GIONS KNOWN TO PHYSICAL MAN ARE TAINTED 
BY “MAN”. Spirit is pure and is that which is WITHIN 

INDIVIDUAL HUMAN! By using the language and thiev- 

ing the “DEFINITIONS” of terms and adjusting “mean- 

ing” to suit the Chaos Bringers, YOU lose all balance and 

understanding, for once you THINK you may know some- 
thing-you find you are incorrect BY NEW DEFINITIONS. 

Further, through the changing of definitions in the books 

you utilize in “modernized” format, YOU NEVER GET 

THE TRUTH-ONLY THE NEW CONCEPT DESIRED 
FOR YOUR INTAKE. So be it! 

I have received a document researched and presented 

which groups the recent writings and 

information from the myriad resources of HISTORICAL 
TRUTH and presents it in obvious format. It is one more 

piece of INDISPUTABLE HARD EVIDENCE THAT YOU 

ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE-AND TRUTH HAS BEEN 

STOLEN FROM YOU. 
This work is skillfully woven of two topics: (1) 

and 

It is sent with a notation from the sender: “This is one 

” We shall leave 

the sender anonymous. We KNOW Eustace Mullins and 
that is sufficient for any reader to understand the 

importance of his work. 

We will offer this without major interruptions from 

this desk, for it says so much which would otherwise have 
to be gleaned from thousands of other pages. ‘We are in the 

FACT business-not the decision reaching, the Salvation, 

or any other business! 

[QUOTING PART I:] 

by Eustace Mullins 

Chapter One 
THE PARASITE 

of us think of a parasite as something distasteful, 

whose role in life is to feed at the expense of someone else. 
As a result, the term, when applied to humans, is always 

one of disgust. In the animal kingdoms, also, the parasite 

is universally disliked. The 

(1933) defines the term: 

1. One who eats at the table, or at the expense of, 

another; always an opprobrious application. 

2. Biol. An animal or plant which lives in or upon 

another organism (technically called its 

and draws its nutriment directly from it. 

3. (fig.) A person whose part or action resembles 

that of an animal parasite.” 

KISSINGER & ASSOCIATES. INC. 

A. TAPEWORM H. KISSINGER 
Thus we find that a parasite is one who is disliked, 

who feeds at the expense of another, and who lives in or 

upon another organism which is called the host. We also 

find that the term can be applied to a person whose life 
follows the classic life pattern of the parasite. 

Now, in the study of mankind, we find that there is one 

group or classification of persons who appear persistently 

in the records of the great civilizations. They are always 
disliked, yet they remain in the midst of the people who 

dislike them, and if they are driven out, they insist upon ___ _ 

above to a purely biological parasitic condition in the 
animal and the plant kingdoms, it is true that the parasitic 

relationship can be injurious without being fatal, over a 

period of time, yet even in these instances, we find many 

examples of plants and animals being killed by parasites, 
a fact which apparently was not known to the learned. 
scholar who authored the authoritative 

article on this condition. 

The points out that the 

parasite is relieved of the struggle to procure food. In the 

history of mankind, we find that the known parasitic group 

never engages in agriculture, and is rarely known to hunt 
for its food. Instead, food is provided for the parasitic 

group by a host people. Also, and most important, the 
above writer points out that the leading of a parasitic 
existence produces simplification and degeneracy in the 
parasite. We note throughout history that the parasitic 
group, which differs in fundamental ways from the host 

people, has simplified its life cycle to a single factor, that 
of finding a host and remaining upon it in order to feed at 

its expense. 

We find, too, that the parasitic group is continuaiiy 

denounced by the more moral elements among the host 
people, because the parasitic group indulges in every known 

type of degeneracy. The reasons for this are obvious. As 

the article points out, a para- 

sitic existence leads to degeneracy. Since the parasite does 
not have to trouble himself with the active procurement of 

food, he has plenty of time and energy to devote himself to 

the vilest pursuits, and to the debauching of members of 

the host people. 
The also paragraphs an 

important.factor in the present study, the localization of the 

parasite within host. The article points out 

that, 

Since the parasite has reduced its life aims to one goal, 

that of remaining upon the host and feeding at its expense, 

it must choose a location where this is possible. The 

location must be one from which the host cannot readily 

dislodge it, and it must be one which allows the parasite to 
feed without exertion. As a result, the parasite usually returning, no matter at what cost to themselves. also 

find that they always manage to live at the expense of chooses a place in or near the reproductive organs or the 
others. excretory organs of the host. 

defines parasitism as Throughout history, the parasitic group has chosen to 

follows: “Parasitism-a one-sided nutritive relationship looalize itself near the reproductive or the excretory organs 

between two organisms of different kinds, a relationship of the host. In most cases, this has meant settling in the 
which is more or less injurious, yet not usually fataLto the great cities of the host people, although, in nations which 
host; a relationship, moreover, that relieves the parasite were primarily agricultural, the parasitic group 

from most of the activity or struggle which is usually to disperse itself among the villages. 

associated with procuring food, and thus tends to favour or defines the 

induee some degree of simplification or degeneracy.” parasites as “2a-an organism living in or on another 

In the record of many civilizations, we find that the living organism, obtaining from it part or all of its organic 

presence of the parasitic group is inmany instances fatal to nutriment, and commonly exhibiting some degree of struc- 
the host of people, because it effects fundamental changes tural modification.” 
in the life pattern of the host people, and diverts their 

primary energies to the feeding of the parasites. This 

alteration affects every aspetit of the host people’s exist- 

ence, and inevitably weakens them to the point where they This is an important characteristio of the parasitic 

are destroyed. S&e the refers group in the history of mankind. It has exhibited an 
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amazing ability to change or to modify itself in order to 
achieve its parasitic goal. It has developed extremely 

refined techniques for remaining upon the host, and so- 

phisticated methods of continuing to feed at the host’s 

expense. It has adopted many guises, and it has shown a 
tremendous amount of adaptability for appearing in vari- 

ous forms, in order to remain in place. 

To continue with 

3. something that resembles the biological 

parasite in dependence upon something else 
for existence without making a useful or ad- 

equate return (illust. : the great city is a para- 
site on 

This is the last important key to the solution of our 

problem, the decay of human civilization. The parasite 

depends on something else for existence without making a 
useful or an adequate return. Throughout our study of 
history, we find that the parasitic group never makes any 
return or shows any gratitude for being allowed to feed 
upon the host. The parasite’s motto is “always take”. 

Should we be surprised, then, to find that this motto 

actually appears in the written literature of a known para- 

sitic group? 

We now ask the reader-what group appears and 
reappears in the history of one civilization after another? 

What group has always been actively disliked by its host 
peoples? What group has played an often decisive role in 

the decay and collapse of one civilization after another? 

What group indulges in every type of degeneracy? What 

group always localizes to certain positions among the host 
peoples7 And what group refuses to fulfill a constructive 

role in any civilization, but instead, remains true to its 

motto of “Always TAKE”, while refusing to make a useful 

or an adequate return? 

KNOWN AS THE JEWS 

This group, as the reader may have already surmised 
from his own studies, is known throughout history as the 

Jews. Prior to the present study, human individuals or 

groups living at the expense of others were often called 

parasites, but this term was, used purely in a sociological 
sense, without any biological point of reference. Planta- 

tion owners were said to be patasites because they lived at 

the expense of their slaves, aristocrats were said to be 

parasites because they lived at the expense of the workers. 
But, in every case, the supposed parasites were per- 

forming certain duties and fulfilling certain responsibili- 
ties in the society. Thus we find that in the purely socio- 

logical sense, it is possible to name many groups as 
parasitical, such as children and those who are too old to 

work. They are certainly feeding at the expense of others, 

performing no useful work, and making no adequate re- 

turn. But these groups either have done useful work in the 

past, or they are expected to do so in the future. Thus, they 

do not fall within the accepted framework of the biological 

definition of a parasite. Throughout this work, we will find 

that the biological references hold true to an amazing 

degree, in establishing the history and the presence of a 

parasitical group and that, in every instance, the records of 

the Jews prove that they are fulfilling the role of biological 

parasites. 

-BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 

In nature, we find that the parasite often attempts to 
disguise its parasitic life cycle, and to appear to be like 

ordinary plants and animals. Thus, a description of the 

biological plant, Krameria, in 

by D. T. Macdougal and W.A. Cannon 
(Carnegie Institution of Washington, 19 10): 

“The Western United Staies desert bush Krameria is 

parasitic on a numb& of woody hosts. Krameria does not 
at first glance seem to be a parasite, for it does not grow 
directly upon its host, but its roots reach out beneath the 

ground and tap the roots of its host, drawing mitriment 

therefrom. Its favorite host is Covillea tridentata, although 

it is also parasitic on the acacia and a number of other 
plants. Its condition of parasitism was discovered after 

scientists were puzzled that it had no deep going tap root. 

It is a grayish shrub, bearing fruit and leaves at certain 

seasons of the year.” 
The parasite in nature often finds it convenient to 

disguise itself and its aims, and to convince others that it 

is something else, in order to carry out its parasitic mis- 

sion. Also, the parasite is not a species, but a 
which preys upon many other different species. In this 
regard the Jew as a biological species is not so much a race 

as it is a type which preys upon As 

Geoffrey LaPage points out, in his definitive work, 

(Cambridge University Press, 195 1, page 1): 

“A parasitic animal is not a particular species 

of animal, but an animal which has adopted a 
certain way of living.” 

In regard to Krameria’s failure to develop a deep tap 
root, which is not necessary for its parasitic existence, we 

may note that the Jew never develops deep roots in any 

culture of a host people, but confines himself to the most 

superficial and the most quickly profitable aspects of its 
existence. 

Therefore, a Jew is not so much a particular species in 

the civilized world as he is a type which has adopted a 

certain form of parasitic life and adapted himself to exist 
upon a host which can provide his food. 

LaPage continues, 

“Unlike many other biological terms, the word 

‘parasite’ and its adjective ‘parasitic’ have been 
taken into the everyday language of men and 

women, and have, in the course of common usage, 

acquired emotional and moral connotations with 

which science-and therefore biology-has noth- 

ing whatever to do. The biologist’s outlook is 

scientific, and because it is so, he does everything 

in his power to remove from his studies all human 

likes and dislikes and all human moral judgments. 
He neither despises nor admires, likes or dislikes, 

condemns or approves, the parasitic organism. He 
studies its way of living as dispassionately as he 

can, seeing parasites as one of the various ways of 
living practiced by different kinds of animals.” 

THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH 

We agree wholeheartedly with Professor LaPage’s 

admonition to be completely scientific and to follow the 

resolve not to be swayed by emotional judgments. It was 

precisely by this method of dispassionate study that this 
writer arrived at his definition of the biological Jew. Only 
by studying him unemotionally as a biological phenom- 

enon can we hope to learn how to combat the maleficent 

influence which the parasitic body inevitably exerts upon 
the more advanced human civilizations. [H: 

are a 

J 

LaPage points out that we find, in general, two kinds 
of animal associations, those who belong to one species, 

such as herds, colonies of coral, communities of bees, etc., 
and two, associations of different species in thi same area. 

To this second category, parasitism belongs, for we find 
3 I_ 

groups with roots in an area entertaining parasites who 

have in that area. One of the more interesting 
facets of parasitism is that the parasite lives an existence 

which often goes beyond the customary laws of nature and 

of man. The parasite seems not to be bound by limiting 

factors of climate, geography, and other elements which 

play a commanding role in the lives of most groups. Thus 
we find that a parasite can survive in an area in which it has 

no roots, while its host does have roots in the area and has 

established its existence there over a period of time. 

NOT COMMENSALISM 

LaPage also remarks that parasitism is different from 

commensalism, a frequently-encountered biological term 
which means “eating at the same table”. He cites as 

examples of commensali?m, the ox-picker birds which 

perch upon the backs of rhinoceros, elephants and other 

large animals on the African plains. These birds not only 
eat ticks, lice and other parasites which infest the animals, 

but they also warn the animals of approaching danger: 

England, we find starlings and sheep have a 

similar commensal arrangement. We also have the phe- 
nomenon of symbiosis, a biological term meaning “living 

together”. This is a somewhat more intimate living ar- 

rangement than commensalism, because we find in symbio- 

sis a physiological dependence of each partner upon the 
other. Each one supplies some food to the other without 

which life would be more difficult, or even impossible, and 
neither lives an independent life. 

Parasitism, however, is defined by LaPage as similar 

to commensalism and symbiosis in that the association is 

based upon the need for an adequate food supply. He states 

that parasitism is an association between one partner, 

called the parasite, which obtains, by a number of different 

methods, its food from the body of the other partner, which 
is called the host of the parasite. But, asks LaPage, does 
the other partner, the host, benefit7 He answers that it 

The host is always injured by the parasite. 
Thus parasitism differs from commensalism and symbio- 

sis in two particulars; first, not both, but only one of the 

partners, the parasite, gains a food supply, and second, not 

both, but only one of the partners, benefits, while the host 

olwups suffers some injury. 

MODIFICATION OF THE ORGANISM 

LaPage conjectures that the first parasite may have 
been a non-parasitic organism which penetrated by some 

route the body of another kind of animal, and found some 
food there, such as blood, which was rich in nutrition and 

easily digestible, and that, in the course of evolution, the 
descendants of the first parasite liked this way of life, and 

maintained such an association with some other animal. 
Eventually, these types became wholly dependent upon 

parasitism as a way of obtaining food and could not survive 
without following it. Thus it became an “obligatory para- 

site”, completely dependent physiologically upon its host. 

As LaPage points out, the host does not tolerate passively 
this association with the parasite, but reacts to the injury 
which it is suffering. He says: 

“The struggle between host and parasite went 

on according to the laws of evolution, and this 
battle is constantly being waged today.” 

In pointing out that this battle between host and para- 

site is going on today, is LaPage trying to tell us some- 
thing? He goes on to say that: 

“Parasitism is quite different from the rela- 

tionship of prey and predator, in which one body 

gets its nourishment by killing and absorbing the 

body of another. Here the predator is always 

larger and stronger than its prey, while the para- 

site is always smaller and weaker than its host.” 

VIOJ.ATES NATURR 

Thus we find that here once more the parasite violates 

a fundamental law of nature. It is a law of nature that the 

stronger survives at the expense of the weaker, the survival 
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of the fittest, as the weaker is eaten to provide nourishment 

for the strong. In the phenomenon of the parasite, however, 
we find that the weaker survives at the 

the least fitted to survive becomes the victor, and 

the stronger is vanquished. 

This too is a fundamental aspect of the life cycle of the 
biological Jew. Throughout history, he has always been 

smaller and weaker than his gentile host, yet he has often 

managed to subdue him. The puny weakling, as celebrated 
by the Jewish comedian, Charlie Chaplin, always manages 
to outwit and to defeat his larger and stronger gentile 

opponent. We find that this celebration is a fundamental 

approach in all Jewish humor, literature and art. The small 

David is shown defeating the larger Goliath, the cunning 
Mordecai is shown defeating the stronger gentile offtcial, 
Haman.’ David, of course, is the small parasite, and Goliath 

is the large host, who is struck down from afar, before he 

has a chance to use his superior strength against the 
weakling challenger. 

TEMPORARY PARASITES 

LaPage classifies as “temporary parasites” those in- 

sects such as mosquitoes and leeches, which suck the 

blood of the host. He names them ectoparasites because 
they do not enter the body of the host. Other lice, which 

live beneath the skin of their hosts, are classified as en- 

doparasites. There are also hyperparasites, who live off of 

other parasites (the rabbinical dynasties), and brood or 

social parasites, which are found in ant and bee families, 
and which live off of the community. 

EVOLUTION AND PARASITES 

LaPage points out that every animal, whatever its 

mode of life, is gradually altered by the slow processes of 

evolution. He says that the parasite, far from being an 

exception to this rule, actually exemplifies it. 

“it develops teeth with which to rasp the 
tissues of the host, sucking apparatuses to suck its 

juices, ooagulants to hold onto the host body. The 
remarkable cunning with which some kinds of 

bloodsucking bats stalk their victims and steal 

their blood must also be reckoned among the 

modifications which their temporarily parasitic 
habits have produced. Species of Desmodus at- 

tack cattle, horses and other animals, including 

man and poultry, when they are asleep at night. 

They watch their victims carefully, and, when they 

are asleep, they walk or sidle up to them and scoop 

out a piece of flesh so delicately that the sleeping 

animal often is not aware of the bite until the 

bleeding is discovered in the morning.” 

One of the specialized modifications of the Jew is his 

ability to suck the blood of the gentile host without alarm- 

ing his victim, weakening it without being discovered, 
through the highly sophisticated and refined instruments 

and techniques which the Jew has developed over a period 

of centuries for these specific purposes, and which have no 

counterpart in any other species. In view of these tech- 
niques, need we be surprised that some of the gentiles who 

have been most weakened by the blood-lettings of the Jew 

are among the most vociferous defenders, and who will 

tight to the death to protect their Jewish “benefactors”. 
They are totally unable to recognize their danger, or the 
insidious nature of the parasitio attack. 

SPECIALIZATION AMONG 

PARASITES 

LaPage describes a type of parasite called the hagfish, 

which is classified as one of the Cyclostomes, a name 

whose origin refers to the circular opening inside their 

mouths. He says, 

“All of these fishes have a wormlike shape 

and perhaps the best known of them is the iam- 

prey. The hagfish has two rows of teeth on its 

powerful tongue and one median tooth upon the 

roof of its mouth. Its eyes are very important and 

are buried beneath the skin, probably because the 

hagfish borrows deeply into the tissues of the fish 
which it attacks, so that its eyes have become 

useless. &r-the &me reason, its gill openings are 

connected by long tubes to a single opening on the 
surface much farther back than the gill openings 

of the lamprey, so that the hagfish can breathe 

water while its head end is buried in the body of 

the fish upon which it is parasitic. Some species 

of hagfish can attach themselves so firmly by 

means of their sutorial mouths to the living fish 

that these, fish can only rarely shake them off. 

They then rasp off the flesh of the fish and suck 
their blood. Some species of them consume the 

fish muscles until little is left of the living fish 

except its bones and viscera, and the fish dies.” 

Thus LaPage offers a complete contradiction of the 

definitive and scholarly article of the 
on Parasitism, which contends that the parasite 

is never fatal to the host. 

The 
activities of the hagfish, in sucking the blood of the still 

living fish until it dies, closely corresponds to the ancient 

a 

Here we see the close correlation between the activities of 

parasites in the plant and animal kingdoms and those 

which have developed through the centuries of human 
civilization. 

LaPage states that many leeches combine organs of 

attachment with organs of suction, but others have only 

organs of attachment, such as the hooklets developed by 
many kinds of parasitic animals which are attached either 
to the exterior or to the internal organs of the host. In the 

same way, when the host people of a Jewish community of 
parasites attempts to dislodge it, they find that the parasite 
has extended specialized tentacles of attachment deep into 

every facet of the host people’s life. So deeply rooted are 

these tentacles that the dislodgement is not only difftcult, 

it is such a demanding and painful operation that the 
dislodgement itself maybe fatal to the host. 

embrace all of the tenets of 

Jews 

[END QUOTING OF PART I] 

We need to make a break here. You who believe this 
to be bigotry had best look again-and especially at SELF. 

YOU are being sucked DRY-and it might well be you 

nice HEBREWS who thought you were on the RIGHT 
SIDE. 

You people refuse to face two things: 

Thank you-to clear, please. 

TIMELY 

OUESTIONS 

There are myriads of questions piled up on our desk- 

top, but I am not going to interrupt the sequence of writing 

underway to respond individually. Martin, 

Moorhead and Seares are working diligently to glean the 
most important fragments which you MIGHT MISS from 

research. We have such limitations on our time 

and space as to have to ask patience. YOU WILL FIND 

THAT ALL OF THE QUESTIONS YOU MIGHT HAVE 
WILL WORK THEMSELVES RIGHT BACK TO THE 
PARASITES OF HUMANITY. I MAKE NO QUALIFI- 
CATION FOR INDIVIDUAL GROUPINGS OR TRADI- 
TIONS-THE TAKERS WHO LIVE OFF OTHERS ARB 
BEHIND 

Of course there are bunches of parasites who 

are not classifying THEMSELVES as “Jews”. These who 

project themselves, however, as “Jews” are by their 

classification anti-Christians and thus negate any possi- 
bility of having such a term as “-which 

is totally absurd since each is the VERY OPPOSITE OF 

THE OTHER1 This &$ my business. 
Now, for you who do not bring yourselves to believe 

what we offer can possibly be other than bigotry against a 

poor unfortunate group of people, I want to offer an article 

from Saturday, November 26,1994. 
I think you will be able to better see, if you think in 

“generalities and connections”, that the portion of Florida 
whereat this paper is published is the Winter-ground for 

many, many “Jews”. Alan Dershowitz (the Jewish attor- 

ney) has said that the United States IS THE HOMELAND 

OF THE JEWS! Believe it. However, the Jews have to also 

be TRAINED for most don’t have the vaguest idea of 
WHAT they are presented to be-they are John and Mary 
Doe next door. Many are simply from the bloodline and 

area of the Hebrew lineage. The World Takeover Masters 

are NOT of those origins-but use the people now consid- 

ering themselves, because they do not know better, to be 
“Jews” (a 1700s creation of term), BUT ARE NOT! These 

unsuspecting groups from that lineage, however, need to 

be USED to accomplish the WORLD PLAN OF THE 

ANTI-CHRIST. Therefore, thi r MUST BE TRAINED! 

[QUOTING:] 

Sat., Nov. 26, 1994 

STUDY: JEWISH INSTITUTIONS 

MUST ADAPT TO AMERICA TODAY 

A 

BOSTON-Jewish community groups, synagogues and 

schools have failed to adapt enough to changes in Ameri- 

can society, says a social researcher 
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Gary A. Tobin of Brandeis University says teenagers, 
divorced people, Jews married to gentiles, and the elderly 

are slipping through gaps in a system 

Religious and ethnic groups for years have complained 

that their cultures and traditions are dissolving in the 

American melting pot. 

.And a study this year showed that 
only a quarter of Jewish children get enough education to 

make them practicing Jews as adults. 

“Basically, it used to be that people were an ethnic 

group or a religion first, and then American. Now, it’s the 
reverse,” said Tobin, whose recent paper is called 

“So what does it mean to be a contemporary Jew when 

you are very much like other Americans?” Tobin asks, 

“How do you reshape that idea?” 

such as a Jewish Peace Corps, national network of Jewish 

learning centers for adults and 

a 

And he says old institutions, such as synagogues, must 
work harder to appeal to their congregations. 

On intermarriage, Tobin takes the hard line: Syna- 
ENCOURAGE 

a 

Right now; synagogues are too unwelcoming 

to non-Jews, he said. 

For teens, Tobin recommends more outdoor leadership 

programs, such as nature hikes and retreats. 

“Synagogues typically have teens sitting inside on 

Sunday mornings studying material that’s hard to digest. 

Synagogues, like Protestant churches, are stuck in about 
the ‘605,” Tobin said. 

And for the elderly, Tobin recommends more outreach 

by synagogues and more spiritual growth programs at 

community centers in the South and Southwest. 
Tobin called senior citizens 

“a but added 

‘that areas with large Jewish populations still need to 

emphasize religion better. 

“JUST THAT JEWS ARE TOGETHER ISN’T 

ENOUGH. THEY HAVE TO BE MAINTAINING A PUR- 
POSEFUL LIFE THAT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH 
w PEOPLE,” he said. 

Daniel Mansoor, executive vice president of the 

New agreed 

that 

said Mansoor, 

MONEY 

[And:] 

I&x&, Nov. 21,19943’ 

HOME TO BECOME MUSEUM 

The house where Golda 
Meir spent two years crucial to her political and intellec- 

tual development will 

Meir lived in the house while she was in high school 
here in 1913-14. 

In the kitchen of the brick duplex, young men and 
women 

[And:] 

2 1, 1994 

DENVER (AP): The house where Golda Meir spent 

two years crucial to her political and intellectual develop- 
ment will 

Meir lived in the house while she was in high school 

here in 1913-14. She went on 

and died in 1978, 

“It was a turning point in my life because in 

Meir once wrote. 
In the kitchen of the brick duplex, young men and 

women 

“This was gathering place,” said Mary Ferrell, 

director of the Auraria Foundation. ‘Some people see this 
as 

building will house the new Golda Meir 

Center for Political Leadership. 

[END QUOTING] 

So be it! 

Please allow us to move directly into the continuation 

of, 

by Eustaoe Mullins 

[QUOTING, PART 2:] 

gentile nations and remained for hundreds ofyears without 

exhibiting any signs of being dangerous to their hosts, but, 
if the gentile host attempts to dislodge them, they immedi- 

ately rise to the challenge and bring into play their special- 

ized modifications for remaining upon the host. LaPage 

points out that parasites are naturally inclined to lead a 
sedentary life, “and undergo the modifications to which 

this mode of life leads.” 

As a result of their parasitic mode of life, the Jewish 

communities have developed sedentary habits, which in 
turn have led to certain diseases, directly attributable to 
this sedentary life, and which have been known for their 

high incidence among the Jews. Thus diabetes is referred 

to in many medical dictionaries as “the Jewish disease”. 

has 

a 

a 

AIDS, 

FIND CANCERS.] 

Diabetes occurs principally because the sedentary and 

LaPage points out that many instances the adult 
phases of the parasite do not move much about the host’s 

body, because they are surrounded by food and can obtain 
it without the help of locomotive organs. Thus, we find 

that the Jews are not muoh interested in the transportation 
industry, preferring the more sedentary occupations. The 

parasitic community actually can and does beoome com- 
pletely immobile in the host for long periods of time, 

because it is characterized by the ability of dormancy, of 

lying without moving through the years, while losing none 
of its potency. We find that ticks bearing infectious 

diseases can remain in the ground for as long as one 

hundred years, and when they emerge, they are still infec- 
tious. 

Jewish communities have established themselves in 

parasitic life prevents Jews from burning up the excess 

blood sugars which they ingest in their diet, and which are 

intended for use as direct forms of energy. This causes a 
surfeit of sugar in the system, which becomes the disease 

of diabetes. Also, generations of sedentary persons cause 

malfunctions or the gradual weakening of the pancreas and 

other organs which are responsible for controlling the level 
of blood sugar. Thus, diabetes becomes a “hereditary* 

disease among generations of sedentary people. 

The Jewish community has developed a munber of 
degenerative types of diseases, such as blood disorders, 

cancers of various kinds, and other forms of physical 

degeneration, which are directly attributable to their mode 

of parasitic existence, and to the physical degeneracy 
which it produces. As they cohabit with the gentile com- 

munity, and as their sedentary mode of life becomes more 

widely practiced, these degenerative diseases begin to 

appear throughout the host community. 

In one of the most important physical correlations 

between the Jewish community and the known types of 
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parasitic organisms in the plant and animal kingdoms, 
LaPage says: 

“Among other organs which are often reduced 

or lost when parasitic life is adopted is the nervous 

system. It may be reduced as a whole or the 
reduction may affect chiefly the eyes and other 

organs. Organs of special sense are best devel- 

oped in active animals which feed upon other 

animals. and need to defend themselves against 
their enemies. They are not required by parasitic 

animals which live a relatively-sheltered existence 

on or inside the bodies of their hosts amid a 

relative abundance of food.” 

The effect of parasitic mode of existence upon the 

nervous system, which can be observed in many types of 

parasites, are especially noteworthy in the Jew. The de- 
generation of the nervous system into a state of severe 

mental illness in an average of thirty per cent of all Jews 

has long been supposed by sociologists to be due to the 

physical interbreeding in the Jewish community, but the 
high incidence of mental illness in Jews whose families 

have intermarried with gentiles is the same rate as those 

who have remained within the Jewish community. This 

points to a strictly biological origin of this degeneracy of 
the nervous system, and bears out Professor LaPage’s 

contention that the leading of a parasitic mode of existence 

inevitably leads to a reduction or a degeneracy of the 

nervous system. 

One of the most striking observations which LaPage 

has made in this study of animal parasites is his discovery 

that: 

by Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D. 

The author ofthese books has reportedly been forced to flee the country by the American 

Medical Association and the Food and Drug Administration. Remember, never believe 

Government until they officially deny something! They have denied a cure for cancer and 

AIDS. These books not only gives the true cause of cancer and HIV/AIDS [parasites!], it 

gives the simple cure and provides complete instructions. You may order it from: 

To your good health, my fellow Americans! 

“Because this mode of life tends to cause a 
HATREP 

Thus the biological parasite has been a problem of man -._ _ _. - _ 
loss of (skeletal) structure resrstant enough to be since the dawn of recorded history. Although humans have 
preserved as fossils, we have little geological been aware of the physical discomfort and danger which 
evidence of the past history of parasitic animals. 
At least six species of fossil roundworms, how- 

animal parasites have always presented to him, they have 

ever, have been described, two of these, Hydonius 
consistently failed to recognize the specific danger of the 
Jewish parasite until it was too late. 

antiquus and H. matutinus in the Eocene lignite, LaPage says, “The parasitic animal has to contend 
and the other four in Baltic amber.” with difficulties and risks to which non-parasites are not 

exposed. It may have gained shelter and abundance of 
The effortless existence led by the parasite not only food, but it has obtained these at the cost of partial or 

affects its nervous system, which, like any other physical complete dependence upon its hosts. The parasitic animal 

attribute, tends to atrophy when not used’or required by the must find it and get into it or on its surface and it must 
animal, but it also leads, over a period of time, to extensive 

skeletal changes in the structure of the animal, tending 

towards a soft, amorphous bone structure which soon a 

disintegrates after the death of the parasite. Here is an- a 
other remarkable correlation between the life cycles of transferred IN THE 

parasitic animals and the life cycle of the Jew. Because of 

their parasitic mode of existence, the Jews have left no 
artifacts which could be discovered among the ruins of 
ancient civilization, even though they are known to have te totally Isolate, (amI 

been present for long periods of time during these civiliza- 

tions. Despite the historical records of their presence, we 
can fmd no concrete artifacts signifying their existence. Thus the Jew encounters several dangers which do not 

ordinarily imperil other types of communities. Foremost 

among these is the danger of genocide, of actions against 

its community as a group, when the host discovers that its 

presence is endangering its health. The Jew is the only 

human group which has repeatedly undergone mass ac- 

tions, or pogroms, against it. 
Because of its parasitic mode of existence 

Jewish com- 

munity made no effort to develop a nation or an indepen- 
dent state during thousands of years of recorded history. 

a 

a a 

” 

Because we have heard, and still hear, so much about 

the great Jewish cultures of the past, archaeologists have 
made extensive efforts to discover some examples of Jew- 

ish art and sculpture and architecture in ancient cultures, 
the solid evidences which survive the ravages of time and 

natural catastrophes. Yet they found nothing. The sole 

results of these searches are a few nieces of crude water-pots, 

fashioned from mud, which a Stbne Age man could have This meant tharthe Jew had no standing army for his 

produced with his bare hands, since he did not the defense enemies. When a Jewish state, Israel, was 

use of the pottery wheel which made its appearance among finally established, the nation’s budget identified it as an 

early civilizations. These scanty evidences of the great extension of the 

Jewish past are but one more witness to the biological 

parasitical existence which the Jew has always led as a 

soft, amorphous and rootless creature feeding at the ex- 

pense of others, and leaving no concrete artifacts to memo- 

rialize his presence. 

LaPage says, “Human writings about some species of BILJ.,IONS of dollars 

parasitic animals take 

Since the Jew is the only group which 

From the standpoint of the host people, everything 
that the Jew does is a manifestation of a criminal act, but 

from the parasite’s standpoint, he is only following the 

procedures of his life cycle which have evolved and been 
established over period of thousands of years. The 
conflict comes from two separate and irreconcilable codes 

of ethics: that of the host, which places a premium upon 

decency, honor and self-reliance, and that of the parasite, 
which operates from an established modus vivendis of 

parasitism. 
The Jew lives in constant fear of rejection, of being 

thrown off of the host, which would mean his starvation 

$18.00 

a 
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and death. As a result, the Jew sees everything in the light rectum of the frog as the most suitable environment for its Commissioners as Straus andcohen, the gates were opened 
of how “relates” to the host, or how he maintains his life. for a flood of Jewish immigrants from the ghettoes of 

parasitic situation. LaPage points out that parasites cause defense reac- Europe, most of whom had been excluded previously on 

- tions in the against parasitic invader, such as efforts grounds of illiteracy, criminal backgrounds, and various 

to localize and neutralize the injurious effects of the para- forms .of physical contagions or mental illness. 

site, attempts to repair the damage done, and efforts to kill 

The adaptive modifications of the parasite are at- or to remove the parasite. He describes these as “tissue. many, 

tempts to anticipate possible changes in the host. La Page reactions”, and these are primarily local reactions, but 

“Other parasites correlate their life histories with 

::Yt”’ of the host; monogenetic fluke, Polystoma 

more advanced reactions, such as a resistance immunity,, 

may be developed by the host as the reaction of the entire 
integerrimum, which lives in bladder of the common organism. He says that tissue reactions are inflammations 
frog, ignores all tadpoles which have reached a state of caused by bacteria, “viruses and inanimate agencies, and 

development in which they can survive in them, but when may be acute or chronic. They are the results of injury or LaPage also says, “Parasites may cause biological 

it meets with one which has, its aimless behaviour ceases; irritation caused by organs or teeth of the parasitic animal, changes such as species which cause changes in the host’s 

it seems to pause and await its opportunity to dart through by its migration through these tissues, or by chemical reproductive glands, parasitic castration, such as the para- 

the spoutlike opening into the bag around the internal gills. substances which it secretes or excretes into the body ofthe sitic crustacean Sacculina, which destroys the reproduc- 

How it knows the tadpole has reached this stage of internal host.” tive organs of the host, the short-tailed spider cram, Inacus 

development we do not know, but perhaps it is helped by mauritanicus, which is attacked by Sacculina neglecta. 

its eye spots and its nervous system or by chemical sub- The effects of Sacculina cause seventy percent of male 

stances secreted by the tadpole into the water which stimu- crabs to acquire some of the secondary sexual characteris- 

late the miracidium larva.” LaPage goes on at length to describe the various tics of the female. The abdomen of these males becomes 

The extrasensory ability of the parasite to spot a, suit- types of damage which the parasite inflicts host. broad, they may acquire, in addition to their male copulat- 

ably developed host has always been characteristic of the He says that in addition to these various tissue damages, ing styles, appendages modified to bear eggs, and their 

Jews. From earliest history, he has made unerringly for parasites introduce other types of parasites into the host, as nippers become smaller at the same time.” 
the most advanced and the most promising civilizations, well as dangerous It is inevitable that the enormous effect which the 

ignoring the more backwards or underdeveloped peoples. parasites may produce substances which are injurious to parasite has upon the host would result in some biological 
Thus, we do not find the Jew sharing the Spartan existence the host, toxins or other kinds of poisons. In effect, then, alterations such as the effect of Sacculina upon Inacus 

of the pygmies in the Ituri rain forest; he is living in a the parasite begins to exercise a dangerous influence over mauritanicus. We have seen in America during the past 

comfortable apartment in New York, dining on caviar and the life cycle of the host, one which goes far beyond the quarter of a century, coincident with the great power at- 
champagne. simple goal of remaining attached to the host and obtain- tained by the Jews in every walk of life, startling modifica- 

ing food from it. Whether the parasite consciously intends tions in the appearances and habits of American males, as 

[END QUOTING OF PART 21 it or not, it gradually becomes the most important single well as a vast increase in the public practice of male 

Lice influence in the life of the host. The story of the newspaper homosexuality. American males have taken on some of the 

(p&ufosir) business in the United States is a typical example. A secondary sexual characteristics of the female, and they 
)*nnlWdlC.A” century ago, newspapers were small and insignificant in have shown amazing declines in such primary male char- 

this country, while the professions of journalism ranked acteristics as energy, aggressiveness, and physical strength. _ 

only slightly above the professions of ratcatcher and gar- The traditional roles of the sexes have also undergone 

bage hauler. the Jews began to assume a more promi- sweeping changes, due principally to Jewish agitation for 

nent role in the life of the gentile host, they found that “sexual equality”. This campaign has not resulted in 

newspapers were an essential vehicle for their goals. They sexual equality, since this equality could 

Let us have an interruption, please, that we not have began to flood everyone with newspapers, and the newspa- 

writings too lengthy to easily break or manage. pers became virus carriers of various forms of mental However, it has resulted a decline of 

I think you had better pay attention TO ME for a poisons and toxins which either stupefied, confused or masculine traits in the American male, as well as psycho- 
minute. Since “JEW” does NOT MEAN just a select bunch paralyzed the gentile host, putting it into a state of sus- logical confusion as to his role. This development can be 
through blood line or even “religion” I think you had better pended animation as long as these venoms could be main- equated with the pernicious influence which the parasite 
get some definitions straight. Goyim means ANYONE tained. 
who is NOT JEW-and that means that all “religions” save 

exercises upon the host, as LaPage describes the encounter 

of Sacculina with Inacus mauritanicus. Here again, we 
those that respect NO GOD (atheists) or worship the note the remarkable activity and influence of the parasite 
GODS OF NON-CHRISTIANITY (LUCIFER THE ?” NO, 
CONJURED PHRASE OF JEHOVAH). Therefore: ALL 

in relation to the reproductive and the excretory organs of 

WHO FIT INTO THE CATEGORY OF “OTHER THAN 

JEW” (By Zionist-Jew definition and trans- 

lation [Yiddish].) So, you who THINK you are not Chris- 
tian or Buddhist or Pentecostal but are something other- 

wise OR NOTHING-ARE JEWS BY THEIR DEFINI- LaPage notes throughout his definitive studies of the 
TION. I say I am a Semite ask: “But you claim to 
be a Semite-isn’t that the very term the Jews claim?” 

parasite-host relationship that the host’s defense against 

Now you 
YES INDEED. The difference is that ONCE AGAIN- 

the parasite is always of an activist or a reactionary nature, 

THEY LIE TO DECEIVE 
such as cattle switching their tails, taking evasive 
action in sudden, unpredictable twists and turns, and other 

wild actions which they hope will dislodge the parasite. 
suggest that 

clouds of ever-loving “unconditional” love and allow- 
antes-LOOK AT WHAT YOU DO-FOR YOU FALL 

the presence of the biological parasite in civilized commu- 

INTO ONE CATEGORY 
nities, we cannot find a single shred of evidence that the 

people has ever &ated the parasite phenomenon in 

“THEIR” OWN TERMINOLOGY. I DIDN’T WRITE these say you a any but an activist manner, an unthinking, involuntary 
THE STORY, READERS, I action to dislodge the parasite. 

Thank you. 
The host instinctively reacts against the presence of 

the parasite, because it knows it will suffer an injury 

12/4/94 
this strange creature, with its differing life cycle and goals. 

This is why the Jews always call those who oppose them 
that is, 

by Eustace Mullins 
Consequently, one of the major 

tasks of the parasite is to seek out all potential “reaction- 

[QUOTING, PART 3:] 
“flu aries” among the host people and eliminate them. 

WOWLEDGE OF THE PARASITE 

LaPage observes that the timing of the release of the 
Because of this blind, unthinking reaction, which sel- 

parasitic animals’ reproductive phases so that they may 
dom is effective in ridding the host of the parasite, LaPage 

infect the host is also shown by some species of protozoa 

which live in the rectum of the frog. Here again we note the 

affinity of the parasite for the excretory organs, the previ- 
As LaPage points out, the parasite introduces other “The basic essential of any campaign against 

mentioned Polystoma integerrimum, which resides 

types of parasites into the host. We find that when the Jews a parasitic animal is through of 

in the bladder of the frog, and the protozoa which prefer 

obtained control ofthe United States Immigration Service every phase of its life history and also of its 
1890s Jewish 

- relationships with all the hosts with which it can 
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live. We need to know all the hosts because some 

of them may be reservoir hosts maintaining sources 
of the parasites which can then infect man. With 
this knowledge, we can select for attack the weak- 

est points in the life history and biology of the 

parasitic animal.” 

Research and education, then, are the tools which are 

needed to counterattack against the evil influence of the 

parasite. Above all. we must avoid blind, instinctive 
reaction, since the parasite has long since learned how to 

anticipate and control such reaction, and even to use it for 

its own advantage. 

ALWAYS 

AN ENEMY 

LaPage points out that “Host and parasitic animal 
must always be considered together, because the parasitic 

animal is, like all other living things, intimately related 

throughout its existence to its environment. The fact that 

environment is, for a part or whole of its life, the surface or 

interior of another animal, does not absolve the parasitolo- 

gist from the biologists’ practice of considering animal 
and environment together as a whole. A second objective 

is the demonstration that some species of parasitic animals 
are among the most powerful enemies of man and his 

civilization.” 
The parasite’s concern with his environment sheds 

light upon one of the most important intellectual develop- 
ments of modern man, the Enlightenment, that revolution- 

ary force which has spearheaded the growing control of the 

parasite over the host. The pre-Enlightenment centuries of 

human thought considered man’s environment as a sec- 
ondary consideration, because of faith in the powers of the 

individual, and the belief that the individual could triumph 

over his environment. After the sudden importance given 

to such French intellectuals as Jean Jacques Rousseau, 
man was no longer considered as important as his environ- 

ment . All at once, our leading thinkers decided that 

environment was the most important thing in life. And 
indeed it is, to the parasite, whose environment is the host 
which feeds him. 

But to the host, who is making his own way in life, 

environment is not the primary factor in his development. 

to the parasite, environment is everything. All Social- 

ist thinkers, and the various schools of sociologic thought 
which have crept of this development, place primary 

importance upon man’s environment, rather than upon his 

powers to use that environment and to create a life for 

himself, as he achieves his life’s goals. 

LaPage urges us to remember that the parasite is 

among the most powerful enemies of man and his civiliza- 

tion. Here again, he seems on the verge of going into the 

Jewish problem, but he shies away from applying his 
theories to the problems of human sociology. Certainly he 

could not have been referring to parasitic viruses, or to the 

blood-sucking mosquitoes, for even if they hindered the 

building of the Panama Canal, they cannot be said to have 
caused the collapse of any human civilization. What could 
he mean but the biological parasite which has infested 

man’s civilization since the beginning of recorded history, 

and which has brought about the downfall of one empire 
after another? Perhaps that is why he urges us to select for 

attack “the weakest points, in the life history of the biology 

of the parasitic animal.” 

Chapter Two 

During the twentieth century, man has begun to con- 

cern himself with the problem of the collapse of world 

cultures, great empires which rise to their zenith, and then 

mysteriously decline. We know why the rise. They grow 
because a people finds itself with a mission, or because it 

develops techniques for mastering its surroundings. A 

people takes advantage of favorable conditions, because 

they have the will to carry out their mission. During the 

period when the people are able to channel their energies 
constructively, a nation grows amazingly in size and power, 

in a geometric ratio. Then, suddenly, it begins to sicken 

and die. One example was Elizabethan England, which 
had expelled the Jews. When Oliver Cromwell brought 
back the Jews, the English people lost their sense‘ of 

direction and, although their momentum was still sufti- 

cient to carry them on an upward course through the 

Victorian period, today we find that their aristocracy has 
been dispossessed, and their assets, although greatly re- 
duced, are administered by aliens. 

TWO scholars have formulated theories, developed 

through many years of study, to explain this process of the 
downfall of nations. The first, Oswald Spengler (The 

English Ed., Knopf, NY, 1926.). was 
a German scholar of unique power and energy. He com- 

piled interlocking records of every known civilization, and 
carried on intricate comparative studies which today could 

only be done by an electronic computer, so complex was 
his mastery of conjunctive or interweaving factors. 

Spengler concluded that a civilization is a body like 

any other, which is subject to the laws which govern 

natural bodies. He saw that a civilization had its birth 

stage, a young and vigorous stage, and an old age which 

left it weak and prey to its enemies. In proposing this 
biological pattern for civilizations, Spengler was on the 

right track. Nor was he insensitive to the fact that civili- 
zations develop internal problems which function like a 

fatal disease. Only on one point did he seem to be blind, 
the concept of the parasite. This is not too strange, for 

Spengler was greatly concerned with the finer aspects of 

human culture, the greatest achievements of man, his art, 

his music, his poetry, his architecture. Of course a scholar 
of this elevated turn of mind did not wish to concern 

himself with degenerative and the excretory organs of man, 

those parasitic organisms which cause discomfort, disease 
and death. 

A LATE THEORY 

A second explorer of this ground was Arnold Toynbee, 
a donnish Englishman. He was equally reluctant to face 

the omnipresent and distasteful fact of the biological Jew. 

He embarked upon a vast study of civilization, which 

covered essentially the same ground as Spengler, and 
added little to Spengler’s findings. His sole original 

contribution was a theory which immediately became popu- 

lar with the intellectual lightweights of the time, since it 

conformed to their own prejudices. It was cast in the 
accepted pseudo-sociological jargon which university nit- 

wits employ to bemuse their students and each other. 

Civilizations fall, declared Toynbee, because of a “fail- 

ure of nerve”, at some point in its development, a civiliza- 
tion, which lives by a system of “challenge and response” 

fails to respond to some challenge, and goes down before 

it. 
Now, this could refer to the biological Jew, since the 

parasite is a challenge to the continued threat of the host. 

However, it is a challenge which no gentile host has ever 

been prepared to meet. It is a germ which is defeated 

by inoculation, or by personal cleanliness and careful 
attention to matters of health. 

Spengler’s history of the decline and fall of civiliza- 

tions could not be upheld because it not take into 

consideration the obvious fact that few, if any, civiliza- 
tions, had died of old age. Nearly all of them had been 
murdered, in one way or another, but Spengler was too 
preoccupied with the fine arts to become interested in the 

problems of crime and disease. 
Toynbee, on the other hand, could not be the detective 

in this case because he had lived most of his life on a 

subsidy from the criminal classes. His years of study had 

been financed by generous grants from the Royal Institute 
of International Affairs of a 

A 

few months later, a New York Jew via Hungary, Dr. 

Emanuel Josephson, rushed into print with a on the 

Council on Foreign Relations, which attempted to show 
that it was an instrument of gentiles such as the Rocke- 

fellers, and not a front for the parasitic Jewish community. 

I visited him and we talked for seven hours. It was quite 

obvious that he knew everything that I knew about the 
Council on Foreign Relations, whose o&es were only a 

few doors from his home, and it was also obvious that he 

had placed a different interpretation on his findings. [H: 

Just as Emanuel Josephson refused to face the facts 

about the Council on Foreign Relations, so Arnold Toynbee, 

living on comfortable grants from the Rothschild family, 

found no evidence of parasitical weakenings of civiliza- 
tions in his vast work, by Arnold 
Toynbee, Oxford, 1934.) Instead, Toynbee superficially 

studied the nerve patterns of cultures, and the stimuli 

which affected them, without once mentioning the most 
vicious enemy of nervous system, 

Gtt 

fiat 
disease.] When 

Toynbee says that a civilization failed to respond to a 

challenge, he asks us to believe that a man who is standing 

on a street comer, and who is knocked down from behind 
by a runaway truck, has failed to respond to a challenge. 

has 

IMPORTANCE 

OF BIOJ ,OGY 

Has Toy&e ever heard of biology? Has he ever heard 

of parasites? We find no evidence of it in his encyclopaedic 
studies. Does he have any inkling that civilizations allow 

foreign bodies to settle in their midst, to flourish and 

operate without supervision and control, no matter how 

pernicious their influence may be? How could Toynbee 
spend twenty years in the study of ancient civilizations 
without knowing that 

tht 

such 

smallpox 

PATTERN OF 
THE PARASITE 

of the biological parasite reveals a pattern, 
a set of characteristios and interweaving facts of nature: 1. 
the parasite prefers a healthy organism as a feeding ground; 

2. the parasite’s life cycle depends upon its finding a host 
upon which it can feed; 3. a healthy organism which is 

invaded by a parasitic organism is inevitably injured and 
often dies from the evil effect of the parasitio presence. 

Most often, the parasite causes the host to lose its sense of 

direction, so that it becomes helpless and is unable to 

defend itself against its exterior enemies. 
This pattern embraces a set of factors which have been 

common to every great civilization which 

sickened and died, Was Mr. Toynbee, in his decades of 

concentrated study, unable to discern a single one of them? 
Apparently, the answer is yes. Ve see a state of affairs in 

which a people has built, through its own efforts, a great 
empire, whose ships trade with far-off lands, whose armies 

are invincible. This people is strong, self-confident, and 

aware of their virtues. Why should they fear a few shabby, 

furtive aliens who have drifted in from unknown places 

and who establish themselves in the heart of the city so 

unobtrusively that it seems they have always been there? 

These aliens are willing to do anything, they perform any 
sort of distasteful task which the natives feel is beneath 

them. 
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[END QUOTING OF PART 3 ] 
Fleas 

I’m sorry, readers, but every time you add up two and 

two-it MUST EQUAL FOUR! You had better go back 
and read and KNOW truth. You can find it in myriads of 

places-but this is WHY our books are injunctioned 

by oourts, stopped at the Canadian border if dealing with 
this subject in any way whatsoever (hate material), and 
Eustace has been the target of such vicious attacks as 
would curl your hair. The PARASITES don’t like to be 

uncovered-they don’t do well when their game is discov- 

ered-EVER. They are of the dark, dank places of cover- 
up and deceit-THEY CANNOT SURVIVE IN THE LIGHT 

OR TRUTH. 

We will continue with “INEXTRICABLE HOLD”. 

by Eustace Mullins 

[QUOTING, PART 4:] 

THE INEXTRICABLE HOLD 

In a short time, the aliens know every secret of the 

people’s leaders, and they have established holds over 

them. The colony of aliens multiplies rapidly, and soon a 
once healthy people finds itself helpless, because their 

native virtues of strength, courage and honor, which have 

made them great, are of no avail against the newcomers. 

The host does not understand the parasite, which is like a 
creature from another, planet, because they do not have the 
same goals, nor do they respond to the same stimuli, as the 

host people. They even seem to have different nerve 
patterns. As the pernicious influence grows, the army is 
demoralized, the native leaders are murdered or exiled, and 
the wealth of the nation swiftly passes into the hands of the 

aliens. The people are plundered of everything, and most 

of all of their self-respect. No member of a host people is 

allowed to preserve his self-respect or his privacy, once the 

parasite has taken command. 

[H: 

One morning, the ships of a rival nation appear in the 

harbor. In exchange for certain guarantees, the parasites 

welcome them. The host people does not resist, an empire 

is gone. Now, this process is not a typical life pattern of a 

culture a la Spengler; neither is it a challenge and response 

a la Toynbee. The host people could have repelled any 

other attack by an armed invader, but they could not fight 

against the onset of a furtive parasite and the inevitable 

decay which he brought with him, a disease which affected 

and paralyzed the entire organism of the people. 

FOREIGN BODIES 

The theory of the biological parasite explains for the 

first time the fall of Egypt, of Baby@, of Rome, of Persia, 

and of England. A prosperous, healthy p&ple allows a 
foreign body to establish itself in their midst. The foreign 

body paralyzes and destroys them. This new concept of 

history brings both Spengler and Toynbee up to date. It 

also offers a civilization, for the first time, an opportunity 

to escape the fate of its predecessors. 

The serious student may find himself appalled by the 

more repulsive aspects of the study of the biological para- 

site. He finds that one type of fish in the South Seas has a 

long, tapering body, and that it enters the rear of larger 

fish, and feeds upon the feces within. Man is plagued by 

a tapeworm which enters his body, hooks onto the large 
intestine with a hook which he has developed solely for 
that purpose, and begins to absorb the nourishment from 
the food eaten by man. Various forms of lice secrete 
themselves around the reproductive or the excretory organs 

of man and cause him extreme discomfort. 

Prrrasites find that the waste matter excreted by hu- 

mans is a fertile breeding ground for them, because the 
human is a higher form of life which uses large quantities 
of food and excretes niuch of it with the food values intact. 

These excretions provide rich food for the parasite, but his 

attachment to it poses health problems for humans. Con- 

sequently, humans try to dispose of their waste matter so 
that it will not become a breeding ground for various 

obnoxious forms of parasites. The parasite considers this 

to be very cruel and unjust, and he endeavors by any means 

to reach it. If he endangers the life of the human, so what? 
A fly on a manure pile is not concerned as to whether he 

poses a threat to the health of humans. 

It follows that the parasite which has established itself 
upon the gentile host does not care how much it injures the 

host. Its only goal is to lead a parasitic life at the expense 

of the host, and its natural objectives are usually the 

reproductive and the excretory organs. Throughout his- 

tory, we find the Jew entwined about the reproductive 

organs of the gentile host like a parasitic vine which is 

slowly strangling a healthy tree. The Jew has always 

functioned best as a panderer, a pornographer, a master of 

prostitution, an apostle of sexual perversion, an enemy of 

the prevailing sexual standards and prohibitions of the 
gentile community. When the title of “America’s largest 

pornographer” was bestowed by police investigators, who 

was the holder of the title’? One Irving Klaw of New York, 
who carried on a vast business in nude photographs and 
other items of the trade. 

Other Jews, of great intellectual aspirations, have 

become writers, transforming our literature into dreary 

recitals of sexual acts, and making it impossible to publish 
anything which fails to conform to their standards of 

depravity. Other intellectual Jews have created a new 

profession, one so characteristic of them that it is known 

everywhere as a Jewish profession. This is the profession 
of psychiatry, an outgrowth of the parasite’s obsession 
with the reproductive and excretory habits of the host, 

What is the basis of the “science” of psychiatry, as it has 

been formulated by its Jewish founder and patron saint, 
Sigmund Freud? The basis of psychiatry is the “anal 

complex”, the theory that an obsession with the anus is the 

principal influence in our emotional development. Many 

millions of words have been written on this subject, 
spite its distasteful connotations, and learned speeches 

about the anal compulsion are delivered by scholars before 

the world’s learned bodies of distinguished men. 

THE COMPLEX. 

With the anal complex setting the tasteful tone of the 

parasite’s obsessions, the Jew has gone on to develop other 
theories about the processes of human excretion. The most 

important influence in the modern school of progressive 

education is the science of toilet training, while much of 

modem art is based, and easily recognizable in its origins, 
upon the feces complex, or the handling of its stool by the 
pre-school child. Other iinportant contributions of Jewish 
psychiatric thought, which have been hailed as 

When one contemplates the spectacle of a great hall, 

filled with well-dressed and well-educated men and women‘ 

from many countries, who are listening intently, and occa- 

sionally applauding, a little Jew in a tuxedo who is deliv- 

ering a learned dissertation upon the anal and excretory 

habits of mankind, we realize yet another aspect of the Jew. 
No matter what he does, the Jew is so fantastic that he 

becomes a comic figure. When the former Premier of 

France, Mendes-France, announced that his nation was 

surrendering the huge French investment in Vietnam to the 

Communists, one hardly knew whether to laugh or cry, so 
comic was the bulging-eyed black-jowled image of a rag 

merchant howling “O-o-1-l-d-d-ra-a-a-a-ggz-z-uh-” 

the streets. 
The poet Ezra Pound once observed to me that when he 

began to suggest to people that Jews were exercising undue 

power in the gentile world, no one took him seriously, 

because everyone knew that Jews were only clowns. 

usual, the Jew used this impression to 6x his position upon 

ihe gentile host. Charlie Chaplin, with his racially charac- 

teristic gestures, employed his typically obscene move- 
ments to be hailed as a great comic genius by the indefatiga- 

ble international Jewish claque. He made millions of 
dollars by wagging his behind at the audience, scratching 

frantically at his buttocks, and exhibiting the usual run of 
the parasite’s age-old preoccupations with the reproduc- 

tive and excretory organs. 

saying!! 

In his own right, Sigmund Freud is an even greater 

comedian than Charlie Chaplin, because the Freudian theo- 

ries of human behavior, as the great gentile psychologist, 

Carl Jung, reminded us, are based upon the biological 

parasite’s enormous misconceptions of‘the nature of his 
gentile host, and Freud’s theories are even more comical 

than the gyrations of Charlie Chaplin. Yet we laugh at 

Chaplin, and study the theories of Freud seriously. 

MANY 

Another obsession of the parasite is that it must force 

its way into every aspect of the host’s existence. It cannot 

endure the thought of a group of gentiles discussing any- 

thing without the parasite or one of his shabez goi agents 

being present to make notes. Thus, the Jew campaigns to 

force his way into every gentile organization, whether it be 

social, religious, a private school, a club, or a neighbor- 

hood, anywhere that the gentiles might be able to gather 

and talk over things which the Jew wishes to know. 
This obsession is due to the fact that the Jew can never 

know any real security in his parasitic existence. He lives 

daily with the terrible fear that the host will cast him off, 
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and even when he has obtained control at every level of the understanding, of the,parasitic theory. An obscure When the light came on, the bedbug gave a furious shriek 
gentile’s life, the Jew still feels insecure. lf the gentile hackwriter named Emile Zola wrote some fiery articles, of anger, and waddled out of sight. At this time, the writer 
manages to keep him out of anything, the Jew becomes such as demanding that Dreyfus be freed, and did not immediately relate this episode to the theory of the 
wild with rage. the international Jewish propaganda machine immediately biological parasite, but he later reflected that this anger of 

began to puff Zola as a great writer. He enjoyed great fame the bedbug, which was carrying on its usual activity, was 
THE DREYFUS CASE and fortune during the rest of his life, although his novels understandable. We cannot expect the Jew to appreciate 

any effort of the gentile host to dislodge him, and remove 
This obsession with security was the real force behind 

are now ignored. 

A pompous little country lawyer, Clemenceau, also him from the feast. This is why he works day and night to 
the furore over the Dreyfus case in France during the last found his caieer in the Dreyfus case. He intervened on prevent such a thing. 

Jew had managed to Dreyfus’ behalf, and the Jews made him premier of France. NECESSITY OF CONTROL, 
penetrate the formerly all gentile French High Command. 

Soon afterwards he was charged with selling French mili- 
The way of the shabez goi can be smoothed. 

This is why ,the Jew MUST control our communica- 
tary secrets to the highest bidder. Although it was an open 

The threat of rejection always stirs a torrent of fear and 
anger in the parasite. This writer encountered an example tions; this is why he MUST control our education; this is 

and shut case, as usual, the Jews launched a frantic inter- 
national campaign to free him. It seemed odd that much 

ofthis when he purchased a secondhand mattress in Jersey why he MUST control our government; and most impor- 
City. Late that night, he was awakened by an unwelcome tant, this is why he MUST control our RELIGION. If he 

noise was raised over the fate of one French officer, but the presence. He switched on the light, and there on his fails to do this, in any area, he endangers his continued 
theory of the biological parasite explains the mystery. The stomach was a fat little bedbug, swollen witi its feast, and existence as a biological parasite. Even in the Soviet 
parasite had penetrated one of the last bastions of the reluctant to abandon its host even in the light ofexDosure. Union, with its idealistic slogan of “From each according 
ientile host. how he knew all the military secrets, and he 

I 

was also in a position to inform his people if the army 

should become involved in a reaction against the presence 

of the parasites. the parasite was arrested and charged 
as a traitor, which he was, because his primary loyalty was 

to the parasitic community. The tragedy is not that he is 

nation’s security council. At once, the entire parasite ;i.::-:ti ::.: :i :~:liii:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;‘:I:l:~;.~~ .:. i . .: ./,... . . . . . . 
community charges to his defense, exhibiting terrible fear :,i:.‘.; ‘i:~~~.~~~:~~~~:~~~~~:~::i::il lil;,:il’:‘~.di:~,:~.:~: yi’::i:‘:’ ::,:jli; j.~f~:,~,‘~~j ,~:‘j,,i,~.~;~l:I’,‘:‘,i:‘:‘.:i: 5 :i:;:g-::i; i::: < j.,:: j:~\:,: j,,~: 

and anger. This rejection or exclusion is &e fate which 

haunts the parasite, because, for him, it is a matter of life 

::r:;:i,:ii.‘,:.~~~i~~~~~:~~~:;ii’i’l~Q~~:~:~ii:j::~~:i:i_j%~:l:!li:::i:::i, 
., 

$$ ,.i:ii:~:i~,i~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~:~~:.~~~~ii:”iii:f,~:i:ij~~:~:~~~~:~:.~:;::::~~.i,i::~,~,~,~~~~~,~,~,~:~‘:: i;.i;.i,‘j,;,;,;,:, ; 1,; 

and death. If he is reiected by the host. he cannot lead a 
::: :i ::,: j ..F,:><:i-i .T3:i ,.., szi :,:..., ;,: ; :: ,, j ., -.; .: ::,::.: :. ,.,. :.:.:.:.:.:.: .: ..: .: . : :: . . ..: .< . . . . .:.... . . . . . . . . . . 5:.... : : . . . . . 
p .....:.:‘: .:../:.: :?:“.‘: “‘:‘:“‘:“:‘:‘:‘.“.“:“:“:. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

parasitic existence, anh he wili die. Hence the great furore 

over the Dreyfus case. 

OUR OWN 
DREYFUS ,CASES 

Democratic administrations in the United States have 

had a plethora of Dreyfus cases in recent years, in which a 
parasite who had burrowed into the nation’s security coun- 
cils was charged with disloyalty, One of them was Dr. 

Oppenheimer, a Jew whose social circle was composed of 
dedicated Communist agents, most of whom were known 
as such while he worked on our nation’s most vital defense 

secrets. He was finally denied a security clearance, due to 

public alarm over his background, and a terrible clamor 

arose from the international Jewish community, which 
went on for years. We still do not know how much damage 

he did to the nation. 

A more celebrated case was a Jew of Russian origins, 

Walt Rostow. only the 

person in charge of our national security! 

la!] Yet a few years ago, loyal 

employees of the State Department refused Rostow a secu- 

rity clearance, not once, but three times, because of his 
notorious associations. Yet when JohnF. Kennedy became 

President, he placed Walt Rostow in charge of our national 

security! 

Drew Pearson recently revealed that it was this Jew 

who made the personal decision to employ American troops 

in large forces in Vietnam, one of the greatest victories for 

Communism since 1917. While Americans were being 
slaughtered in Vietnam, Russia could sit back and see us 

bleed to death without the Communist world being weak- 

ened at all. In this Dreyfus case, the Jews have won every 

round, while the gentile who exposed him, Otto Otepka, is 
still being persecuted by “our” government. 

GENTILE OPPORTUNISTS 

well 

In France, a few clever gentiles sensed which way the 
wind was blowing in the Dreyfus case, even if they had no 

a 
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to his means; to each according to his needs,” the parasite sides, 

gains control over gentile workers and sets them to produc- 
ing goods which he sells, and pockets the proceeds. Fat UP!] and for always being on the winning side. Chaim 

Jews and their blond mistresses stroll from their luxurious Weizmann, the founder of the State of Israel, quotes an oft- 
villas on the Black Sea, while intense, dogmatic gentile repeated saying of his mother, in his autobiography, 
commissars such as Mikhail ‘Suslov sit in the Kremlin and Error, Harper, New York, 1949, page 13: 
trying desperately to devise a system which the Jew cannot 

twist to his own advantage. They cannot succeed, because 

the parasite has always thought 

AG&RESSION 
Chaim (the 

more efficient in this atmosphere. 
“We 

We know that the gentile can never expect any mercy 

from the Jew. The horrible practice of ritual murder is 
sufficient evidence of this. The ritual murder of gentile 

children by bleeding them to death and drinking their 

blood is the highest symbolic revelation ofthe theory of the 

biological parasite. 

SYMBOL OF VICTORY 

When the Jews sei,ed the lands of peaceful Arab 

farmers by aggression in 1948, many gentiles throughout TREND TO DEGENERACY Primitive man sometimes drank the blood of fallen 

the world supposed that a new era had begun. These foes as a symbol of victory, and to absorb some of the 

gentiles assured each other, now that they have their own The bizarre, unhealthy existence of the parasite, with strength of the enemy, but another blood-drinking prac- 

country, the Jews will go there and stop exploiting us. his trend to degeneracy and his decaying nervous system, tice, that of ritual murder, is the only one which has 

Instead, the parasitic communities in all parts of the world places him outside of every known system of morality and survived into modem times. This religious ceremony of 

intensified their exploitations of their gentile hosts, in human decency. Now he has perfected a Jewish hellbomb, drinking the blood of an innocent gentile child is basic to 

order to meet the vast needs of the new State of Israel. which threatens to destroy the host and himself as well. the Jew’s entire concept of his existence as a parasite, 

Garment workers in the notorious New York sweat shops, When Alechsander Sachs, ofthe international Jewish bank- living off of the blood of the host. That is why he refuses 

most of them Negro and Puerto Rican women and children, ing firm of Lehman Brothers, New York, and Albert to abandon this custom, even though it has brought him 

had large portions of their earnings extorted from them by Einstein, “suggested” to President Roosevelt that he invest close to extinction many times. 

the cold-blooded Jew, David Dubinsky, the fascist dictator hundreds of millions of dollars in the production of a When the Jew can no longer symbolize his role by 

of the garment union. These funds were turned over to the hellbomb, how could Roosevelt refuse? Now they needed kidnaping a perfectly formed gentile child, spiriting him 

State of Israel. a gentile front for their project, but when he found that away to a synagogue, and ritually puncturing his body in 
most of the scientists were Jewish, he asked to be excused, the places which they boasted they had wounded the Body 

This illustrates the facility of the Jew for being on all saying that he believed that a Jewish director would be of Christ, and drinking the blood of the dying child, then, 

a 

Western Front a 
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#80, TRUTH FROM THE “ZOG BOG”. See 

a do 

MR. HAROLD WALLACE ROSENTHAL, 
made this statement after admitting the Jewish domi- 

nance in all significant national programs. He said, “We 

Jews continue to be amazed with the ease by which Chris- 

tian Americans have fallen into our hands.” 
Asked how a nation could be captured without their 

knowing it, Mr. Rosenthal attributed this victory to abso- 

lute control of the media. He boasted of Jewish control of 
all news. Any newspaper which refused to acquiesce to 
controlled news was brought to its knees by withdrawing 

advertising. 

Asked about men in high political office, Mr. Rosenthal 

said that no one in the last three decades has achieved any 
political power without Jewish approval. “Americans 
have not had a presidential choice since 1932.” 

Mr. Rosenthal was astoundingly candid on other top- 

ics, as well: 
“It is Zionist-Communist policy 

from beginning to end. Yet the citizens think this Jewish 

policy will benefit America.” The credulous nature of 

Americans drew only contempt from him. “We Jews have 
put issue upon issue to the American people. Then we 

promote both sides of the issue as confusion reigns. With 

their eyes fixed on the issues, they fail to see who is behind 
every scene. We Jews toy with the American public as a cat 

toys with a mouse.” 

used to brand as a bigot goys like you-anyone who brings 

criticism against Jews. We use it against hate-mongers.” 

“The ,United Nations is noth- 
ing but a trap-door to the Red World’s immense concen- 

tration camp. We pretty much control the U.N.” 

“...in the foreseeable future 

there will be no Presidential power in the United States. 

The Invisible Government is taking strength in that 

direction...There will be a forced class-warfare here in the 
United States and many will be liquidated...It is an estab- 

lished rule to destroy all members of pre-existing govem- 
ment, their families and relatives, but NEVER JEWS.” 

“We can live among other 

nations and states only as long as we succeed in persuading 
them that the Jews are not a distinct people, but are the 

representatives of a religious faith who, therefore, consti- 

tute a ‘religious community’, though this be of a peculiar 
character.. .This is the greatest of our falsehoods.. . We are 

obliged to conceal our own particular character and mode 
of life so that we will be allowed to continue our existence 

as a among the nations.” 

“Our 
power has been created through the manipulation of the 
national monetary system. The Federal Reserve System 

fitted our plan nicely since it is owned by us, but the name 
implies that it is a government institution. From the very 

outset, our purpose was to confiscate all the gold and 
silver, replacing them with worthless non-redeemable pa- 

per notes. This we have done!... Through this, we acquired 

total monopoly of the movie industry, the radio networks 

and the newly developing television media. The printing 
industry, newspapers, periodicals and technical journals 

had already fallen into our hands. Therichest plum 

later to come when we took over the publication OF ALL 

SCHOOL MATERIALS. Through these vehicles we could 

mold public opinion to suit our own purposes. The people 

are only stupid pigs who grunt and squeal the chants we 
give them, whether they be truth or lies.” 

“We have cas- 
Being so 

neutered, the populace has become docile and easily ruled. 

We establish your thinking-we even place within you a 

‘guilt complex’ making you afraid to criticize Jewry 

openly.” 

“Religion, too, must be 

taught. With our control of the textbook industry and the 
news media, we have been able to hold ourselves up as the 

authorities on religion. Many of our rabbis now hold 

professorships in supposed Christian theological seminar- 

ies. Judaism is not only the teaching of the synagogue, but 
also the doctrine of every ‘Christian Church’ in America. 

Through our propaganda the Church has become OUR 

MOST AVID SUPPORTER. THIS HAS EVEN GIVEN 

US A SPECIAL PLACE IN SOCIETY, THEIR BELIEV- 
ING THE LIE THAT WE ARE THE ‘CHOSEN PEOPLE’ 

AND THEY, GENTILES.. .Through religion we have gained 
complete control of society, government and economics.” 

We can accomplish anything with 

money.. .Our teachings are not concerned with moral prob- 
lems, but rather with how to ‘get’. ..Since we do not believe 

in a life after death, all our efforts are directed to the ‘now’. 

The idea of self-sacrifice is abhorred by Jews...No cause is 

worth dying for since death is the end. The only time we 

unite is to preserve our individual selves. As a group of 
wolves unite to attack a prey, but then disperse after each 

is filled, so we Jews unite when peril is pending, not to 

preserve our community but to save our own skin. 
“This attitude permeates our entire being and philoso- 

phy. We are not the creators, for to create would only 

benefit another. We are the ‘acquirers’ and are interested 

only in satisfying the ‘self. To understand our philosophy 

would be to understand the term ‘to get’. We never give 

but only take. We never labor but enjoy the fruits of others’ 

labor. We do not create but confiscate. We are not the 

producers but the pa n-a sites. We do not physically 

live within any society, but always remain spiritually 

apart.” 

29, 

12,1976. 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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according to Jewish belief, he is doomed. His prophets 

have warned him that when this custom can no longer be 
observed, parasite’s hold onto the host will be 

loosened, and he will be cast 

Even though this ceremony is so 
horrible that most Jews refuse to narticinate in it, and all of 
them deny its practice, it still remains ihe final method by 

which the Jewish leaders signify and retain their control 
over this people. Should they abandon the practice of ritual 
murder, perhaps there would be a possibility that the Jew 

could be weaned away from his historical role as a biologi- 

cal parasite and become a constructive member of the 

gentile community, turning his back upon a record of five 
thousand years of bloodshed, treachery and murder, which 

is his entire history. We say perhaps, because we do not know. 

a 

Viewing this prospect from the biological realities, it 

seems unlikely that the Jew could renounce his past and 

join gentile society as a contributing member. Certainly 

we End no evidence of it in the writings of the Jews 
themselves, even at the present time. From the most 

religious of them to the most worldly, their attitude to- 

wards the gentile the same, a fierce, undying hatred. 
Consider what the high priestess of the modem Jewish 
intellectuals, Susan Sontag. has to say in Jewish house 

organ, the in 1967: 

also 

These twenty-seven words capsule an enormous amount 
of information about the parasite-host relationship. First, 

it is an expression of the undying hatred which the parasite 

bears for its white race host. Second, it reveals that the Jew 
has never and will never consider himself as part of the 

white race, which it regards as a separate species. 

Third, this passage attributes savagery only to the 
white race-not to the bloodthirsty tribes of the Congo, not 

to the mass murders in China, nor to anyone except the 

highly developed North European civilization in Europe 
and America. And fourth, Susan Sontag reveals the entire 
situation in her phrase “autonomous civilization”. What 

does she mean by autonomous civilization? She means the 

parasite community, which demands total freedom to at- 

tach itself to the host, to rule the host, and to prevent the 

host from casting it off. And she says here that the white 

race, because in the past it has reacted against the “autono- 

mous civilization” of the Jewish parasite, is totally savage 

and evil. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 41 

Now to yea nice rbaders who still wonder the fraud, perversion, are all the hallmarks of Jewish life 

UFOlozists don’t contact old Hatomr-I thinkvou got your among the gentiles in the Diasoora. And it is oarasitism. 

answer: They are attached to the Lizards.(&e~ r&es) 
and Little Grays that they talk so much ahout doing all the 

dastardly deeds. The Jews (who are not [Jews] but are 

actually an alien race) ARE THOSE LITTLE GRAYS IN 

COSTUMEl THEY ARE THE ACTORS AND DESTROY- 

ERS OF PEACE AND SOUL IN YOUR WORLD. THEY 

PREY ON PLANETS BECAUSE THEY HAVE NO PLACE 

IN THE UNIVERSAL COSMOS! MERRY CHRISTMAS! 

All of these things are not m&ely crimes in themselves, 

they are crimes which are committed as essential parts of 

the Jew’s parasitical relationship with the gentile host. 

We must remember #at there is no Jewish crime per se, 
since the existence of the Jewish parasite upon the host is 

a crime against nature, because its existence imperils the 

health and the life of the host. Thus, everything that the 

Jew does in connection with this parasitic existence is a 
criminal act, and part of an overall criminal existence. 

by Eustace Mullins 

[QUOTING, PART 5:] 

Chapter Three 
THE 

We have remarked on the strange omission of works 

which one might expect in our libraries, works which treat 
the phenomenon of parasitic communities in human civili- 

zations. And we have suggested that these works have not 

been written because the parasite exercises control over the 

academic and scholarly life of the host. Is this a fantastic 
conclusion? Not at all. Since the host is physically 

stronger than the parasite, obviously the parasite cannot 
control him through physical strength. Then he must 

exercise mental control. How is that done’? The Jewish 

parasite controls the gentile host through an entire olass of 

gentiles which he has created, and who serve him by 

maintaining control over the gentile host. This class is 

known as the shabez goi. 

We have pointed out that the Jewish parasite is a 
disease of the more advanced civilizations. One does not 

find the Jew sharing the hostile desert with the Australian 
aborigine. There was little food and less shelter. But those 
who survived began to master their environment, to till the 

land, to animals, and there began to be sur- 

pluses of food. Now rats and cockroaches appeared, feast- 

ing on these surpluses (one of the heroes of the Jewish 

intellectual movement, Franz Kafka, wrote a work in which 
a man envisioned himself a 

some ancient racial memory which has bemused thousands 

of university students who had it rammed down their 

throats by their professors, with no explanation of its 
overtones). 

With these surpluses, there also appeared a new type 

of person, a variant of the species, one who existed by 

producing no goods or services, but became adept at 
producing an illusion that he was giving goods and ser- 

vices. This was the Jew, who made his appearance upon 
the stage of history as a magician, a fortune-teller, a petty 

thief, or, in the open country, a treacherous and cold- 
blooded bandit. He became a physician, a teacher, an 

acolyte in any kind of religious group. From earliest 
history, he practiced money-lending, and always at usu- 

rious rates of interest. 
All of these Jewish vocations have one thing in com- 

mon, the opportunity for fraud. The Jew always operated 

from a basis of fraud, and slipped early from one vocation 

into another. A Jew practices medicine in one city, and, 
leaving behind a trail of corpses, turns up in another town 
as a soothsayer. After some widows are bilked of their life 
savings, he again takes to the road, assisted, as always, by 
the international Jewish community. In another town, he 
becomes a student priest, and soon he offers, daring new 

interpretations of the religious beliefs, until his superiors 

find that he is stealthily transforming every tenet of their 

faith into some strauge and barbaric dogma; He moves on, 
and turns up in another city as a highly trusted government 

offtioial, respected by all, until, one evening, the gates of 

the city are opened to an invader, and the Jew becomes the 

Grand Vizier of the conquerors. 

But is this the parssitism, or is it merely crime? It is 
crime, yes, for each of th9se isolated events is a crime, but 
the whole is not merely crime, it is parasitism. Treason, 

gentile government which had as its concern the 
health of the nation would convict the Jewish parasite and 

cast him off. This has happened hundreds of times in 

recorded history. Therefore, the Jew knows that his first 
task, upon arriving in a gentile community, is to subvert 

and take over its government, and to paralyze the people 

with subtle injections of poison, so that they become 

helpless and unable to defend themselves. Thus, the Jew 

begins agitation to set up a “progressive” government, also 

known as a “popular front”, a “democratic” government, a 
“people’s” government, a “liberal” government, and all of 

these are synonyms for the Jewish government, which will 
protect the presence of the parasite and guard it against the 

anger of the exploited gentiles. 
When he has set up this government, usually by sub- 

version, the Jew sets out to exterminate all of the former 
gentile leaders, whom he reviles as “reactionaries”, that is, 

those who might react against the presence of the parasite. 

First, they are prevented from engaging in any gainful 

employment. Then they and all members of their families 
have their landholdings, bank accounts and other assets 

confiscated. Finally, after extensive agitation against them, 

the Jew arouses the populace against them and they are 

hunted down and killed, because they might be able to set 
up a ‘%eactionary* govemment if they are allowed to sur- 

vive. Thus the Jew has introduced the blood-thirsty cus- 
tom of genocide, or extermination of groups, into world 

affairs. 
Now, does not this familiar, the confiscation of 

yes, Russia, 1917, the 

victory of the Bolsheviks, the carrying out of Marx’s pro- 

gram of Communism, when a government which believed 
in the principle of “solidarity” was installed to enslave the 

gentile Russian people. The Czar and his wife and chil- 

dren were murdered in cold blood, because the biological 

Jew is not concerned with chivalry in his struggle to 
maintain control over the gentile 

read the sadistic in 
Jewish custom of mass murder exposed in detail. 

Is the helplessness of the gentile host before the on- 
slaught of the parasite an essential weakness? We have 

only to think of the strong, healthy man subdued by a Ilu 

virus to get the answer. Health in all matters is the 

principal defense against the attack of the parasitic 

For centuries, the larger and stronger gentile host has gone 
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down in defeat before the smaller and weaker, but more life in providing sustenance for the Jewish parasite, en- 
deadlv, parasitic virus. The survival of the gentile host is ablinn the parasite to live in luxurv wliile the gentile 

a matter of understanding biological laws: The gentile 

community has set up elaborate codes by which it lives, 

codes of honor, codes of laws, and the trust of the commu- 

nity. They respect the law, they respect each other’s 

families, they respect each other’s property, and they de- 

fend the nation when it is attacked. 

It is the code of honor which gives the Jewish parasite 

his first opening in the armor of the gentile host, since this 

code is binding upon the gentile host, and its members 
achieve status in the community only if they observe it. But 
the parasite is bound only by his determination to achieve 

parasitic status upon the host. The gentile’s code is itself 

a biological phenomenon, since it grows out of his attitude 

towards all life, and it is a manifestation of his innate 
courage, his honor and his industry, the virtues upon which 

he builds his nation. 

Since the parasite depends upon the host for its food, 
we would suppose that it would do everything within its 

power to aid the gentile community to become richer and 

more powerful. But, overriding every other consideration 

is the parasite’s determination to keep its position upon the 
host. For five thousand years, history has recorded the 

efforts of gentile hosts to dislodge their Jewish parasites. 
Empires rise and fall, continents are discovered, wilder- 
nesses are explored and settled, and man makes progress 
through new inventions. Yet through it all, one factor 

remains constant. The gentile host, fearful of the damage 

which it is suffering from the presence of the Jewish 

parasite, tries to dislodge it. The parasite has prepared for 
such efforts, which it always foresees, by attaching itself 

so securely to the host that the host only damages itself in 

its wild struggles. In some cases, the gentile host destroys 

itself in these efforts. The Jewish parasite prefers seeing 

the gentile host destroyed instead of leaving peaceably 

from a still-living host. If the host dies, the parasite looks 
for another host. It has no feeling of any kind for the host 
which has provided it with food. This callous attitude is 

typical of the philosophy of the Jew, and it is exemplified 

by the current phrase so popular in Jewish Hollywood, 
“Who needs it?” 

Like other Jewish sayings, this phrase has become part 
of contemporary American life, yet gentiles do not know 

what it means. 

Millions of gentile Americans work hard all of their 
lives, raising their families and feeding themselves. When 
they die, there is hardly enough left to pay the funeral costs. 

Despite the fact that they have lived useful and productive 

lives, none of the profits have accrued to them or to their 

families, they have been unable to accumulate any of the 
world’s goods. Yet millions of Jews, who produce noth- 

ing, accumulate vast fortunes, and die with a dispropor- 

tionate share of the nation’s wealth, which then goes to the 

parasite community. Why is this? Is it because the gentile 
worker is lazy? No, he has worked hard all of his life. Did 

he gamble away his earnings’? No, he has never gambled. 

It is the Jews who make up the majority of the nation’s 

gamblers. 

We find the answer to this question in the theory of 

biological parasitism. The gentile worker has spent his 

work& labois long hours each day in order to survive on a 

mere subsistence level. The earnings of the gentile worker 

vanish before his eyes into the Jewish monetary system, as 

calculated and abstruse monetary laws go into effect. 
Meanwhile, the Jewish educational system instructs the 

gentile worker’s children that they can look forward to the 

privilege of laboring allof their life to support the Chosen 

People of God, who live in the style to which they have 
become accustomed. 

The Jewish monetary system is a series of variations 

on the shell game at the county fair. The gentile is certain 

that the pea is under the shell on the left, but when he bets 
on it the shell on the left has nothing under it. The gentile 
puts his money down on other Jewish peas, but whatever he 

buys suddenly depreciates. The bonds which he purchases 

drop in value, and he sells at a loss, in order to avoid losing 
everything he has. 

Many people emigrated to America because the 
Rothschilds had suddenly arisen to power in Europe, and 

were now looting the continent. As these gentiles fled, the 
greedy Jewish parasites inflicted heavier taxes on those 

who remained, conscripted the youths into armies which 
were leased for hire to other nations, and invaded every 

level of life with their pernicious influence. 
Now, a feature of the parasite is his mobility. When 

host moves, the parasite follows, catches up with him, 

and reestablishes his attachment. The American pioneers 

resented the efforts of the parasites to follow them, and one 
of the longest debates of the Continental Congress con- 

cerned a proposal for permanent exclusion of the Jews. It 

was finally defeated by the curious argument that, as the 

Jews were not presently a problem, they would be unlikely 
to become so in the future. This certainly went against the 

grain of everything that was known about the Jews and 
their methods. 

records of these debates have survived only in a 
few notes taken by some of the delegates. The drafts of the 
Conslifurion which contain the proposal for Jewish exclu- 
sion have One ofthe Jewish vocations 
is that of dealer in old books and rare documents. In these 

dealings, records containing unfavorable references to the 

past can be sequestered and destroyed. Other rare docu- 

ments, which contain no unfavorable references to the 
Jews, are sold to gentile collectors at huge profits. As 

usual, the Jew has it both ways, protecting his flanks by 
destroying all references to his activities, .and financing 

this task with the gentile’s money. 

What is the function of government? The function of 

government is to provide the people with essential ser- 
vices, to guide the defense of the nation, and to promote 
justice and free enterprise. Now, what is the function of a 

gentile government which has come under the direction of 

the parasite7 The chief function of a government con- 

trolled by the parasite is to guarantee his right to feed upon 
the host, to protect him against being cast out, and to allow 

other parasites the right to come in and feed upon the host. 

Thus, the chief function of such a government is bound up 

with campaigns for civil rights for minorities, liberalizing 
all immigration laws, and attacking other hosts who threaten 
to cast off their parasites. All other considerations of 

government are swept aside in the performing of these 

functions, which are so essential to the well-being of the 
parasite. 

Thus, in the United States, we find the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation ignoring the mounting crime rate while its 

agents spend all of their time in battling those gentile 

“reactionaries” who are reacting against the harmful pres- 

ence of the parasite. We find that the American govem- 

ment has become a vast tax-collecting agency for the 

benefit of the parasites, and that eighty-four percent of the 

gentiles’ earnings are forcibly taken from them and given 

to the parasites. We find that every department of the 

government has interested itself in the added function of 

guaranteeing the parasite’s continued security in its posi- 

tion upon the host. They have set up many new economic 

subsidiaries whose task is to funnel all of the nation’s 

economic resources into the hands of the parasites. We 

find that the Department of Defense, instead of guarding 

our nation, is punishing the nation with a tremendous 
blood-letting by sending many thousands of our finest 

youth to be slaughtered in jungles many thousands ofmiles 

from our shores, in wars which the Jewish parasites have 

conjured up for that sole purpose. 

Instead of providing equal justice for all, the courts of 
the nation have become rubber stamp Star Chambers for 

the persecution of those gentiles who react to the presence 
of the parasite. These gentile “reactionaries” are arrested 

on some pretext or other, or evidence against them is 
planted by FBI agents, and they are sentenced to long terms 
in prison. 

What about education7 We find that the Jewish para- 

site makes a fetish of education. There must be universal 
education, education for all. But what sort of education 

does the gentile host receive in a state which is dominated 

by the Jewish parasite7 First, he is taught that he must 

never think for himself, because this is the original sin. He 
is carefully instructed in how to be a docile slave for the 

rest of his life, a robot-like zombie who will never be able 

to use his mind for his own protection or advancement. 
Why does the Jewish parasite have to control the 

native intelligence of the gentile? First, the Jew is not 

invisible, he has high visibility. He knows that the gentile 

is bound to see him, to become irritated by his presence, 

and to wish to cast him out. The gentile has only to look 
down the street on any Main Street in America to see that 

most of the businesses are owned by Jews. The place 

where he works is owned by a Jew. He pays rent eadh 

month, or a lifelong mortgage, to a Jewish bank. He knows 
that his country is being mercilessly exploited by a foreign 

body known as the Kingdom of Israel. Therefore, the 

biological parasite begins its instruction of the gentile 

child, even before the alphabet, with the definition of the 
forbidden sin. What is the forbidden sin? One must never 

show “prejudice” towards another human being. The 
children hear this admonition daily from the time they 

enter kindergarten. They are puzzled by it, because chil- 
dren are naturally open and generous. they do not hate 
anyone. They never realize that if the teacher fails to give 
them this daily lesson about “prejudice”, she will be fired 

from her job. 

In high school and college, the gentile comes under the 

more forceful influence of Jewish teachers. They find that 

the Jewish teachers are interesting, because they seem to 

have carte blanche to say or do whatever they wish in class, 
while the gentile teachers seem hamstrung in everything 
they do. The Jewish teachers recommend pornographic 

books to the children, discuss sexual perversions in detail, 
and frequently harangue their classes for hours about the 

evils of Nazism. Since there is no Nazi government any- 
where, the gentile children are puzzled by this. They do not 
understand the terrible fear and hatred which fills the 

Jewish people at the memory of a gentile people who 

reacted against them and cast them out. 
At home, the gentile child watches television pro- 

grams which are largely devoted to anti-Nazi themes. This 

is not surprising, since the Jewish parasites own outright 

the three television networks, and no program can be seen 
which is not subjected to their warped censorship. In the 
universities, the gentile is taught that all of the world’s 

culture stems from the writings of three Jewish parasites, 

Marx, Freud and Einstein. Gentile artists and writers are 

no longer mentioned. 

T 

Ask an American college graduate-“What is the great- 

est evil which has ever existed upon this Earth?” He will 

reply very promptly, and energetically, “Naziism!” 
He gives this answer because it is what he has been 

taught. In fact, it is he has been taught, and it is the sole 

result of four years of higher education. Do not him 

WHY Nazism is the greatest evil that has ever been 

because he does not know. You will only perplex and 
confuse him, and make him angry at you, because he does 

not know the WHY of anything. He has only been indoc- 

trinated with conditioned responses, he is repeating the 
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lesson which has been drummed into him until he has 

learned it by heart, at the hands of his Jewish and shabez 

goi professors. In all of the hundreds of books which have 

been written about Nazism, you will not find a definition of 

what Nazism is. This is quite understandable. The Jews 

do not want anyone to know what Nazism is. Nazism is 
simply this-a proposal that the German people rid them- 

selves of the parasitic Jews. The gentile host dared to 

protest against thd continued presence of the parasite, and 
attempted to throw it off. It was an ineffectual reaction, 
because it was emotional and ill-informed, as were all the 

gentile reactions which preceded it for five thousand years. 

And how futile it all was, because today, Jewish bankers 
own sixty percent of German industry, and their holdings 
are protected by the occupation army of America. 

IS 

The creation of the shabez goi class provides that the 

Jewish religion is basically a ritualization of the parasite’s 
techniques for controlling the host. key tenet of the 

Jewish religion is that he must not perform the slightest 

task on his Sabbath. He cannot begin his religious service 
until the candles are lit, but his religion forbids him to light 
the candles, because this would be work. He must find a 
gentile to light the candle for him. This gentile is called a 

“shabez goi”. Thus, the Jewish religion cannot be enacted 
until the Jew finds a gentile to do his work for him. Drew 
Pearson described the process in a column, 

July 5,1968 when he quoted Mayor of San Francisco, 

Joseph Alioto, a Catholic, as follows: 

a 

a ” Alioto’s political success has 

abdomen of these males becomes broad, they may acquire, [END QUOTING OF PART 51 
in addition to their male copulating styles, appendages 

modified to bear eggs, and their nippers become smaller at 
the same time.” 

-) 

What better description could we have of a middle- 
FLZ%?- 

ii?, - 
aged college professor simpering in the wake of a brawny 
football player? One of the characteristics of nations 

which are co&olled by the Jews is the gradual eradication 
of masculine influence and power, and the transfer of 

influence into feminine forms. This is understandable. 
The masculine force is naturally aggressive and self-asser- 

tive, independent and self-reliant, courageous and willing 

to fight for its rights. The feminine force, on the other 
hand, is more passive, willing to accept orders, and avoids 
direct action. Thus, Russia and America, the two most 
influential powers in the world today, ally feminine pow- 

ers, but the two powers which were more masculine in their 

attributes, Germany and Japan, and which did not give 
power to the Jewish parasites, are small and of lesser 

influence. Nevertheless, as masculine forces, they retain 

the will to again exert force upon the world, while Russia 

prefers to use her influence in sinister intrigue, a world- 

wide network of agents and assassins, those who stab in 

the back. Now America has followed in Russia’s footsteps 

with the world-wide force of the Central Intelligence 

Agency, and at home, the furtive operations of the FBI are 
aimed solely at controlling “reactionaries” among this host 
people. 

SOFT 

In a Jewish-controlled environment, gentile men be- 

come soft and capable of any treachery, because of their 

new class, the shabez goi, are epitomes of the living lie, 

with their insidious conspiracies on behalf of the secret 

government of the parasites. In this sort of world, manli- 
ness, strength and honor are despised. 

The most important feature of the shabez wretches, 
as liberal, faceless of Jewish interests, is 

that they never solve a problem. If we have a national 

problem today, we can be sure it will be worse ten years 

from now, and even worse twenty-five years hence. 
this is the basic law of the shabez goi 

government. 

We have only to look at the race problem in America, 
been due to his operation as a shabez goi, lighting candles . as a typical illustration. Over one hundred years ago, we 
for the Jews. The Jewish religion also forbids the Jew to fought a bloody war which ravaged much of the nation, in 
work for a gentile, although it is permitted for short periods order to solve the problem ofthe Negro minority in America. 

of time if the Jew finds it necessary to take such a position One hundred years later, the nation is on the point of being 
during the period he is plotting to steal the gentile’s tom apart once more by this problem, as the shabez goi 
* . . . _ _ _ _ . . .- 
business trom him! wretches have worked ceaselessly since I900 to intensify however, TRUTH is not just for that which YOU LIKE TO 

Those gentiles who become shabez goi for the Jews this problem, which had been dormant from the period of HEAR-it is now becoming THAT WHICH YOU DO NOT 
lead comfortable lives at the expense of their fellows, but 1870 to 1900. De Toqueville said everything which needed WANT TO HEAR! 

they can never overcome their shame, regardless of hovtr to be said aboui the race problem in America more than a The term “Christ” means a “state of being”-not a 
wealthy and powerful the Jews make them. The exploiting cent&y ago, but no one paid him the slightest attention. man’s name, a tribe’s name or a label for deity. IT IS A 
class which the Jews create from the most servile and STATE OF SPIRITUAL BEINGNESS-A HIGHER REC- 
contemptible of the gentiles are the most despicable human OGNITION OF GOODNESS. Jesus was a person as 
beings who have ever infested the Earth. Although they presented by ones believing him to be in WISDOM WITHIN 
comprise the educated and moneyed classes in a host One of the striking points of identification of the THIS “CHRISTED” STATE OF BEING IN SPIRIT AND 
nation which has fallen prey to the Jewish parasites, the shabez goi new class is their complete erosion of all sense REFLECTING THAT SPIRIT OF GOODNESS IN HIS 

shabez goi wretches never lead happy lives. In the United of responsibility. Since the shabez goi life means that they TEACHINGS AND IN HIS ACTIONS. 
States, we find that the gentile bankers, judges, college are living for themselves alone, as enemies oftheir people, The term “jew” was coined in 1756 A.D. to represent 
presidents and leaders of religious denominations whose it is understandable that they should reck little of the an “association” but ALSO represents a “state of being”- 

mission is to parrot in Pavlov, trained-dog fashion every future, but it goes further than this, as a direct biological not the label of a man, a tribe-but it does define the 

whim of the Jews, are also the people who have the highest result of the effect of the Jewish parasite upon the weakest followers of NON-CHRIST-ness. “Jew” certainly DOES 

rate of alcoholism, the highest rate of divorce, the highest and the shabbiest of the host people. Today, the principal NOT “mean” Semite, Hebrew, Israelite or designate a race. 
rate of suicide, and the highest rate ofjuvenile delinquency group in America which has resisted this biological effect It does, however, represent a “creed” of behavior intention. 
among their children. is the working class. This is due to several factors, first, That creed DEMANDS the acquisition of all property and 

because the working class has had less of the efiect ofyears holdings within a PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION. 

of “higher education”, which, in this nation, is simply Christ”ian” indicates a living style of goodness which 

allows for transition into planes of higher wisdom in which 

This “affluent society” of the shabez goi also has 
extended instruction in how to be a shabez goi, and second, 
as workers who produce their own living, they have greater evil and physical expression of that evil are not acceptable. 

spawned a massive wave ofhomosexuality and degeneracy self-reliance and less erosion of their sense ofresponsibil- defines the attitude of all other things in oppo- 
in America. Is this surprising? We have only to recall ity and self-respect. sition to the above. 
Professor LaPage’s description of the effect which the Although I have passed beyond any possible deleteri- So if you have an act of goodness it can be defined 
parasite Sacculina has upon its host, the short-tailed spider ous effect which the Jewish parasite or the shabez goi being “Christly”. If you have an act of deliberate greed or 

crab, Inacus Mauritanicus. LaPage says that his researches could have upon me, I know the hopelessness of the life of treachery to benefit the opposition-it is defined as being 
showed that seventy percent of the male spider crabs my people. I was freed from this paralysis, which the Jew “Jewish”. You ones who think”niggardly” is something to 

acquired some of the secondary sexual characteristics of inflicts upon the healthy members of a host nation, in two label a Black person -forget it. It is a term which origi- 

the female and had their reproductive organs destroyed by ways, first, AND SECOND, nally, and still does, apply to the very ones who first called 
the attack of Sacculina Neglecta. He also stated that the Negro “Nigger”, who were THE slave traders and were 

It is going to be the ONLY way of making it through 
in healthy transition-THROUGH It was told 
to you long ago and remains so today: “Except through ME 

shall ye come within my Father’s Kingdom.” What does 

that mean? It does not mean “through a ‘man’ by ANY 

name”. It means that except through the within intent of 
Christ-ness, SHALL YE MOVE WITHIN GOODNESS IN 

HIGHER DIMENSIONS. EVIL SHALL NOT BE AL- 

LOWED WITHIN THE KINGDOM OF LIGHTED GOD 

CREATOR! 

Lost in the “Season of Insanity” you given that 

which is to be OVERLOOKED. So, let us just a tiny 

bit of news you should note as the day begins. 

I take no affront to any brother who walks in Light. I 
actually take no exception to the ones who walk in the hum- 

drum pursuit of blood at another’s expense. I do, however, 

find more poison in mistletoe and the poinsettia of the 

Season than in almost any other plants abounding on your 
planet. Both will kill you if you intake much of either. 

Let us consider what I mean here, please. I take NO 

EXCEPTION to any brother or sister from ANY location 

on the face of your globe. There are some who come from 

the Cosmos with whom I do constant annoying encounters; 
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and are the ones now calling themselves Jews. I do not 

make the definitions--I only shure them for I,note that you 

people don’t spend much time REALLY seeking truth. If 

you claim to do so-you certainly do look in all the wrong 

places. 

Remember as we write some definitions that the Negro 

was a label for those coming out of what is now called 

Nigeria (Niger). This is a dark-skinned people who were 

beautiful, loving, docile and innocent-which always, what- 
ever race, becomes the prey of the PARASITES who feed 

off everything and everyone-EVEN THEIR OWN IFNEC- 
ESSARY. IF THE PARASITE CAN CAMOUFLAGE 

ITSELF TO APPEAR “AS THE VICTIM IN PRESENTA- 
TION”, ALL THE LONGER IT GO UNDETECTED 

IN ITS DIRTY MISSION OF DEATH. 

“Niggar(dly): Reluctant to give or spend. Small or 

scanty. Stingy; An extremely parsimonious (cheap, close, 
greedy, mean, miserly, niggardly, pennypinching, stingy, 

tight, tightfisted, ungenerous, ungiving) Ex: 

” 

This “cannot” define a Black person for the Blacks are 
noted for being the most giving, put-upon race on the 

planet. Before “slavery” they were noted as THE most 

“giving” and loving peoples of the Earth. 

“Nigger: 1) A Negro, 2) A member of a dark-skinned 
race. 3) ‘nigger in the woodpile’, a dubious or improbable 

element in a situation especially when regarded as undesir- 

able or harmful.” 

taught 
a 

Look at that which surrounds the 0. J. Simpson case: 

latter will not happen UNTIL ALL THE FUNDS ARE 

USED! Remember, the Parasites suck dry the “host” and 

then leave it only when it is DEAD or TOTALLY USE- 

LESS. They will, however, use the very last shattered 
pieces of the victims. 

PLEASE NOTE:’ They are bringing out the “trial 

balloons” in that it is now projected that perhaps “space- 
aliens- committed the murders! GET READY WORLI)- 
THE PARASITES ARE ABOUT TO FINISH OFF THE 

DYING BODY CALLED AMERICA(S). THEY ARE 

NOW SETTING THEIR FOOTHOLDS (HOOKS) INTO 
PARTS OF THE ASIANNATIONS-a la Kissinger Asso- 
ciates, Banks, etc. Remember the East India Company(ies)? 
YOU HAD BETTER 

Do you really think the Jewish Parasites, McDougal 
(not his original tribal name) or Hubbell (not his name 

either) will stop at simply turning over evidence in ex- 

change for their hides? THIS IS ALL PART AND PAR- 
CEL OF THE PLAN FOR TAKEOVER! Whitewater is 

nothing! 

SAVINGS AND LOANS 
CURRENT PARASITE 

What has hit ORANGE COUNTY, CALIF. is only a 
tiny, tiny speck of tell-tale about what is going to come 

down on your economy. What is going to be a takeover of 

wealth and power through these calling of short-term loans, 

etc., is THE major downfall of even the highest centers of 

business. 

This can be called ANYTHING you wish to label it. 

But it is a major FORECLOSING by the BIG BOYS 

(INVESTORS) USING SHORT-TERM LOANS OF MAS- 
SIVE SIZE TO FUNDS, PENSION PROGRAMS, MU- 
NICIPAL MARKE TS, ETC. The action is the same thing 
as a “call” in the metals market. If the payments aren’t 

MADE-the property (whatever it is) is confiscated! Since 
ALL is a total manipulation FOR TAKING ALL PROP- 
ERTY-you can KNOW THAT YOU ARE WATCHING 

THE END ECONOMICALLY-AS THE BIG PLAYERS 

LINE UP FOR THE KILL. This “derivatives” fraud sur- 

passes anything you can imagine for the tools of the 
“Crimemobile”. 

The alternative for such as Orange County which filed 

bankruptcy7 A TAKEOVER BY THE FEDERAL GOV- 

ERNMENT! 

By the way, did anyone note the references to the Gulf 

War Disease7 Well, you should have because the 
report is that it is now proven that the problem came from 

vaccines 

By the way, it is reported that the vaccines were 

“NOT yet approved by the FDA!“, whatever difference that 
makes. 

I don’t usually find a reference book or person that I 
PUSH but when 1 do. I hope you will heed my suggestions. 

All of Eustace Mullins’ works are priceless 2 7] and 

now I add to that list of”must read”, Sir James Goldsmith’s 

Carroll & Graf Publishers, Inc., 260 Fifth 
Avenue, New York, 10001. 

The book is a “best- 

seller” so you can probably get it anywhere. 

The sooner you get the attention AND HELP of such as 

Perot, Goldsmith, Jordan (Barbara) and a few others-the 

sooner you can begin to scrape off the parasites! You can 

and MUST rid your bodies of the parasites infestipg your 

innards (which the outside parasites have used to infect 

and kill you) and THEN-get rid of the outside PARA- 
SITES infesting your verylife-stream. How? CUT OFF 

THE FOOD SUPPLY-WHATEVER IT IS. Then, they 

must turn upon themselves to feed and that will.be the end 

of them. They cannot survive in the Light of Truth-or 

upon YOU if you cease to feed them! When Mother Earth 

is ready to rid herself of these parasites who have destroyed 

vast reaches of her body-it is going to be a REAL show 
and tell. You can depend on it. 

We are presenting TRUTH about PEOPLE who are the 

new rulers of your ONE WORLD ORDER! They are the 

Parasites of Humankind and also the Destroyers of every 

thing wondrous; for their own physical GAIN. They have 

been called by many names among which are Communists, 

Royalty, AND JEW. The term no better fits the ordinary 

man or woman from the Holy Land in Judea or the Hebrew 
line of ancestry than it does to automatically call the White 
Supremists, “Royalty”. The very word “JEW” is a defini- 
tion of “being” in intent-NOT A LABEL OF TRIBE, 

RELIGION OR RACE. And of the terms just mentioned, 

“Religion” fits best-but still is not on the mark. They use 

EVERYTHING by taking your very language and redetin- 

ing words and making them their own-while you are 

forced into “dir” education and “dis” information while 

they write those definitions in the very books you go to for 
“truth”. YOU HAVE BEEN “HOODWINKED” (A Jewish 

Freemasonic TERM for being made the FOOL). The JEWS 

are a conjured CLUB OF PARTICIPANTS TOWARD A 

COMMON GOAL-THE TARING OF AND HOLDING 
ALL PROPERTY AND RULING THE WORLD. THEY 

A TRIBE OF GODLY BEINGS FROM OUT 

OF THE MIDDLE-EAST SOMEWHERE-OVER-THERE. 

THEY ARE AMONG YOU AND CONTROL YOUR VERY 
LIVES. 

HOW DO YOU KNOW THEM? 

GET INFORMED1 You can actually hear the fifteen 

minutes of a newscast and KNOW that with which you are 

dealing. Examples7 Fine: 

MERGERS 

Right out of headlines of the day: 

Morgan Stanley and the Warburg (Banking/Mortgage) 

Empire ARE MERGING-TODAY I Remember that they 

do not announce such a major coalition until it is DONE 

unless they WANT to use the confusion of processing. 
These are among the most ELITE OF THE JEWISH PARA- 

SITES ON HUMANITY! 
Also, Macy’s 

BY THE WAY, 

THE INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES ARE ALL “MOV- 
ING TO LOWER WAGE COUNTRIES SO THEY CAN 

MANAGE TO SURVIVE IN BUSINESS.” Indeed it is 

stated RIGHT ON YOUR CNN (ELITE JEWISH PARA- 

SITES) newsline! . 

The newscaster also tells you that Chile will become a new 

member of the Free Trade Agreements along with many 
other nations South of Mexico and soon you will “have a 

united trade world”. 

by Eustace Mullins 

[QUOTING, PART 6:] 

WHY THIS SUBJECT? 
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THE JOY OF 
A HEALTHY LIFE 

In 1948, when I went to San Miguel de Allende, a 

beautiful village in Mexico, I began to live my life in art. 

At the age of twenty-five, this was my first experience of 

joy, because my life had been passed in the gloom which 
the pall of the Jewish parasite had cast over America. I 

began to understand what D.H. Lawrence had experienced 

during his years of desperate wanderings in search of the 

sun and seeking a healthy life. Not only was D.H. Lawrence 
dying of tuberculosis, but he was also dying of the terrible 

malaise which had settled over European civilization, the 

loss of the will to live, which had been eroded away by 

centuries of slavery under the Jews and misgovernment by 
the shabez goi. 

In the bright, sun-washed streets of San Miguel de 
Allende, for the first time, I knew what light was. The 

people, though poor, were strong and self-reliant, they bore 
no resemblance to the Americans I had left at home. 

Although I did not realize it at the time, there were no Jews 

here, and no shabez goi. Now I began to know the joy of 

the creative life, my life in art, the life of the mind and the 
God-given talents to which all of us are born and of which 

we are robbed by the Jews and the shabez goi. 

Now, there was nothing selfish in my attaining this 

joy, because I was not taking it from anyone else, since 
that time, I have wished for nothing more than to bring this 

joy to all of my people. Since this desire now became the 

principal direction of my life, I began to live my life in 

Christ, because I wished to bring joy to others. As these 
efforts brought me nothing but poverty and what would 

have been despair, had I ever des’paired, I found Christ and 
knew a greater joy than my life in art. 

If the American people knew nothing of the joy of my 

life in art, how much less did they know of joy of my 

The question now was, how to liberate them 

from two thousand years of mental serfdom. During these 
centuries, the Jews had continually decried the institution 
of physical slavery, and while noising about the possibility 
of physical freedom for everyone, they had subtly imposed 
their own brand of mental serfdom upon the gentiles. And 

if physical slavery is a crime, how much greater a crime is 
mental slavery, the taking over the mind of a freeborn 

human being! 

One of the greatest problems which faces our nation 
today is the disenfranchisement of the American worker 

and the middle class. His vote is meaningless, it is 

worthless, because no matter for whom he votes, his per- 

sonal position in life deteriorates. His taxes are increased, 
the business pressures intensify, and his family life is 

subjected to terror and shame at the hands of aggressive 

minorities, egged on by the shabez goi wretches and the 

Jewish overlords. 
With the shabez goi in charge of the departments of 

our religious life, our academic life, and our cultural life, 
the American workers and the middle class find that wher- 

ever they turn, they are faced with the Jew. A Jew directs 
the symphony orchestra, ninety percent of the art galleries 

are operated by Jews, so that gentile artists cannot get a 

showing for their work unless they embrace the degenerate 

goals of the Jew. The three television networks are owned 
and operated by Jews, while the studios, producers, and 

writers, who are nearly all Jews, bring us programs in 

which gentiles caper to the Jewish tune. In fact, a five 
percent minority has gained control 

a 

INTENSE SUFFERING 
*. C’ 

But, even though the American worker or the member 
of the middle class has lost his power to think things 

through, and to act from his will, he is still a human being, 

he can Thus, he endures intense mental suffering, 

because everything has been cut out of his life except the 
task of working to feed the Jewish parasite. And even 

though I have passed beyond this suffering, I cannot rest 

because I know what this suffering is doing to the Ameri- 

can people. I do not feel this suffering, because of the joy 
of my life in art, and the joy of my life in Christ, and, 

knowing this joy, I do not need America, and still less do 
I need a Jewish America. But America is a creation of God, 
and as such, it cannot be abandoned to the Jewish par- 
asites, the suffering of the gentile host must be relieved. 

THE TASK BEFORE US 

Although I live in joy and peace, I know that America 

must be restored to Christ. I would like to free her from her 

bondage to Satan, in the metaphysical sphere, and from 

her bondage to the Jews, in the biological sphere. 

Although I have been 

freed from suffering through knowing Christ, I know what 

suffering is doing to my people, who have been robbed of 

everything, and who have been converted into mindless 

robots who mechanically perform tasks according to in- 
structions implanted in them by a Jewish programming, 

and who respond to every question with a Jewish answer. 

I resent the fact that my nation and my people have 

been converted into a country of Pavlov-conditioned dogs, 

and I resolved to see them become men once more. 

Because they are from the creative life, because they 
are off from the life of their nation by the Jewish 

parasite, their lives are empty and pointless. 

NO HERO= 

One of the problems of this Pavlovconditioning is that 

we no longer have heroes. Now, a nation cannot grow in 
health without heroes. For the past fifty years, our heroes 

have been the synthetic products of Jewish liberalism, 

those Americans who have successfully exploited their 

people for the benefit of the Jews, and who have expedited 

the mongrelization of the American people. These syn- 

thetic heroes are made of plastic, they do not have any of 

the human qualities. A typical synthetic hero is Hubert 

Humphrey, Vice-President of the United States, whom one 

can press into any shape, like a rubber doll, because he has 
no skeletal structure. He has accepted every aspect of the 

shabez goi role, and he has no culture and no goals except 
those which have been implanted in him by the Jewish 

programmers. 

as Ca- 

EATING YOUR LIVES AND AWAY! 

In 1957, alarmed by the issuance of 

the which insisted that every aspcct of 

shaba goi life and JewiFh liberalism must be intensified 

in America, some of my associates urged me to make a 

formal reply. Ai this request dovetailed with some pro- 

jects on which I was then engaged, I was able to draw up 

a sweeping reply within a few weeks. This report is 
reproduced here exactly as it was published in August, 

1957, by M & N Associates, in Chicago, Illinois: 

over Gaither Report, 

a 

Mullins Report, 1957 a 

1980, 

a 50 
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1917 
a 

a govern- 

PRESCIENCE 

When this report was drawn up more than a decade 
a ago, I said that it was already history. Since then, the 

American position has worsened on the precise lines which 

I laid down. I said there was no White market, and every 
American politician since then has borne me out. In only 
one point did I err; I failed to allow for the possible 

1929 reclamation of America through knowing Christ, because 

at that time I had not progressed this far, 1 did not foresee 
this sole nossibilitv of reolamation for America. 

a 

20,000 

a Some of the sponsors of this report felt that it was 

unduly pessimistic. Yet, in less than a decade, many of our 
great cities, including the nation’s capital, lay in ashes, 

while we had entered an economic crisis which seemed ’ 

impossible to solve. Now even did not 
1945, a predict national bankruptcy against a background of burned 

and looted cities, in less than ten years! 

ago!1 
Let us reoapitulate how this all came about. In 1945, 

a the United States stood alone as the supreme military 
power in the world, the only industrial nation whose plants 

had not been destroyed by the Second World War. Militar- 
No ily and economically, America was the master of the world, 

and the world waited for our command. We had only to 
” raise our hand, and our command would be obeyed. En- 

gland, France, Italy, Russia, and Germany, and in Asia, 

a Japan lay in ruins, their factories but heaps of nibble. 

a 

But we gave no command. Why? Because the pam- 

sites and their shabez goi wretches had but one desire,‘XO 
a rebuild Communist Russia. Dean Acheson proposed that 

vast new loans be made to Russia, his law firm, 

go way Covington and Burling, which so ably represented nine 
a Communist nations at our Federal trough. The$nerican 

postwar economy was hamstrung by Aews such 

a as David Niles, a notorious homosexual who bragged that 

a Harry Truman never made a decision without consulting 

him, and who had one sister in Israeli Intelligence in Tel 

to Aviv, and another sister high in the Soviet Intelligence in 
Harry Dexter White, a Lithuanian Jew and 

lifelong Communist agent, also supervised Truman’s deci- 

sions as President of the United States. 

Bernard Bamch, an agile Jewish 

$15.00, 242 
a lator who made as much as one million dollars a day 

through foreknowledge of government decisions which 

affected the stock market. No wonder Harry Truman called 
Bernard Baruch “the greatest living American’7 This 

master parasite pulled the strings of a horde of conniving 

to political wretches, and collected United States Senators as 
a lesser man might net a cageful of hamsters. He publicly 

boasted that he had such Senators as Harry Byrd. James 

Byrnes, Harry Truman and many others in his pocket. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 61 

At 

a a 

a 

50,000,000, 

a 

We must interrupt for a rest break. Thank you. 

WJJ94 4~ 

a by 

a 

[QUQTING, PART 7:) 
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time to rebuild her shattered economy. Not only was the 

United States paralyzed by Jewish “economic planners”, 
whose sole aim was to stall the erection of a prosperous 

economy, but the Communists also found the ideal instru- 

ment with which to weaken America from within, a planned 

race war. With the race war and the paralyzed economy in 

America, the Communists bought time, a precious decade, 

time for Russia to build an atomic bomb, with the assis- 

the Rosenbergs and a vast horde of Jewish spies, 

while other agents threw the Negro masses against the 
barricades in a reckless and destructive race war. Now the 

government of the United States practically ceased to 

function, as the ‘%pontaneou$’ and carefully-rehearsed 

“demand” of the Negro people for their “civil rights” took 
precedence over everything else in Washington. The shabez 

goi wretches leaped into the fray on the side of the negroes, 

yelping with precise responses to e-very command of the 

Jewish parasites, their paws flailing the air as they sla- 

vered for their slice of raw steak, whenever the Jews called 
out “civil rights” or “peace”. 

SUPREME COURT 

As the high priests of the shabez goi wretches, the 
Supreme Court gave official status to every demand of the 

Communist-inspired mobs in 1954, when it ruled that all 

schools must be integrated. No other single decision of the 

Supreme Court has ever plunged the nation into such 

chaos. Americans stood appalled as armies of American 
soldiers marched into American cities, bayoneting and 
shooting white citizens who tried to claim their rights. 

But, a decade later, when we saw Ameiican soldiers again 

marching into American cities, it was to protect the Negro 

mobs who were looting and burning with impunity! 

Now, in 1945, as we have mentioned, the United 

States stood pre-eminent in the world, as the new Rome. 

But in 1955, Russia was well on her way towards re- 

establishing herself as a world power, while the United 
States was weaker than it had been in 19451 And in 1965, 

the pendulum had already swung in favor of Russia, for in 
this decade the Sdtiet agents had successfully imple- 

mented a full-scale race war in the United States, and had 
also succeeded in committing American soldiers to the 
e.ndless holocaust of an Asiatic land war. Caught in a man 
fGr man struggle with Asia’s teeming billions, the United 

Staates would slowly bleed to death while Russia daily 

grew stronger, without losing a man. And Russia, at home, 

was calm, while the United States was drawn into a race 

war, the government was paralyzed, the educational sys- 

tem was paralyzed, and tl,& American people had not a 

single representative who would defend their interests. 

THE SCUM OF THE Em 

Jewish gold had purchased the sorriest lot of ragtag 

beggars and thieves that had ever infested our nation’s 

capital, men who, while handing over billions to the Jews, 
had sold themselves for a paltry few thousand dollars 
apiece! Our Senators and Representatives did not even ask 

for their souls the price of a healthy Negro slave at pre- 

Civil War levels. Once again, the Jews had bought a nation 

with its own money. The in placing a 
dateline of 1980 to see the United States reduced to the 

status of another India, had erred by ten years. Now it 

seems that 1970 is the more likely date. 
.’ 

THE END OF THE 

Geopoliticians have said for years that America was 

running down. Everything that our nation has achieved 
had been done at the cost of tremendous outpourings of 
energy and instinctive intelligence. There has been much 

native greed and cruelty also, the merciless gouging of 

immigrant workers, the mass slaughters of the Civil War 
and the systematic destruction of America’s only native 

culture, the Greek revival gentility of the South. These are 

dark chapters in America’s history. But there are also 

bright pages, when America lived up to all of her promise 

of freedom and her offerings of hope to a sick and rotted 

European civilization, which was slowly expiring because 

of the excesses committed against her by the Jewish para- 

sites. And uow it is America’s turn to totter on the brink 

of the abyss, as her economy reels from the onslaught of 

revolutionary mobs at ho&e and insane Jewish adventures 
abroad. But there are still scientists who are blazing new 

trails for the vgorld, prhaps one per cent of the nation 
remains constructive in the face of these disasters. 

who refused him security clearance because of his back- 

In 1957, I could not predict the burning of American 
ground is a loyal American named Otto Otepka, who has 

cities while police and National Guardsmen stood by, 

undergone continuous persecution ever since. State De- 

under orders to “show every possible courtesy to the riot- 

partment files were destroyed, witnesses were bribed, and 

erg”. I could not predict that a Jew who had thrice been 

perjury was committed to prevent Rostow from becoming 

denied security clearance would commit largescale Ameri- 

another Dreyfus, a Jew who had gained admittance to the 

nation’s top security councils and who was now to be 

can troops to Vietnam in order to sabotage our national 
economy, an effort which was advertised as an effort to 

rejected because of his past. 

“stop Communism” while the CIA planned the execution 
Later, as director of our national security, Walt Rostow 

of the nation’s anti-Communist leader, Ngo Diem. 

and a little group of high-ranking government Jews gath- 

No 
wonder his widow remarked to television newsmen, “With 

ered in the Pentagon early one morning to cheer the Israeli 

America as a friend, you don’t need any enemies.” 

sneak attack on its neighbors, and toasted each other while 

Israeli planes massacred American sailors on the U.S.S. 

in neutral waters! [H: And 
WILL COMMUNISTS 
STOP THEMSELVES’? a 

The three hundred billion dollar effort to stop Commu- 

nism in Vietnam would be more believable if it had not 
been inaugurated by the same lifelong dedicated Marxists 

in the State Department who had sabotaged Chiang Kai- 

Shek’s government and turned China over to the Commu- 

nists. Can we really believe that these traitors, who had 

presented the Communist world with a gift of six hundred 

million people, were now prepared to make an all-out P1.A ING OF 

effort to save a few Vietnamese from the same fate? They THNENRIOTS 
showed their hand by refusing Chiang Kai-Shek’s offer to 

send troops to Vietnam, just as they had refused his offer The riots which have devastated American cities for 

to send troops to Korea, because the State Department three years and left entire sections in smoking ruins, re- 

planners had to stick to their plan of showing Asia that it 
was “white imperialists” who were preventing the Viet- 

markably akin to the destruction which Jewish-directed 

namese from peacefully setting up a Communist state. 

bombers had visited upon the cities of Franc0 and Germany 

If 

Asians were sent to fight Communism, the Marxists in 

a few years ago, had their initial inspiration in the writings 

Washington would lose an important plank in their pro- 

of a little black hustler in a pamphlet called “The Fire Next 
Time”. 

gram to wreck our nation. 

It was published in a house organ of the Jewish 

parasites, the New magazine, and later issued as a 

Meanwhile, at home, as the gross national product book. 

reached new highs, (due principally to runaway inflation), 

In this work, James Baldwin promised that the 

Negroes would burn down America’s cities. Baldwin has 

the Marxists continued their mad looting of the United long been familiar as a housebroken pet of the Jewish 
States Treasury. Typical was the establishment of more parasites, and he lived for two decades on the liberal 

than one hundred “think factories” in which the Jewish 

parasites drew huge salaries for sitting around thinking up 

outpourings which they gave him from various tax-exempt 
foundations. Some grants were made in return for his 

new ways to exploit the gentile host. We find Herman 
Kahn’s Hudson Institute, exposed in May 13, 

favors, others made to encourage his revolutionary 
activities. but none of these awards could be said to have 

1968, as having been reviewed by the General Accounting 

Offlice and its million dollar a year contract proved to have 

been a sincere appreciation of his feeble iiterary talent. 

produced nothing of value. 

Since the fires started, he has prudently remained in Paris, 
The General Accounting Of- 

fice characterized the work of the Hudson Institute as “its 

snickering at a series of gay parties on the Left Bank while 

ideas a rehash”, “superficial”, “valueless”. 

America’s cities are devastated by the mobs who consider 

noted that “virtually no records were kept either at the 

him their inspiration. In his interviews, which are always 

Hudson Institute or by the General Accounting Office as to 

prominently displayed in the New York he refers to 

the United States as “the Fourth Reich”, an “inn joke 

how money was spent, the progress of programs,” and among the parasites. 
other usual business procedures. 

We that there are some one hundred similar COWIST INFLUENCE 

concerns in this country, of the Rand Institute, 
which spend an average of $50,000 per man per year. This 

is a salary of one thousand dollars a week for a Jew to sit 

If James Baldwin gave an intell+ual impetus to the 

in an o&e puffing a cigar, type of boon-doggie which 

riots, the actual planning was by the Chinese Com- 

was inspired by Mortimer Adler’s twenty million dollar 

munists. The inside story of the of Washington is 

windfall from the Ford Foundation to “study philosophy”, 

that the Chinese Communists devised a plan whereby the 

with the usual valueless rehash of superficial ideas as the 

city of Washington would become a “free oity”, divorced 

only tangible result. These moneys come from tax-exempt 

from the United States and administered by a Black 

Commission. 

foundations or from government agencies, principally the 

This Commission would then charge the 

Department of Defense, and never a word of criticism from 

United States ten million dollars year rent for the United 

our Senators and Representatives, who dare not criticize 

States Capitol, the White House and other government 
buildings. 

this method of the Jewish parasite’s exploiting the gentile 

When Mayor Washington approached 

host. 

dent Lyndon Johnson with this plan, he was told that it was 

out of the question. few days later, the city of Washing- 
ton was on fire. The stage had been set three days earlier, 

at a Communist cell meeting at which the Party leaders 

decided upon of Dr. Martin Luther King. A North 

The rapid deterioration of America from a position of 
strength to a rank of secondclass power, racked at home-by 

Vietnamese professional, Nuy Ti Ganh, was flown in for 
the job, while an American “Oswald” or patsy. as his name 

riots and bankruptcy, is a classic example of the effect has now entered the American language, was murdered 

which the Jewish parasite has upon the gentile host. Writ- and his body buried that same night. 

ing in the on April 5,1968, Drew Pearson 
exposed Walt Rostow as the man who committed troops on 

At this Communist Party meeting, one of the conspira- 

tars, a member of Mayor Washington’s staff, mentioned 

a large scale to Vietnam. Rostow is a Jew whose father is that ‘rour soul brother, Walter” had guaranteed the safety of 

an avowed Socialist, and Rostow himself, after being looters and arsonists during the forthcoming burning of 

refused security clearance three times, was placed in charge 

of our national security. 

Washington. Not a shot would be fired against them-this 
[H: Frightened yet? Is it was the commitment. The promise was kept. During three 

days of looting and burning Washington, not a single rioter 

? was injured by the thousands of police and soldiers who 
stood by under orders not to fire. 

Mayor Washington stated, at the beginning of the riot, 

that any policeman who shot at a rioter would be charged 

--- --- ---.---51~~~ The man with murder. He fought bitterly against the ordering out of 
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the National Guard, and permitted it only after extracting 

the incredible commitment from the National Guard com- 

mander that the troops would keep their weapons un- 

loaded, and that they would be permitted to load and fire 

only after obtaining written permission from a superior 

officer! This was the most ridiculous order ever issued to 

troops going into a combat situation! These conditions 
were then read over Television Stations WTOP and WTTG 

in Washington, so that rioters would know they could loot 

and bum without a shot being tired against them. 

the riots in 
Los Angeles 

MASS DESTRUCTION 

At the height of the burning on Friday evening, after 

the Communists had murdered Dr. Martin Luther King 
according to plan, President Lyndon Johnson called Mayor 

Washington and begged him to allow the National Guard 

to come in. Mayor Washington curtly refused, and hung up 

on him, so great was the arrogance of the Negro leader. 
The following afternoon, when most of Washington 

was in flames, Mayor Washington permitted the National 

Guard to come in only to protect the looters, because some 

of the Washington City Police, who had been shot at and 
clubbed by the rioters, were threatening to fight back. The 

merchants cheered the arrival of the National Guard, be- 

cause they supposed that this meant a stop to the looting 

and burning. They were dumbfounded to see the soldiers 

standing by while Negroes drove Cadillacs from Newark 

and Philadelphia up to their stores, loaded color televi- 

sions, the most expensive clothing, and other loot, into the 

cars, and drove away, while the soldiers did nothing to stop 

them. When the stores had been looted, they were set on 

fire, and again the soldiers did nothing. 

July 14, 1968, noted a government investigation 

which had established that the Negroes had been per- 
suaded to burn the stores because the Chinese Communists 

promised them that once the Jewish merchants had been 
burned out, government aid would enabIe Negroes to open 
businesses in their stead, and that the Jews would be afraid 
to return. 

GUARANTEE OF SAFETY 

At 3: 15 p.m. on Saturday afternoon, Mayor Washing- 

ton had the instruction to the National Guard read over 

Television Stations WTOP and WTTG. He assured the 

looters that “1. The soldiers were carrying unloaded weap- 
ons and that they would be allowed to load and fire only 
after being given written permission from a superior of- 

ficer, and 2. that the soldiers and police had been ordered 

to show every possible courtesy to the looters.” With this 
reassurance, the rioters stepped up their activity, and the 
riot spread to Baltimore, where the same conditions were 

in effect. Mayor Washington’s instructions resulted in 

another wild night of looting and burning. Five hundred 

and fifty-eight buildings were burned to the ground in the 

city of Washington after being looted, at a cost of eighty 

million dollars worth of goods stolen and ten million 

dollars in property damage. As one rioter explained, when 
interviewed by a television cameraman while he’had his 

arms filled with hundreds of dollars worth of expensive 

clothing, “Man, it’s wonderful! They can’t bother us 

because we got a soul brother up theret” 

LOOTING ACCORDING TO PLAN 

During the height of the rioting, WTTG newsman Hal 
Walker, a Negro who was allowed to move freely about the 

city during the riots, interviewed a Jewish merchant, John 

Hechinger, who was Chairman of Washmgton’s City Council. 

“Don’t you see a pattern to this looting?” asked Walker. 
“Oh, no, it’s indiscriminate,” replied Hechinger. 

“But aren’t only certain types of stores being burned?” 

pursued Walker. 

“No,” muttered Hechinger, and the interview wassud- 
denly cut off of the air. 

Hal Walker was referring to the map which had been 

prepared before the riot in Washington, on which every 
Jewish store was marked, and of which three hundred 

copies were distributed in the city on the morning before 

Martin Luther King was murdered. The Chinese Commu- 

nists had persuaded the Black Wwer lwders to stage a 

massive anti-Semitic uprising against the Jewish mer- 
chants who had exploited them. The main target of the 
burning was the destruction ofcredit records, and this goal 

was achieved. Now Hechinger and other Jewish merchants 
began a frantic campaign to conceal the nature of the anti- 
Jewishuprising. One Washingtonmerchant, IN Weinstein, 

refused to go along ,with the cover-up, and he openly 

declared that the burning of Washington was the biggest 

anti-Jewish uprising anywhere in the world since the end 
of World:War II. He pointed out that the heinous Krystal 

Nacht in Germany during the Nazi regime, in 1938, in 

which Jewish stores were wrecked, had only resulted in a 
total of one hundred thousand dollars damage, while the 
Washington uprising had cost Jews one hundred MIL- 
LION dollars. 

3. Forced integration of churches, private clubs and 

neighborhoods, to prevent any adult white Americans from 

having a place where they could meet to discuss possible 

reactions against the activities of the Jewish parasites. 

During the campaign for forced integration of all Ameri- 

can Army units, the Chinese Communists found that there 
was a shortage of Negroes in the armed services,Bnd they 
began a hasty program to attract more Negroes into the 
Army. One of these attempts was a poster which was 

widely distributed in Negro business and residential areas, 

and prominently displayed in Negro taverns and barber 
shops. The poster read: 

PETITIONS THE UNITED 

Against the wishes of his fellow Jews, who were 

desperately trying to cover up the story, Irv Weinstein tried 

to present a petition to the United Nations, charging Mayor 
Washington and the City Council with genocide, because 

they had encouraged the Negroes to attack Jewish stores, 

and had refused the Jews the protection of the City Police 

and the National Guard. 
Ambassador Arthur Goldberg, our representative to 

the United Nations, refused to accept the petition, and 

assured Irv Weinstein that the United States Government 

would make good 
When he returned to Washington, Irv Weinstein 

was visited by two Black Power leaders who told him he 

had three days to live. Forty-eight hours later, he disap- 

peared and has not been heard of since. Meanwhile, other 
Jewish merchants, who reopened their stores in Washing- 

ton, were visited daily by Black Power leaders who charged 

them ten per cent of their gross to stay in business, a tactic 

they had picked up from the Mafia. One Jewish liquor 
dealer who refused them, Ben Brown, was shot down in 

cold blood in his store, and Mayor Washington still refused 
the merchants protection. Meanwhile, other Negroes were 
murdering bus drivers each evening, which caused the bus 
drivers to go on a slowdown. The purpose of these tactics 
to wreck the economic life of the city and its transportation 
system, had been planned by Chinese Communist leaders 

in order to paralyze the Vietnam peace talks. They cor- 
rectly reasoned that with our capital city in flames and its 
economic life shattered, we would lose face and would be 

unable to make a strong presentation at the Paris peace 

talks. The murder of Dr. Martin Luther King had been 

timed for this purpose. 

an 
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This plan came to an abrupt halt when copies of the 

poster were sent to Europe, where a press campaign was 

inaugurated to stop the planned debauching of white Euro- 

pean girls by black soldiers, a favorite goal of the Commu- 

nists which began shortly after World War One, when 

detachments of black Senegalese troops from the French 

Army were stationed in Germany and given orders to rape 

as many German girls as possible. 
Meanwhile, agents of the Central Intelligence Agency 

were discovered to have also played a part in fomenting the 

Washington riot. When their role was revealed, CIA 

officials stated that the burned buildings followed exactly 
a plan for a Washington expressway through the city, 
which had been proposed for more than twenty years, but 
which could not be implemented because of the cost of 

acquiring the business buildings and tearing them down. 
Now that they had been burned out, the expressway could 

be built at a reasonable cost. 

The Federal Government withdrew all copies of the 

poster and destroyed them. A European newspaper offered 

a thousand dollars for a copy but none could be found. One 
tactic of the Communists had backfired. 

MONGREJ.IZATION PROGRAM 

The riots which devastated American cities repre- 

sented a new stage of the mongrelization program which 
the Jewish parasites had devised to weaken the United 
States, and, if Jews such as Irv Weinstein seemed to be the 

losers in this new phase, it was because they refused to 

look at the long-term program which had been devised for 

America by the Chinese Communists and their tools, the 
Black Power militants. 

This program had been forced upon America during 

the Second World War, when the people were living under 

martial law, and had to accept without protest each new 
dictatorial decree of the Federal Government. 

At the end of the war, the 

Chinese Communist program moved rapidly to implement 

a forced mongrelization program along three fronts: 
1. Forced integration of all army units, to prevent the 

existence of any armed unit such as an elite white guard 

which could battle against Communism at home. 

2. Forced integration of schools, to educate children 
from their tenderest years to *meekly accept government 

integration decrees. 

AN ADVERTISEMENT BACKFIRES 

YOUI+G NEGRO MEN\ 

[END QUOTING OF PART 71 

Chiggers 

Enough for today. I do, after all, need you to be able 

to type tomorrow. Thank you. 

%$i%k%iES _OTH 

In honor of last evening’s conversation I believe that 

we should begin a series on “parasites”, starting with 

whichever volume this will serve in the ongoing journals. 

I think it should read: This 

gives us a lot of leeway to cover many parasitic infestations 

from flukes to screw-worms. As a matter of fact, the major 
flukes, along with their shabez goi screw-worms, are meet- 

ing in South America to see, undoubtedly, what they can do 

to destrov the entiretv of the Western Hemisphere. 
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MARKET NEWS? CHURCH 
ADMIhiISTRATION EXPOSED 

13h readers, if you try to tell what is going on by your 

,‘markets”, you are going to get “had”, However, WORD 

COMES IN (I didn’t project this-it “came in”) that the 

Federal Reserve is in worse shape than Orange County and 
is due to close on this coming Wednesday. As a matter of 

fact, Mr. Flukegreen Spanscrew is in about as hot a water 

as he has ever been. With the derivative market blowing 

out all the county and municipal bonds-bankruptcy of a 
nation and a banking system has to be close behind! Does 
this mean that the BANKING INDUSTRY is dead‘? Perish 

the thought for the Flukes have mighty and lockjaw teeth, 

Did you not note what I said on the yesterday? Morgan and 
Warburg are MERGING! Also, Macy’s and Federated 
Stores are MERGING. This is HOW you kill a nation! 

Let us try and finish this writing from Eustace Mullins, 

please. This is the kind of information you must have. 
PLEASE NOTE THAT EVERYWHERE MR. 

MULLINS USES THE TERM “JEW’ 

Rosemary Reuther, one of the nation’s outstanding 

Catholic scholars and a teacher at George Washington 

University and Howard University, exposed the origins of 
our church in Herder 

and Herder, NY, 1967, page 134. 

(Parasite Union 
Hall). 

(Flukish) 

(Saul of Tarsus and 
Christ’s most deadly enemy!) 

a 

” 

by Eustace Mullins 

[QUOTING, PART 8:] 

THE SHABEZ GOI 

SJ.OW PARALYSIS 

Thus we find the Party’s administration, a short time 

after the Sanhedrin had 

demanded Christ’s crucifixion, 

kicked out 

Jesus’ followers and adopted the dictatorial administra- 

tion of HIS murderers. This is one of the most amazing 

discoveries ever revealed about the strange role of the 

churches in denying Christ and trying to destroy HIS 
followers! Read it again and again, until you understand 

why the churches (Union Halls) embrace every tenet of 

Parasitic Communism and 

A prominent characteristic of the Fluke parasite’s 
techniques of slow paralysis of the higher thinking centers 

of the gentile (Parasite Hosts) masses is the continuing 

efficacy of old methods. The Fluke biological.drive to 

destroy Hosts’ civilization through the infiltration and 
control of the nerve centers has been centralized in the 
techniques of fomenting Communist (Parasitic) revolu- 

tions in the industrialized nations. 

In 1848. there were street demonstrations against gov- 
ernment policies in many European nations, riots which 

the police could not control. Some European governments 

fell before the Parasitic onslaught of 1848. Now we find, 

a century later, that the same techniques of street demon- 

strations work just as well, because the demonstrators 

grow more aggressive, and every department of the govem- 

ment is tested and strained until it gives way. 

The initial impetus of the riots comes from 
who are agitated by their instructors. Plans are made, 

students are indoctrinated by faculty members and by older 

“students”. In Berkeley, California, the organizers of the 
student riots were found to be “students” in their late 
twenties or early thirties, and many of the protestors were 

not students at all, but persons who had taken up residence 

near the campus for the purpose of fomenting riots. 

DISORIENTED FOOLS 

The most valuable members of the church who pro- 

mote class struggle are those who are not Parasitic Com- 
munists at all, but who are disoriented fools who are 

unable to accept CHRIST, who are dissatisfied with their 

life, and who wish to provoke Armageddon by any means 
at their disposal, 

What is most surprising is the continued gullibility of 

the students in our universities (Brainwash Clubs), who 

are still enthralled by a Fluke Communist “wave of the 

future” which is mired in the atmosphere of 1848. Marx- 
ism plods along with 

the same dreary set of concepts with which it faced the 

onset of the Industrial Revolution. Flukish Communism 

has not come up with a single new idea for more than a 
century, yet it tries to meet the Space Age with a theory 

which was obsolete even when it was first set forth by Karl 

Marx! 

STUDENTS ARE UNINFORMED 

THE ROLE OF THE CHURCHES 

The churches (TEMPLES OF DOOM)‘in the United 
States play a vital role.in providing “sanctuary” for the 
Communist plotters, raising money for the demonstra- 

tions, and serving meals to the rioters, who are too busy 

with their work of planned disruption to be concerned with 

providing food for themselves: Dedicated Marxist orga- 
nizers, who probe for every weakness in the community 
with all the skill of highly trained surgeons, have long 

recogni?ed that the churches and their air of piety provide 

the ideal cover for revolutionary operations. Infiltrating 
the church groups is no problem, because they are already 

wracked with dissension over theological matters, and the 

administration is composed of college-educated persons 

who have been thoroughly indoctrinated with the proven 

shabez goi Screw-worm techniques for controlling the 

Host masses. Thus, Parasitic “communists” infiltrate the 

seminaries (Josef Stalin began his revolutionary activities 

as a student priest [of the parasitic Nazi conglomerate]), 

and with the aid of other parasitic communists, they rise to 
positions of command in all the religious (Parasitic Party [they 

Our students are never informed that the ideological 

masters of Fluke Communism, Marx and Lenin, 
were men who were completely 

out of touch with the life of the societies which produced 

them. They spoke of the “revolt of the peasantry” at a time 

when the peasants (slaves) were moving to the cities to 
take factory jobs, but then, what could Marx, sitting in a 

dusty room of the British Museum and wriggling back and 

forth as his Fluke hemorrhoids tormented him, know of the 

changing world outside of the book stacks, and what could 
Lenin know of the world during the years which he spent 
quietly reading in a Swiss library, leading the life of a 

retired insurance salesman, until the twentieth century 

caught up with him and dragged him back to Russia, where 
he became the willing tool of a homicidal maniac named 

Lev Bronstein, or Trotsky? Yet American professors today 

present these two intellectual backwaters, Marx and Lenin, 

as the two most original thinkers of all time! 

STUDENTS ARE CHEATED 

hold command over all of these parties]) denominations. 

One reason that American students are so prone to 

embrace doctrines of revolt is that they know they are being 

robbed, that they are not getting the education they are 
paying for, because the “treason of the clerks”, the 

which Julien Benda, a French scholar, exposed, 
prevents them from receiving an education. The Screw- 

worm and Fluke, professors, the treasonable clerks, cram 

the outdated philosophies of Marx and Freud down the 

throats of the students when they need an education for the 
Space Age! 

THE MACLEISH SYNDROME 

One of the principal reasons for student rebelliousness 
is the ubiquitous MacLeish Syndrome which they encoun- 

ter in our better universities, particularly in the Ivy League 

schools. The MacLeish Syndrome has two firm tenets 
which are never deviated from: “1. All culture must be 

presented as Jewish in origin. 2. All human thought must 

be attributed to either Marx, Freud or Einstein, and must be 

clearly labelled as originating from these Jewish ‘ge- 
niuses’.” Forbidden to know the work of such great gentile 

minds as Ezra Pound, Werner von Heisenberg, and hun- 

dreds of others, the students grow restless, and after two or 

three years of this dreary rabbinical education strictly on 
the lines of are ripe for any doctrine of 

revolt. Yet, instead of rebelling against their sick profes- 

sors, they allow the professors to send them out to wreck 
the surviving institutions of their gentile civilization. 

The MacLeish Syndrome is characterized by a tweedy, 

Scot-terrier type of individual who has been a lifelong pet 

of the liberal non compos mentis. Because of inherited 

income, this type affects a genial air of native superiority, 
and entertains student leaders in a den lined with the first 

editions of the works of former students, nor is he reluctant 
to describe how he arranged for their publication. 

A good sherry is poured for the students by a subser- 
vient black man while the MacLeish talks easily about the 

necessity for human equality. Often silly, and 
dishonest, the MacLeish sits regally in a vast easy chair of 

Spanish leather, puffing a rare mixture of imported tobac- 
cos in his pipe and wearing red silk smoking from 
Sulka, while black patent leather slippers from Peele of 

London dangle from his toes. The students literally perch 

at his feet, while the MacLeish peddles a watered-down 

version of the gospel according to Karl Marx. (H: 

Dazed by the MacLeish syndrome, the students riseup 

and go out into the world to purvey classical Marxism to 

the masses whom this philosophy is intended to enslave. 

From the posts which they obtain, they rise rapidly in the 
spheres of education, journalism, religion and government, 

their promotions depending solely on the degree in which 

they are effective in spreading the Marxist gospel. What- 

ever doubts the students may have entertained about this 
gospel soon vanish as they discover how it opens the doors 

for them in their chosen professions. Those whose systems 

reject the infection find that, twenty years later, they are 

teaching study hall at the Podunk Grammar School, or 
tending a deserted library in East Gowatchee, Pennsylva- 

nia. 

GULLIBILITY 

What is puzzling is the continued gullibility of the 

students, who blindly accept as “the wave of the future” a 

philosophy of Marx which was already obsolete one htm- 

dred years ago. How can they be so obtuse? In the first 

place, a student must begin with what he is exposed to, the 
sunlight and air and water which is available to him. 

if he gets only shabez goi (Screw-worm) thought from his 
Fluke teachers, what else can he know? Cut off from his 

native Western culture, the American student today is a 

rootless tumbleweed, driven by the wind from one goofy 
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Marxist theory to another, and unaware of his heritage, his 

people and his nation. His anger at finding that the 
education he pays for is an empty sham is understandable, 

but his failure to react against the true culprits suggests 

that his native instincts have been destroyed, as he reacts 

against his society, rather than against the perverters of the 
educational system themselves. 

STUDENT AWAKENING? 

The recent Columbia University riots may presage ap 

awakening on the part of the students, as the eviction of 

President Grayson Kirk from his office would seem to be a 
sign of student awareness, yet the same dreary Marxist 
slogans scrawled on the walls indicates that they have 
learned Those students who defecated upon Dr. 

Kirk’s desk may have demonstrated a legitimate resent- 

ment, but they also revealed their own lack of judgment. 
Instead of attacking the milksop Marxisms of their 

perverters, they were led by the Fluke agitators who criti- 

cized the professors for not being more Marxist! Is there 

any intelligence left in such students, or have their minds 
been totally destroyed by such Fluke activists as Mark 

Rudd at Columbia University, the son of a Lithuanian 
Fluke named Jacob Budnitsky, and in France, the student 

leader who wrecked the DeGaulle regime, a redheaded 
Fluke agitator named Daniel Cohn-Bendit, also known as 

“Danny the Red”? 

MENTAL BONDAGE 

The plight of the students reflects the unhappy situa- 

tion of the entire Parasitic Hosts masses, a condition of 

mental serfdom. Now, when we say that Americans are 
being held in mental bondage, what do we mean? We mean 

that every newspaper, radio station, television station, 

magazine and stage and screen play has been edited by 
Fluke agents to remove any reference to their crimes and to 
keep the Host masses in a condition of sleep. This would 
be a fantastic statement if we did not have at hand the 

annual reports of the organizations which perform this 
censorship. Foremost is the Anti-Defamation League of 
B’nai B’rith (from British Intelligence), with the Ameri- 
can Jewish Committee and the American Jewish Congress 

as other important agents of censorship. 

These groups issue annual reports in which they docu- 
ment the fact that their agents check every public presen- 

tation of any kind, written or staged, and delete any refer- 

ences to Fluke misdeeds. As a writer, I have followed the 

ADL operations closely for twenty years. If I submit a 

story to the an ADL staff member, 

whose salary is paid by the magazine, checks the story for 

any reference to Fluke activities, and also checks a black- 

list to see if my name is there as a critic of the Flukes. Even 
if the story contains no reference to the Flukes, it is rejected 

and I must be 
prevented, first, from earning any money from my writings, 

and second, from reaching an audience. 
If I submit a manuscript to a publishing house, it is 

again checked first for references to the Flukes, and sec- 

ond, to see if its author is on the Fluke blacklist. In this 

manner, the Flukes prevent any Host writer from reaching 
the public if he is known to be indifferent or hostile to their 

goals, if he has refused to become a member of the Screw- 

worm class. Any publication which rejects Fluke censor- 

ship is either driven out of business, or taken over by Fluke 
financial interests. A book which is published by Hosts 

who are not of the Screw-worm class is ignored by the book 
review departments of mass publications, and bookstores 

refuse to stock it, for their stocks are reviewed monthly by 
traveling ADL agents who enter the store incognito, in- 

spect the stock, and if any publication is found which 

mentions the Flukes, the proprietor is threatened with 

various weapons, lawsuits, government action, or finan- 
cial revenge. 

DISASTER IS PUBLISHING 

Many Host publications, such as 

and others have been driven out of 

business by the ADL, not because they published “anti- 

Semitic” (Pseudo-Fluke) articles, but because they refused 

to let ADL inspectors control their operations. Other 
magazines, such as ‘s, were once prosperous publi- 

cations, but Flukes took over their editorial staffs and 

tilled their pages with hysterical invective against anyone 

who opposed them, until the disgusted iubscribers quit 
reading them. 

The is now traveling this road 

of no return. Once a virile publication which reached a 

respectable percentage of the American 
Homeland] middle class, it has become a vicious and 

irresponsible organ of Parasite propaganda, and is facing 

bankruptcy for this one reason. So important has it become 

to the Flukes that Martin Ackerman, a Fluke entrepreneur, 
recently rushed in with a five million dollar loan. A week 

later, he announced that he his loan 

subscription list to 

a typical wheel-and-deal operation. 
Nevertheless, is doomed to go 
the way of 3, for, under its present editors, it is a 
sick and vile publication. ADL agents fill its pages with 

their garbage as they try to brainwash the American people. 

Typical was a vicious and unprovoked attack against the 

American businessman, H.L. Hunt, in a recent issue of the 
written by a professional clown 

named William Buckley. This article referred to Mr. Hunt 
as a “boob with appallingly bad manners” a “buffoon” and 

other sneering Fluke epithets. One ostensible reason for 

Buckley’s attack may have been Mr. Hunt’s refusal to 

contribute to the staggering losses suffered by Buckley’s 
venture into publishing, which is 

neither national nor a review. 

DOES BUCKLEY EXIST? 

William Buckley, a well-advertised “conservative 

spokesman”, has been described as a figment of George 

Sokolsky’s imagination. A Fluke provocateur, Sokolsky 
decided to use Buckley’s money to launch a “rightwing” 

magazine which would peddle approved Fluke techniques 

of “anti-Communism”. Sokolsky and a Hollywood 

gagwriter named Morrie Ryskind put together the format 
of the which it still follows today. Al- 

though Sokolsky died, was 

to drift forever on the sea of this murky idea, in which only 
three .principles could be discerned. The first was that 
Flukes are not Communists, the second was that anti- 
Semitism was the worst evil of which man could be guilty 

(a plank which Sokolsky borrowed from Soviet 

and the third was that all Americans are FOOLS. 

One of the techniques of ADL control is to keep the 

gentiles at each other’s throats through tried and proved 

methods of provocateurism. When Robert Welch founded 

a Host anti-Communist group, the John Birch Society, an 
ADL provocateur persuaded Buckley to attack Welch as 

being “anti-Semitic”. Stung by the accusation, Welch 
hastily hired Fluke editors to supervise his publications, 

but Buckley continued his attacks, and the supposed goal 
of and the John Birch Society, anti- 

Communism, disappeared in an avalanche of mud-sling- 
ing, a typical Screw-worm imbroglio, while the Jews 

laughed their heads off. The moral is that each time you hit 
a ball across the net, a Fluke wins a point, because Screw- 

worm conditioning, the Pavlov slavering of the trained 

dogs, occurs on schedule whenever the Fluke utters the key 

word, “Anti-Semitism”. But trained dogs, however amus- 
ing they may be in a circus, cannot build a nation, nor can 

they administer one which others have built. 

WHY NOT? 

Looking at this situation superficially, as we have 
been trained to do by the Flukes, we may well ask, “Why 

shouldn’t the Flukes do ail of our thinking for us, censor 
our books and burn anything they do not wish us to read?” 

But this goes against the grain of the American legend of 

freedom and self-expression; it denies us the right to 

examine and solve our national problems. America faces 

a serious economic crisis, a serious racial crisis, and a 

serious military crisis, yet the Flukes refuse to allow us to 

discuss these problems, for fear that we might criticize the 

role of the parasite in exploiting the host. 

More important, we are frustrated in our search for 
wisdom. As crucial as the n@ntenaqce of life itself is 

man’s quest for wisdom, the fruit of a healthy life, in order 

to bring more benefits to his people. Ezra Pound once said 

to me, “A man should study German philosophy from age 
forty to sixty, Greek from age sixty to eighty, and after he 

has reached the age of eighty, he is ready to tackle Chinese 

philosophy.” But all we get is Fluke philosophy devoted to 

the maintenance of the parasite’s ascendancy over the host, 
but it also prevents us from knowing CHRIST. A great 

republic is collapsing into the dust, but what do the Flukes 

care about this? As their slogan says, “Who needs it?” 
They will travel to another host, and America will join the 
ghosts of Babylon, Egypt, Persia, and Rome. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 81 

Is this parasite infestation taking on a bit more mean- 

ing now? Can you not ‘see it eating away at the very fiber 

of your beings? You have all but been devoured and can’t 

seem to see clearly (that is because they get your eyesight, 

hearing and understanding FIRST). 
I am but in Command of the “spaced-out” HOSTS and 

beyond the reach of the devouring teeth of the parasites- 

BUT YOU ARE RIGHT THERE FULLY INFESTED! 

THEY HAVE DESTROYED YOUR BODY (SUPER- 

STRUCTURE) AND ARE NOW GOING FOR THE KILL 
AS THE INFRASTRUCTURE IS ALMOST GONE. 

Dharma, we can finish the portion regarding Eustace 

at the next sitting. It is personal and I would like the 

writing to stand alone, please. Thank 

12/l 1194 HATONN 

Dharma, let us see if we can finish the “parasite” 
journal so the team can move on. Thank you. 

by Eustace Mullins 

PART 9:] 

The ADL has a vast arsenal of weapons to use against 

those gentiles who oppose them. I have experienced the 
following: being discharged from professional positions; 

prevented from finding an established publisher for my 

articles and books; a continual propaganda campaign to 
prevent me from establishing a following among conserva- 
tive Americans. 

Although I knew nothing about the ADL when I began 

writing anti-Communist articles and books, I soon came 
up against them. leading New York publisher told my 

agent: 

“Mullins made a great mistake in going against us. He 

is versatile and prolific; we could have done a lot for him. 
Look what we did for other gentile writers, Hemingway, 

Steinbeck, Faulkner, they were just high school talents but 

we made them housel-old words in America. Now Mullins 

will never have a dime, because his books will never find 
an outlet in this country.” 

When the story was relayed to me, it affected me not at 

all, because at this time, in 1952, I had a growing audience 

for my work, and some influential people in New York 
began a campaign to raise money so that I could devote all 

of my time to anti-Communist writing. own funds at 

the time totalled one hundred and fifty dollars, on which I 

could survive, by abstemiousness and thrift, another three 
months. Suddenly the fund-raisers ceased their efforts. I 

began to hear a rumor so unbelievable that I ignored it. 

This story, widely circulated among New York patriots, 

was that I owned large estates in Virginia and 

income from these properties enable me to live the life of 

a gentleman scholar, to travel, and write as I pleased. In 

reality, I have never anything but the clothes on my 

back, and have no prospects of inheriting anything, but the 
story did its work, and the ADL put an effective end to the 

campaign to back me in my work. 
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Jewish support& our college presidents would be fortunate 

to find employment as janitors, our government officials 

would quaiify only as swineherds. 

In the United States, many of the shabez goi are in the 

third and fourth generations of their shabez goi profes- 
sions. The Adlai Stevenson and Dulles families shuttle 

back and forth between high government positions and 

posts in Jewish.banks and law firms. These, so we are told, 
are the American aristocrats, who lead the gentile masses 

in Pavlov gestures of approval of each action of the Jews. 

my name disappeared from “anti-commu- 

nist” publications in America, although some of them 

continued to advertise my Federal Reserve book, with the 
name of the author carefully blacked out! It is still adver- 

tised in this fashion today. Only one patriot, Mrs. Lyrl 

Clark Hyning, continued to give me space in her 

newspaper, Women ‘s Voice. This silent treatment proved 

the effectiveness of ADL control over the supposedly “anti- 
Communist” newspapers and magazines in this country, 

because I had become, in a few years, the leading scholar 

of this group, with my exposes of the Federal Reserve 

System, the Council on Foreign Relations, and other shabez 
goi operations. agents visited the offices of these 

publications and warned them against printing my work or 

mentioning my name. For nearly fifteen years, I worked 

quietly at home, developing my theories of the biological 
parasite, while most patriots supposed that I was either 

dead or no longer active. 

With the degeneration of all levels of life in America, 
the most pronounced decadence appeared in the children of 

the affluent society, shabez goi families. These children 

formed a disillusioned class which became known as “hip- 

pies”. 
The interviewed a large group 

of hippies in San Francisco. One gentile youth said, “My 
father is supposed to be a big man in our town, yet I saw 

that he was always raising money for Jewish charities, 

signing petitions for Jews, things like that. I asked him, 

‘What’s the idea? You don’t give a damn for anybody, 
much less the Jews.’ He told me that if he refused to do 

this, he would be wiped out in a few days. We live in a fine 
home, have three cars, a color TV, you name it. But I told 

him, ‘It’s not worth it,’ and I walked out.” 

This American youth expressed a correct reaction 
against the pernicious influence of the Jewish parasite. 
Only when our youth begin to express their contempt for 

eirery member of the shabez goi, every educator who trains 

the youth to become gentile slaves, every religious leader 

who tells his congregation that it is their duty to work for 
the Jews, every government official who taxes the gentiles 

for the benefit of the Jews, only then can we hope for a 

“reaction” against the parasites. 

It is this “trahison des clercs”, the betrayal of the 
people by the educated middle class, which makes the 
continued hold of the parasite possible. Without this 

active assistance, he would be dislodged immediately. 

Every aspect of gentile existence is poisoned by the shabby, 
vicious and cheap gentiles who have become the passive 
agents of the parasite’s power. Yet it is they who are held 
up as models for the nation’s youth. It is they who are thi 

presidents of our colleges, directors ofour museums, heads 
of our publishing houses, chairmen of our religious de- 
nominations. Only by challenging them at every step can 

the gentile begin the process of dislodging the parasites. 

Since these gentiles already despise themselves, they will 
not be surprised to discover that they are despised by the 

rest of the population, including their Jewish masters. The 

next step is to drive them out of e\;ery office, and to replace 
them with people who have “kindness”, that is, who are 
responsive to the needs of their own kind, and who will not 

sell their people for fifty pieces of silver. 

It would be a mistake for the scholar to suppose that 

the entire shabez goi community understands the parasite- 

host relationship, or that our educators, government of& 
cials and religious leaders are active agents in a conspiracy 

to enslave the gentiles. There are no conspiracieg in 

nature. People lead the lives which their genes map out for 

them, and these laws can be evaded only two ways, by 
following Christ, or by following Satan. The parasite 

automatically seeks to follow a parasitic existence, and.the 

shabbiest, most vicious and cheapest of the gentiles find 

their only fulfillment in the life of a shabez goi. They 
miseducate, misgovern and confuse the gentile masses 
because that is the only role they can know in life. Without 

Thus we find the American masses applauding the 
atrocities which the Israelis commit against the Arabs. 

Yet these Arab peoples have always been America’s friends 

and allies. An Arab leader asked, “How can Americans 

applaud the outrages of their worst enemies, the Jews in 
the bandit state of Israel, and cheer them on in their 

aggressions against us?” 

The answer is that the shabez goi, in their dominant 

positions as publishers, educators, and government off& 
cials, have trained the American masses in group re- 

sponses like trained dogs. Only when some of our young 

people rebel against the role of trained dog, and refuse to 
bark when the shabez goi order them to, will there be hope 

for us. Only when we fight against the well-dressed rabble 

which make possible the parasite’s dominance will we 

have a chance. Only then can we remove the tentacles of 
the parasite from our body. 

Throughout nature, the parasite seeks a host. The host 

tries to dislodge him. If he succeeds, the parasite soon 

returns. The Jews have been expelled from European 

nations hundreds of times, yet they are there today. Each 
time the parasite is cast out, he learns a lesson, he will 

improve his hold the next time. He learns to anticipate and 

control the reactions of the host and, as he turns their 

nations into vast, shabby prisons, he affects their most 
fundamental impulses and warps their entire existence. 

This is the state of Western civilizations today. Only 
machines have freedom. The gentile masses of the West- 

em democracies are already dying. Many of them are 

zombies, the walking dead. What can we say to these 

walking dea,d? Do they have enough nervous energy left to 
respond to an appeal to cast out their parasites, or has the 

Jewish poison paralyzed their bodies? 

What is the ethic of the parasite-host relationship? Is 

it immoral? No, it is NATURAL for the parasite to seek a 
host on which it can feed, and it is natural for the host to 
attempt to dislodge him. The Jew is obeying his god when 

he fulfills his life mission of being a parasite, of finding 

and controlling a host. It is the sense of his own historical 
rightness, as Trotsky formulated it in Communism, which 
led the Jew to believe that he was indeed a Chosen People, 

born to 

HE ‘OWNS IT ALL 

Today, the Jew believes that everything the gentile 

owns has come from the parasite, that the parasite has 

brought the good life to the ignorant gentile cattle, given 
him a culture, a monetary system, and a religion. The Jew 
believes that he has given purpose and direction to the life 

of the gentiles, in training the gentiles to become his 
slaves, for the Jew believes that their only role in life is to 

serve him. For this reason, the Jew believes that all of 

history is Jewish history, as the historian Dubnow claims. 
He may be right, insofar as much of recorded history is a 

series of variations upon the host-parasite theme. 

However, Dubnow and all other Jewish historians 

refuse to admit one thing, the damaging influence of the 
parasite upon the host. Yet this has been proven in every 
instance, either by the collapse visited upon the host by the 

presence of the parasite, or by a great renaissance of 

culture, learning-and power of the host when it manages to 
rid itself of the parasite, even for a comparatively short 

time. Look at Elizabethan England, after the Jews had 

been expelled. In a few short years, the English people had 
such a flowering as the world had never seen, tremendous 
productions of poetry, drama, world exploration and soien- 

tific discoveries. COMMON 

Look at America before 1860, when the country was 

largely free of the parasite blight, a young nation which 

was the hope of the civilized world. Look at Germany 
today, where it is a crime by law on the statutes to mention 

the parasite by name, and compare it with the Germany of 

1800. Germany today is a nation of despair, because the 

parasite has once again fastened its tentacles deep into the 
host, with the aid of foreign occupying armies, and poi- 

soned every aspect of German life. Yet in 1800, alI of 

Germany was alive, great composers were writing the 

symphonies which we listen to today, and Count von 
Humboldt was amazing the world with his scientific dis- 

coveries, while Goethe was becoming known as the single 

greatest figure in world philosophy. 

Thus, we must admit a fundamental law of nature. If 

the host cannot dislodge the parasite, it sinks into a slow, 
degenerating trauma of sickness and death. If it can 

dislodge the parasite, it quickly soars to new heights of 

accomplishment and prosperity. 

But, if the gentile host is always prey to the guile of the 
parasite, how can he survive? There is but one way, the 

gentile must become serene in the Love of CHRIST, he 

must acknowledge that he had been chosen as the instru- 
ment of Christ’s Love which the Jews rejected, and when 

the gentile begins to know himself, and to acknowledge his 

identity as the chosen instrument of Christ’s Love for all 

men, he will be armed against every wile, every bit of 
poison which the parasite seeks to inject into him. 

Love, 

pare yourself for a life of dedication to your people, and 

work for the day when the host will once more be fns of the 

parasite, when every member of an aroused community 
will cooperate in driving the despicable shabez goi educa- 

tors, government officials and religious leaders from their 

positions as tools of the parasites. Then we will be able to 
live in a community of kindness and love, because we will 
have rescued our nation from the beggars, thieves and 
jackals who seek to install the Anti-Christ as our master. 

Then we can fulfill our roles in life as God meant us to. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 9 DOCUMENT] 

I bend my knee and I salute you, Eustace. God did not 

give you an easy task, friend, but you have DONE IT 

WELL. May the remainder of your journey on this place 
NOT BE ALONE-and may we all live long enough to see 
your work bear the beautiful fruit of freedom. 
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In an article Ii-am the Dec. 1 edition of Sacramento’s i?Hi 
James Evans, [quoting:] 

Businesses, including law firms, that routinely photo- 
copy magazine and newspaper articles for future reference, 
and believe they are immune from copyright infringement 
because of the fair-sue doctrine, may be in for a costly 

surprise if a recent 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
decision stands. 

In a case that has pushed the copyright community into 
opposing camps, a three-judge panel in American Geo- 

1, ruled Oct. 28 in 

a split decision that a Texaco researcher infringed the 

copyright of Academic Press, Inc. when he photocopied 
eight separate articles from 

The majority opinion was written by Chief Judge Jon. 

0. Newman, who was joined by Judge Ralph K. Winter. 

Judge Dennis G. Jacobs dissented with a 17-page critique 
of the majority view. 

Even though the researcher, Dr. Donald H. Chickering 

II, made copies for his own use and merely placed most of 

them in his own files, the court said the photocopying was 
not protected by the umbrella of fair use, and Texaco 

should have paid for a copying license. 

According to Chapter 17 of the Copyright Act, section 
107, duplication of copyrighted works 

The law also states that four factors should be consid- 
ered in determining fair use-the purpose and character of 
the use; the nature of the copyrighted work; the amount and 
substance of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 

work as a whole; the effect of the use upon the potential 
market for or value of the copyrighted work. 

In an article from the Nov. 8 edition of the 

[quoting:] 

There was no room at the inn for Linda Friedberg. No 
room at three inns, in fact, because she carried no ID 

showing that’s her name. 

The Econo Lodge, Howard Johnson and the Queen 

City Motor Inn in Manchester refused to rent the Chicago 
woman a room Sept. 7, though she had S 1,000 in cash. 

All three companies said they only accept ID-carrying 

guests for safety reasons. 

Friedberg took shelter with three women who found 
her sobbing in a restaurant booth, took her home and let her 

sleep on their couch. 

a 

a 

a 

In an article from the Nov. 19 edition of 
[quoting:] 

BERLIN-It took 10 years to make, and flickered into 

existence for less than a thousandth of a second. As yet 

nameless, element 110 supplies another clue to the world’s 
creation. 

An international team at the Heavy Ion Research Cen- 

ter at Darmstadt satd it created the element by bombarding 

lead with nickel atoms. 
Scientists once thought uranium-No. 92-was the 

last of the elements. but in the past half-century, research- 

ers equipped with nuclear theories and technology have 

succeeded in detecting 18 more, each heavier than the last. 
What does the discovery mean to the average person? 

For now, an addition to the periodic table in textbooks 

around the world. Element 110 has an atomic weight of 

269-the heaviest ever produced. 
Team leader Peter Armbruster said Friday that the 

center-credited with the discovery of elements 107, 108 

and 109 in the early 198Os-will try next week to make a 

heavier version that will have a longer life. 
For 10 years, researchers around the world, including 

some at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 
California have raced toward this discovery. 

In an article from the Nov. 27 edition of 

[quoting:] 

HAVANA-President Fidel Castro, addressing an en- 

thusiastic audience of 3,000 supporters from around the 
world, vowed that Cuba was sticking to socialism and 
would not renounce its sovereignty. 

In a two-hour speech late Friday interrupted by four 

standing ovations and frequent applause, Castro told his 
supporters what they wanted to hear: that Cuba will stay 
socialist despite whatever pressure it faces and whatever 

reforms it might have to make to adapt to a changed world. 

“We have dignity, a sense of honor and we stick to 
principles. We have never negotiated a principle,” he said 

at the end of a week-long meeting. 

“We are not going back to capitalism,” said Castro, 

who took power Jan. 1, 1959, after dictator Fulgencio 

Batista fled the country. “We don’t want to and we won’t 
go back.” 

In another article from 
from the Dec. 1 edition, [quoting:] 

By tricking skin cells into thinking they have been 
sunburned, scientists said Wednesday they have found a 
way to cause a true tan without exposure to damaging 
ultraviolet light. 

Unlike so-called “sunless tanning” products, which 
simply stain the top of the skin, researchers at Boston 
University said they can stimulate production of melanin 

pigment and a darkening of the skin. 

A key to the discovery, they said, was their observation 

that tanning is a direct result of the body’s efforts to repair 
the damage that ultraviolet (UV) light does to genes in skin 

cells. 

UV forces segments of genes to fuse together, causing 

mutations that can lead to cancer. The body has an army of 
gene-repair enzymes ready to remove and replace the dam- 
aged segments. 

In a letter to the journal the Boston scientists 

said the enzymes appear in response to the presence in skin 
cells of gene fragments called “thymidine dinucleotides”, 

which are common results of UV damage. 

However, in addition to repairing damaged genes, the 

enzymes stimulate the cells to produce the pigment mela- 

nin, said Barbara Gilchrist, a dermatologist at the univer- 

sity and one of the researchers. Melanin darkens the skin, 
providing some protection against further exposure to the 
sun and its harmful UV. 

Reasoning that an increase in thymidine dinucleotides 

would cause the enzymes to appear and start the tanning 

process, the researchers applied a solution containing the 
gene fragments to the skin of guinea pigs twice a day for 
five days. After 10 days, the animals began developing 

tans at the treated sites-without sun damage. 

Thetansenduredforatleast6Odays,the researchers said 

In an article from the same edition of 

[quoting:] 
Promising to make communicating with computers 

even easier, International Business Machines Corp., Apple 

Computer, Inc., AT&T Corp. and Germany’s Siemens AG 
announced an alliance Wednesday to standardii the trans- 

mission of voice and data across &puters ind telephone lines. 

The alliance, called Versit, will create a worldwide 

standard to make it easier to send data over telephone lines 
from a portable computer. 

The Versit specifications will be set out this year and 

next for voice, video, data and networking, the companies 

said. 

In an article from the Nov. 16 edition ofNew Zealand’s 

written by Greg Jackson, [quot- 
ing:] 

Welfare should be abolished and replaced with a three- 

month job search allowance, says former Labour Party 

leader Mike Moore. 
The social welfare system had failed and needed to be 

abolished, Mr. Moore told the Christohuroh Lions Club 

last night. 
New Zealand needed a system of social security, not 

social welfare. 

“Quite simply, the unemployment benefit was there to 

assist people between jobs, not as a payment instead of a 

job,” he said. Unemployment benefits should instead go to 
employers who trained staff. 

Where jobs were not available, unemployed people 

should be offered the option of oommunity work or no dole. 

In an another artiole from New Zealand, from the Nov. 
15 edition of [quoting:] 

AUCKLAND-Sex education in schools is failing, 

creating a new wave of younger and younger mothers, a 

pregnancy counselor says. 

Millie Bell, a counselor with voluntary organization 
Pregnancy Counseling Services in Auckland, said yester- 

day that more and more girls, as young as 11 and 12, were 

getting pregnant because sex education was enoouraging 

them to experiment with sex when they did not understand 
the consequenoes. 

New Zealand trends were following those in the U. S . , 

where the growing number ofyoung girls who were becom- 
ing pregnant was “frighteningly out of control,” and school 
sex education programs had been blamed. 

“We have adapted the same kind of sex education that 

appears in American schools and it has tragic conse- 

quences because they are not old enough to handle it,” she 

said. -They are being asked to take on an adult’s respon- 

sibility with a child’s mind.” 

CARL SAGAN 

In an article from the Nov. 28 edition of 

written by Ben Dobbin, [quoting:] 
ITHACA, NY-If space aliens ever show up for real, 

don’t expect them to even begin to resemble the middling 

monstrosities on 
“Time for us to revise our views of repulsive!” says 

Carl Sagan, among the most energetic and eloquent of 
stargazers. 

The sheer grandeur of the oosmos and the riddle about 

whether humankind shares some distant crossroads or 

voyages alone have bewitched this Russian garment 
worker’s son since childhood. 

The author of Cosmos, one of the most-watched series 

in the history of American public television, and 

wl ich won him a Pulitzer Prize in 1978, 
scans the future of space exploration in his 29th book, a 

recently published Cosmos sequel. 

visualizes mankind 100, 200, 300 

years from now and why it is in fact central for our survival 
that we be in space,” he said. 

Not just whizzing around in spacecraft. Actually 

settling other worlds. 

Sagan himself, who just turned 60, is still performing 

on the high wire. 
Between lectures and symposiums and robotic mu+ 

sions, which he’s been helping design for the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration since the late 195Os, 

he’s turning his novel into a Hollywood script and 

writing another novel, this one a “love story,” with his 

wife, Ann Druyan. 

When he gets stuck on one project, Sagan moves on to 
the next, allowing his subconscious to go to work. 

“When you come back, you find to your amazement, 

nine times out of 10, that you have solved your problem- 
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or your unconscious mind has-without you even knowing it.” 

At Cornell University’s Laboratory for Planetary Stud- 
ies, which he set up in 1968, space-mission data go into lab 

simulations to draw lessons about dust storms on Mars or 

the greenhouse effect of Venus. 

Organic molecules, the kind that life on Earth is de- 
pendent on, “seem to be almost everywhere in the solar 

system beyond Mars,” suggesting that “life and intelli- 

gence ought to be in lots of places,” he said. 
But extraterrestrials would “almost certainly not” bear 

any physical resemblance to humans. 

“If you started the Earth over again, absolutely identi- 

cal 4.5 billion years ago, and just let random factors 

operate-when a cosmic ray would hit a gene, which gene 
gets mutated-you might wind up with intelligence of 

great moral virtue, but they would not look anything like 

us,” he said. 

While detection techniques are limited to spacecraft 
and radio telescopes, finding out whether mankind is alone, 

or not alone, “is one of the most important issues you can 

imagine,” Sagan said. 

Tryiug to convince earthlings of that is not always easy. 
“The trouble often is, you can’t just invent something, 

you have to have underlying science,” Sagan said. “It is 

foolish for us not to encourage at every level in the educa- 

tional system better support for science education and for 
the encouragement of young scientists. From the most 

practical self-interest, if you care about anything else, our 

policy is foolish.” 

As for UFOs, lost continents and the like, the world 
can ill afford such pseudoscientific twaddle, Sagan said. 

“Nobody would be more interested than me if we were 

being visited by extraterrestrials, but I demand reasonable 

standards of evidence, just as I do in searching for radio 

signals,” he said. 

‘<We sometimes pretend something is true not because 

there’s evidence for it but because we want it to be true. 

We confuse reality with our hopes and fears, and that is 
dangerous not just on the borders of science but in politics 

and lots of other places.” 

Not least when it comes to deeply held beliefs about 
our origins. 

‘What if the universe is infinitely old?” he asked. 

“Then there’s no reason to posit a creator because it wasn’l 

created.” 

Then what is meant by “God?” 
“There’s a wide range of things that are called God, 

from the outsized, light-skinned male with the long white 

beard who sits on a throne in the sky and tallies the fall of 

every sparrow, to the kind of God of Einstein and Spinoza, 
which is something like the sum total of the laws of nature. 

“Who could deny that there are laws of nature that 

apply everywhere in the universe7 So, whether you say 

“Absolutely, of course, there’s a God!’ or ‘What are you 
talking about, there’s not a smidgen of evidence for a God’ 

depends in a very deep way on what kind of God you’re 
talking about.” 

Sagan said he has encountered “surprisingly little” 
hostility from people who equate evolutionary research 

with the devil’s work to undermine religious faith. 

“I think most people appreciate having a little-clarity 

maybe is too strong a word-but anyway, a different point 

of view which makes them think. Many people realize I am 

searching for the same thing they are,” he said. 

In an article from the Nov. 28 edition of 

written by James Harrer, [quoting:] 

The Israeli Mossad spies extensively on the U.S., 
spreads false rumors and disinformation, stages “terrorist” 

incidents to discredit Islamio nations, and sends in hit 

squads codenamed “Kidon teams” to deal with any threat 

to its American operations. 
That revealing account of the ministate’s covert activi- 

ties in this country-and around the world--comes not just 

from any critic, but from Victor Ostrovsky, a retired lieu- 

tenant commander of the Israeli navy, who served in the 

1980s as a Mossad case officer. 

Now an exile from his country and a hunted man, 

Ostrovsky lives in Canada where, as he told 

main occupation is to tell the truth about what 
I’ve seen, to warn the world that the Mossad has turned 

into a monster.” 

That Ostrovsky’s disclosures are painfully true was 

made apparent in 1992 when the Israeli government went 

to court in New York to block the publication of his first 
book, 

. . ..The ham-fisted Israeli attempt to suppress 

Ostrovsky’s work only helped make it a bestseller. Similar 

interest has preceded the publication of his second book, 
last month, amid rumors 

that it documents what has been long suspected but never 

before confirmed: growing insider resistanoe to the 

Mossad’s “monstrous” machinations among Israeli intel- 
ligence agents. 

“Even some of this service’s own operatives find its 

practices repulsive,” related Ostrovsky. “An intelligence 

agency exists primarily to provide accurate information to 
its government. But the Mossad lives by deception. It 

could not tell the truth if it tried.” 

“The Mossad has poisoned the mainstream of U.S. 

intelligence with its deceptions, and perverted the main 
thrust of American strategy,” says Paul Sakwa, a retired 
senior CIA analyst. “British intelligence heardOstrovsky’s 

wake-up oall: We in this country should do no less.” 

In another article from the same edition of 

written by Warren Hough, [quoting:] 

‘This man should be killed” was the comment of a 

high Israeli government official on Victor Ostrovsky’s 
new book. “If the Mossad can’t reach him there (in 

Canada) then there will be a decent Jew who will do it.” 

The announcement of an open murder contract on the 

life of Ostrovsky, a former case officer of the Mossad, 
Israel’s secret service and the author of two recent books 

on it, came not from just any member of his erstwhile 

espionage agency: it was made by Josef Lapid, the direo- 

tor-general of the ministate’s government-owned national 
broadcasting system. 

Lapid, who made his unprecedented public call for the 

assassination of Ostrovsky on Israeli TV and in the pages 

of Mu ‘uriv, the ministate’s largest daily, repeated his 
official invitation to murder on Canadian national televi- 

sion last month. 

“This burst of murderous rage at Ostrovsky is proof, if 
any was needed, that his book is a factual, important 
document,” commented investigative journalist George 

Nicholas, who has long reported on Middle Eastern affairs 

for this populist newspaper. “If neither the Washington 

bureaucracy nor Congress has the guts to address this 
affair in public, American voters should do so in private by 

getting acquainted with the work of this courageous 

truthteller.” 

1219194 

In an article appearing in the Oct. 24-30 edition of the 

[quoting:] 

Landreth and Assistant U.S. Attorney Blaine Welsh to 

discuss ways to “stop the states’ rights movement.* 
“The ‘states’ rights’ movement has been made a prior- 

ity issue for the U.S. Attorney’s Office as well as the 

Department of Justice,” the notes say. David Crider, a 

U.S. Forest Service ranger in Nevada, attended the meet- 

ing and took the notes, which include suggestions to quash 

the movement. 
“There was some discussion on what approach-civil 

or criminal-would be the best to take to be most effeo- 
tive,” the notes say. 

“The Justice Department has stated a position that the 
federal government owns the lands within the state and 

that the suit is without merit,” said a Justice Department 
offroial who asked not to be identified. 

“This is the most outrageous abuse of government 

power I have ever witnessed,” Mr. Howard said. 

The IRF is representing private citizens and county 
governments in challenging federal land ownership. As- 

sisting Mr. Howard is Edward Presley, a plaintiff in the 

suit and president of the Las Vegas-based County Alliance 

to Restore Economy and Environment. 
“We have no quarrel with federal government per se, 

and we believe in the system,” Mr. Presley said. “Our 
main thing is going after those bureaucrats who operate 

outside the scope of their authority and are trying to be the 
legislative, exeoutive and judicial branches all at once.” 

In an article by Mike Blair from the Dec. 5 edition of 

[quoting:] 
The U.S. Justice Department is in the process of estab- 

lishing Rural Crime and Drug Task Forces within each 

federal judicial district of the nation, as provided for in the 

1994 Omnibus Crime Bill, which has been signed into law 

by President Bill Clinton. 
Under the new law, Attorney Genera1 Janet Reno has 

the authority to establish the task forces in each judicial 
district and to deputize local law enforcement as 
federal marshals. 

has learned that various federal 

agencies, whioh were designated by the law to be part of 

forces, are in the prooess of being trained and 

organized for their new duties. 

In a small article from the Nov. 29 edition of 

California’s [quoting:] 

A so-called flesh-eating bacteria killed the chancellor 
of the Ventura County Community College District just 

three days after he went to a hospital emergency room with 

throat and leg pain. Thomas G. Lakin, 50, died Sunday of 
streptococcal infection at Los Robles Regional Medical 

A states’ rights group is taking its “Western revolt” to Center, where he first sought treatment on Friday, said 

court to challenge the federal government’s ownership of hospital spokeswoman Jill Donahue. Popularly called 

Western lands. “flesh-eating bacteria,” it is formally known as necrotizing 

A lawsuit filed Oct. 3 in U.S. District Court in Las fasoiitis, or death of tissue. Doctors are still puzzled as to 

Vegas accuses Attorney General Janet Reno, FBI Director what causes the bacteria. Lakin was the fourth 

Louis J. Freeh, Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, Agrioul- fatality from the bacteria in Ventura County. 

ture Secretary Mike Espy and others of conspiring to halt 

the states’ rights movement. 

Citing confidential notes on an Aug. 30 meeting of 

Justice, Agriculture and Interior officials in Las Vegas, the In an article from the Nov. 21 edition of the 

suit seeks to end what it describes as the federal [quoting:] 

government’s overinvolvement in Western affairs. Conrad Black’s Hollinger, Inc. publishing empire told 

The Individual Rights Foundation (IRF), a nonprofit Reuters Nov. 8 that it is on the prowl for more newspaper 

constitutional litigation firm based in Los Angeles, ob- acquisitions in the United States. Hollinger’s U.S. flag- 

tained a copy of the notes. IRF President John Howard and ship is which it acquired 

Nevada lawyer David Hansen filed the suit. ;alonn with a of 61 suburban naners last March. 

Mr. Howard and other “Western revolt” activists ar- 

gue that massive federal ownership of land puts their states 
at a comparative disadvantage with Eastern states. They 

note that the government controls 50 percent of the land in 

Western states, including nearly 87 percent of Nevada. 

“The people in the Western states want no more than 

the opportunity the people in the Eastern states had to develop 

pOlitiCfdl~, dcally 
The lawsuit .cites evidence that federal offroials are 

violating conspiring to bloek legitimate 
political activity and the redress of grievances. 

The notes obtained iby the IRF detail an Aug. 30 

meeting of federal offioials with U.S. Attorney Katherine 

Hollinger and zs &its have about S 148 million in cash on 

hand to fund acquisitions, Hollinger president David Radler 

estimated. 
About 900 U.S. daily newspapers remain in the hands 

of independent owners or small chains, making them po- 

tential takeover targets for Hollinger’s American Publish- 
ing Co. American Publishing has become the second 

biggest newspaper publisher in the United States, after 
Thomson Corp.-which is also British owned. 

In an article from the Dec. 7 edition of 
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written by David Wessel, [quoting:] atomic tests and the bombs on Hiroshima and 

President Clinton, as expected, picked Wall Street Nagasaki. > 
veteran Robert Rubin, now his White House adviser on 

economic policy, to succeed Lloyd Bentsen as Treasury In an article from the Dec. 

secretary. 8th edition, [quoting:] 

Mr. Bentsen’s resignation thrusts Mr. Rubin, already In an article from the Oct. 30 edition of the WASHINGTON-Rejecting the findings of a highly 

an influential adviser to the president, into a far more written by Carol Innerst, [quoting:] critical internal review, the Justice Department has de- 

public role and deprives the administration of its most A megadose of “revisionist” history appeared headed tided not to bring criminal charges against a government 

seasoned politician as Mr. Clinton prepares to cope with a for America’s classrooms. sharpshooter who killed an unarmed woman in a bloody 

Republican Congress. A group that has spent two years and $2.2 million of standoff on an Idaho mountain-top in 1992. The review 

Yesterday’s announcement by the president will b,e taxpayers’ money drafting national standards for teaching examined the lo-day siege involving the elite hostage 
followed by other personnel changes shortly. history thinks it is more important to teach schoolchildren rescue team of the FBI that began when a federal marshal 

about the Seneca Falls “Declaration of Sentiments” than was killed as the authorities prepared to arrest a white 
about Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. separatist, Randall Weaver. A day later, agents surrounded 

The standards for American history in grades five Weaver’s cabin and a sharpshooter killed Weaver’s wife, 

In a brief (buried) article appearing in the Nov. 24 through 12, distributed Oct. 26, do not mention Paul Re- Vicki, as she stood in the cabin doorway holding the 

edition of [quoting:] vere or Robert E. Lee, but they do encourage children to couple’s IO-month-old daughter. 

MOSCOW-President Boris Yeltsin on Wednesday become familiar with Mansa Musa, a 14th-century West 
added 1,000 people to the KGB’s successor agency and African king. 
officially granted it the power to chase crooks, head off A recommended activity for the exploration period 

coups, search people’s homes and fight terrorism. The before 1620 would have children analyze the “architecture, 

presidential press service announced that Yeltsin wants to skills, labor systems and agriculture” of the Aztecs-but In an article from the Dec. 6 editionof 

enable the year-old Federal Counterintelligence Service to not their practice of human sacrifice. [quoting:] 

“fight crime” better. The standards were developed by the National Center WASHINGTON-The shortfall in money that compa- 

for History in the Schools at the University of California at nies set aside to pay for Americans’ pensions climbed to 
Los Angeles. It was funded with grants from the U.S. $71 billion last year. 

Department of Education and the National Endowment for “Million of Americans still are in danger of not getting 

In an article from the Nov. 11 edition of Humanities (NEH). their pensions,” Labor Secretary Robert Reich said Mon- 

Review [quoting:] While the standards are offered as guidelines for states day. “Underfunding has gone up to $7 1 billion from $5 3 

The process of Russia’s turning into a new open dicta- and local school districts to adopt, critics warn it will be billion in 1992 and S27 billion in 1987.” 
torship, which first peaked in Oct. 1993 with the storming difficult for states to resist the carrot of federal aid in return The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. said underfunded 

of the Parliament, passed into a new phase on Oct. 17, with for accepting the standards. single-employer pension plans at the end of 1993 had 

the murder of the young journalist Dmitri Kholodov. “Textbook publishers are already waiting for the stan- assets of $3 16 billion to pay $387 billion in benefits. 

Kholodov, who was working for the daily MOSKOVSKY dards to come out, ” said one worried member of the advi- Theann ouncememt came just four days after congress ap- 

and researching massive corruption in sory council on the project. “Textbook publishers could proved legislation mquhiug companies with pension deficits to 

the top ranks of the Russian military and intelligence absorb the standards, and they would become the de facto reduce underfunding by more than twr&irds within 15 years 

services, was killed when he opened a package he had national history Reich said President Clinton will sign the bill on Thursday. 

picked up at a railway station locker. Based on an anony- “This is not yet a crisis,” Reich said of the gap. “But 

mous tip, he had thought the package contained material further EU’S CURRENCY if it had not been addressed, somewhere down the line.. . it 

documentiug his resem& instead, it blew up in his face. would have been another Savings and Loan crisis.” 

Kholodov was documenting the involvement of top In an article from the Dec. 3 edition of Officials emphasized that the vast majority of PBGC- 

Russian military and intelligence figurus in the illegal sale [quoting:] covered plans are fully funded, with assets of $603 billion 

of at least several hundred million dollars of modern arms COPENHAGEN, Denmark-The introduction of the to cover $518 billion in benefits. But Reich, who is 
and military equipment, and in other illegal operations. European Union’s single currency will probably have to chairman ofthe PBGC board of directors, said underfunding 

One focus of Kholodov’s investigation was illegal arms wait until 1999, EU Economic Affairs Commissioner is a serious problem a&cting nearly 8 million workers and 

sales by the Western Group of Forces (WGF), formally Henning Christophersen said Friday. Christophersen told mtirees, primarily in the steel, auto, tire and airline industries. 
disbanded since Sept. 1 when the last Russian troops left reporters in Copenhagen it was unlikely the Maastricht [The reader who sent this in made the following nota- 

Germany. These sales were coordinated by the WGF’s Treaty’s economic criteria would be met by a sufficient tion 

commander, Gen. Col. Matvei Burlakov, and quietly ap- number of countries in time for the original 1997 target 

proved and covered up by top officials in the Defense date for monetary union. a 

Ministry, including Defense Minister Gen. Pave1 Grachov. 

One major aspect of these WGF activities involved the 
large-scale diversion of modem weaponry to Serbia, in- 

cluding T-72 tanks, modern jet fighters, and MI 8 and MI 
24 helicopters. 

In an article from the Dec. 5 edition of the 

CfZT PRES, [quoting:] 

ALGIERS, Algeria-The publisher of a major news- 
paper critical of Algeria’s Muslim insurgency has died 

from gunshot wounds he suffered in an attack by suspected 

extremists. 

Said Mekbel, publisher of the independent newspaper 
was shot Saturday as he ate lunch near the 

paper’s headquarters in a suburb of Algiers. 

Mekbel, like many other journalists, had received 

dozens of death threats from Islamic extremists and had 
survived two previous assassination attempts. 

In an article from the Dec. 4 edition of the 

[quoting:] 

TOKYO-Japan is objecting to the U.S. post office’s 

plans to hasue a stamp showing a nuclear mushroom cloud 
along with the inscription, “Atomic bombs hasten war’s 

end, Aug. 1945.” 

The Japanese Embassy in Washington formally asked 

the U.S. Postal Service on Friday to reconsider issuing the 
stamps, scheduled to be sold in September. 

The mushroom cloud depicted on the stamp is said to 

be a combination of images from the explosions of U.S. 
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responsibility to get off the soap-boxes of misperception 
and net on with KNOWING what will serve and what will 

can no more use that will, Grandma, than 

Rick can fly. It has to be authenticated to be honored and 

so far it is ignored, no matter what is DONE. You know 
that as welias we do. Do not spit venom at the team 

because YOU do not understand the message. No one is 

trying to get any of YOUR personal anything and, yes, this 

IS what was meant by the rebuttal-I don’t buy the old 
garbage about “not being sure it was really Hatonn”. I am 

weary of being insulted, denied and bullied, without RE- 

SPONSIVE confrontation-the days of acceptability for 

any old action or thoughts against our Hosts-are OVER. 
This is a planned PATRIOT DISASTER-because all YOU GUYS ARE INTROUBLE-DEEP YOGURT. AND, 

OKLAHOMA: DISASTER it takes are RUMORS OF THIS TYPE! I COULD CERTAINLY SAY TO YOU, ABOUT YOU, 
TO END THEM ALL? On the NOTICE there is a nice “saying”: THAT YOU MUST KNOW YOU ARE A FAKE OR YOU 

WOULDN’T RESPOND IN SUCH A MANNER? ISTHAT 
Possibly. “Grandma” has sent a fax in response to my RIGHT: and if reaching into HEAVEN, I SUITABLE7 I DIDN’T THINK SO! NOW YOU HAVE A 

petition for her to think carefully about certificates, value suggest you not do so with a sword for declarations of REAL JOB TO DO, LADY, AND IT IS ONE YOU 
and such. She doesn’t have “cash” to pay her rent so when WAR-for that is of Satan and HELL IS THE RESPONSE. CEPTED. DON’T BORE ME WITH YOUR”RATHEF 

I make suggestions, I am neither being greedy (her words) Now, get yourselves together and use REASON, TRUTH, FOR THIS IS SIMPLY THE WAY IT Et WHAT YOU 

nor “somebody else” (her expressed possibility). When LIGHT AND GOD! March to Satan’s drummers and 
you don’t understand something--try to understand it- march to Hell! THE BULLETIN WRITER ENDS WITH”MAY GOD 
and then, ONLY THEN, make accusations. A LOT OF In addition there is a STUPID statement: “ALL BLESS AMERICA!” WHICHAMERICA? 
FOOLISHNESS IS GOING ON WHICH WILL END UP STATES URGED TO BE THERE FOR REPRESENTA- 

NEGATING ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING YOU TION.” States? My dear readeis-STATES are only a MANY WAYS TO FOOJ. YOU 
GENUINE PATRIOTS AND CITIZENS HAVE BEEN representation of you and CAN NOT be “there”. So guess 
WORKING TO ACHIEVE. NOTHING coming into the WHAT! 

“Institute” is the “Institute’s” except the funding shared by 

I would guess that whoever shows up at the There are so many ways to fool you nice sleepy people 
location given for Dec. 11 (Sunday) will be in very, very as to boggle the mind. Remember, if you are a reader, that 

the LENDER. Grandma, the notes are made TO YOU. bad circumstances. After the arrests and malfunction of we no longer refer to the Khazarian Tricksters as “Jews” 
There is not a bank that I know of, save the one with which your plans- the insiders will be chuckling while you, who for it is a total misconception through the very terminol- 
YOU claim to be working, which would lend a farthing think you do service, are led away-REMEMBER THOSE ogy. Just because are of Hebrew heritage DOES NOT 

against a will, a testament, or a blithering thing connected CONCENTRATION CAMPS? WHOEVER THOUGHT IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER MAKE YOU A “JEW”. 
with THAT GOLD CERTIFICATE--NO MATTER HOW UP THIS DANDY SHOULD BE DRAWN AND QUAR- “JEW”, like “CHRIST”, is an “intent”, a “state of being”. 

VALID IT MIGHT BE. TEREDFORFLAGRANTTREASON. YOU WILLNOTE It is NOT tangible as in the name of some person 
claim need of money, you petition ME for “how” THAT THERE IS NO LEADER LISTED-THAT SHOULD another. It can be utilized as a definition as to working 

to get it and then you simply announce that you are put off BE YOUR FIRST CLUE. Do not later come to ME and toward the Luciferian (Satanic) physical manifestation as 
by the Fudden “greed” and wonder if “Hatonn even sent the bitch and moan because you have been badly treated-for in the god Lucifer. OR, as with CHRIST it refers to the 
message.“! Just go right ‘on and TRY to do this JOB acting like total idiots. You get yourselves into constant state of perfection or intent TOWARD oneness with GOD 
WITHOUT GOD AND HIS TEAM AND SEE HOW FAR cross purposes with the illegal forces tha’t have “legal” OF LIGHT. The Luciferian TOOLS ARE PARASITES. I 

YOU GET! I am weary of being insulted and then ones turn right to destroy you and then moan and complain and want refer to the Zionist New World Order Kings and their 
and are so nasty as to be pitiful and resent any confronta- someone else to get you out of the mess you’re in. There are parasitic tools as “Flukes”-and their tools who simply 
tion: The CERTIFICATE, itself, is a gift from GOD-and ways to WIN this battle-but not this way-EVER. concur and aid and abet the enslavement of mankind, 

I’ will tell you now--that you are beset by SOME VERY You had better be taking note of new players in the Screw-worms. I could go further and embarrass even my 

BAD ADVISERS. YOU DID NOT REALLY EXPECT IT game that YOU NEVER EVEN HEARD OF. Try the scribe by describing them as the group of Fluke-yous and 
WOULD BE OTHERWISE WHEN THE GOLD CHIPS Riechmanns for beginners. Who are they? THE NEW Screw-you-worms. I’m not sure you are so ready for a 

ARE DOWN, DID YOU? YOU HAD BETTER LOOK AT “ROTHSCHILDS”!!!! They are residing in Canada; they Space-Cadet to entangle into your affairs to try to get you 
THE TREASURYGATE-COSMOS PLAYERS AND RE- are POWERFUL PARASITES and ON to save your own hides from the parasites leeching off 
ASSESS YOUR ASSUMPTIONS. ALL THAT APPEARS Flukes?? To say the VERY LEAST! These are the humanity. Humor? I suppose, however, I am deadly 

TO BE-IS NOT! “head Flukes” who are bankrolling Campeau’s move with serious this day. 

Now, as to Oklahoma. There has been faxing going on Federated Department Stores AND MACY’S! Good grief, Much is rumored about your plights with the Federal 

all about everywhere as if Satan has lost his tether. What Reserve, Derivatives, and total bankruptcy of your world. 
is the problem7 You are all about to self-destruct and do This is what the New World Order is about, readers, THE 

EXACTLY what the big boys WANT YOU TO DO. TAKEOVER OF ALL PROPERTY AND ALL GOVERN- 

Grandma, by her own words, is so focused on that target DON’T ASK AND WASTE ALL OF “OUR” MENTS! THEY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THIS 

that she cannot ponder anything else? What can Grandma You do whatever you wish- but I suggest you DO THROUGH THE FLUKE FREEMASONIC ORDER 

do about Oklahoma that could not better be DONE FROM NOT have a tantrum if I respond and it pleases you not! I DRAWN FROM THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION/COMMU- 
STRENGTH7 do not give a whit-does everyone understand? I am not NISM AND SET UP THE FEDERAL RESERVE TO FIN- 

What is this all about? here to serve the one or two who think they are God’s gift ISH YOU OFF AS AN ECONOMIC NATION. THE 

There appears to be A CALL TO ALL PATRIOTS to to humanity. Humanity is GOD’S gift to YOU! INTENT IS TO PULL THE WEALTH BACK MT0 THE 

“ASSEMBLE TO CALL A DECLARATION OF Now I am not going to give individual arguments to HOME BANKS OF THE “WORLD” WHILE THE FED- 

AGAINST THE CORPORATIONS OF THE DISTRICT ANY ONE. We have spent years informing you and, ifyou ERAL RESERVE IS PLACED IN DEATH-RATTLE OF 
OF COLUMBIA AND ALL FOREIGN AGENTS. blow it now, it is of your own doing! The same goes for VARIOUS SORTS. 

individual quarrels over misunderstandings. I am respon- 
sible for over 6 BILLION beings- and am interested 

FARMS, IN KINGFISHER, OKLAHOMA”. in your lack of understanding of anything I offer. It is your 

I most certainly CONCUR that you SHOULD NOT, 
we repeat, NOT go to this location. DO NOT GET INTO 

PARTICIPATION WITH ANY SUCH ACTION AS A 

YOU ARE DECLARING WAR AGAINST THE 

THEY HAVE 

YOU WILL ANSWER TO UNITED 

NATIONS’ TROOPS AND IF YOU THINKOTHER- 

WISE-JUST GO FOR IT. 

Now, Grandma-pay attention. Anyone promoting 

such an action, ESPECIALLY DARRELL, is NOT YOUR 
FRIEND NOR A FRIEND OF THE CITIZENS OF THIS 

ONCE GREAT NATION. THIS PARTY HAS BEEN 

INTRODUCED TO PULL yoU DOWN! TAKE IT OR 

LEAVE IT. IT IS EASY‘TO FOOL EVERYONE SOME 
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FED COLLAPSE SCHEDULED 
FOR NEXT WEEK 

Indeed, the grapevine and fax-lines are hot with this 

rumor. Well, readers, how much longer can it remain “just 

a rumor”? There are LESS THAN FIVE YEARS to have 
fulfilled the Elite PLAN 2000 and have it fully operational. 

The inevitable cannot be postponed much longer. Even if 

your nations did not fall to the Elite Banksters through the 
Federal Reserve, the system would have to mightily 
CHANGE! The Federal Reserve is something within the 

United States of America and it and you are BANKRUPT! 

The world banks(ters) are alive and WELL! 

This opportunity may not ever come again, readers. 
There is gold enough available to fund a NEW GOVERN- 
MENT OUTSIDE THE DISTRICT OF CRIMINALS-ON 

A STANDARD OF VALUE FOR THE CURRENCY-IF 

YOU DO IT RIGHT! Violence will end you up DEAD and 
never again will your bled system be able to recover. 

IS IT JUST RUMOR? 

Of course not, and we have even had you on RED 

ALERT about this for years-often taking action to secure 

some part of your security arrangements laid aside. It 

SEEMS we just “cry wolf’ to annoy you and the opportu- 
nity which was served is ridiculed and you go back to 

sleep, failing to act when I tell you it is TIME! WELL, 

DAMN IT-IT IS TIME! I The worst you can have happen 

by acting as I suggest is to have some cover from the 
Institute system of gold as collateral so you can then have 

a bit of cash (note loans against the gold) to function, buy 

a bit of coin and a tiny bit of gold for access, EXPECT THE 

MAJOR STORED STASHES OF GOLD TO BE CONFIS- 
CATED AS THE GOVERNMENT GOES DOWN AND IF 

YOU HOLD-OUT, YOU WILL BE SHOT! So, you need 

“some” but for “getting through” try U.S. coins and BE 

PREPARED-FOR ANYTHING. 
Well, “can you guarantee that we won’t lose some- 

thing?” No-YOU WILL LOSE EVERYTHING INCLUD- 
ING YOUR LIVES IF THE BIG BOYS CAN PULL IT 
OFF. I CANNOT GUARANTEE ANYTHING-IT IS UP 
TO YOU. 1 p_Ly\l TE.I.1. YOU “THIS” HOWEVER, THE 
LAST THING CONFISCATED WILL BE THE PARA- 
SITES’ OWN STASH OF COLLATERAL. THE HOLD- 

ING VAULTS AND BANKS MAY WELL TAKE THE 
COLLATERAL BUT IF YOU HAVE BORROWED (A LA 

INSTITUTE) YOU WILL HAVE HAD SOME VALUE TO 

CONTINUE YOUR EFFORTS AT SECURING TRANSI- 

TION PROJECTS AND PASSAGE. 

Why can’t just “anybody” do the same thing? Because 

it has taken years to build a relationship businesswise 

which will allow for E.J. to make these arrangements-IN 
SPITE OF EVERYTHING GEORGE GREENCOULD DO 
OTHERWISE. You need “projects” in solid proposal form 

for backup and ongoing work on THOSE PROJECTS. 

There is no MAGIC involved and the projects themselves 
are NOT THE POINT-the GOLD COLLATERAL IS THE 
MAGIC and it is up for question as to how much will be 

allowed to flow-AFTER WEDNESDAY THE 14TI-I OR 

AT THE LATEST ON THURSDAY THE 15TH. WHY? 

BECAUSE THE RUMOR-MILL HAS IT THAT THERE 
WILL BE A CHANGEOVER AND THE BANKS 

As is my original intent, I do not come about giving 

you revelations and fortune-telling lies. I offer you valid 

observations and projections from ones I know to be cor- 
rect in assumptions and research conclusions-to the best 

of all our abilities. I do not act on anything more than you 

have available-but I will continue to offer my observa- 

tions about such information and presenters. 

You have one compilation of observations well worth 

studying THIS DAY. A person by the name of Pat Riott 

has offered some very insightful information compiled 
from various sources and observing the things coming 

down as we write. I cannot do better-why not go with 

what is available for your conclusion-drawing from what 

BASING YOUR VERY LIVES AND PROGRESSIVE 

GROWTH ON MYSTICISM. YOU HAVE ANGELS, 
BUT THEY EXPECT YOU TO USE WISDOM AND TH.?ZN 

IF ALL FAILS THEY MAY WELL SAVE YOUR AS- 

SETS-BUT THAT IS NOT THEIR JOBS, REMEMBER? 

JUST CONSIDER OLD “ME” AS A GUARDIAN-AN- 
GEL AND PERHAPS WE CAN BETTER UNDERSTAND 

ONE ANOTHER. 

“But sir,” I hear,,.“will it really happen?” Confound 

it-what will you LOSE if you ACT? You can be SURE 
that if you do not-ONE OF THESE DAYS THEY WILL 
GETCHAGATT!! Free Trade? Yes indeed: “They” are free 

to do anything they want with trade and you are FREE TO 

DIE. So be it. 
Rick or Brent, please contact Pat Riott and ask permis- 

sion to use this information. We will give the information 

for people to obtain his public&ion but there is NOT TIME 
TO DELAY-FOR OUR PEOPLE! IT ALREADY BE- 
COMES A MOOT POINT BUT I COULD NOT HONOR- 

ABLY ACT PRIOR TO NOW. YOU PEOPLE MUST 

STOP THE NONSENSE AND GET ON WITH “TO- 

GETHER” OR YOU CANNOT MAKE IT. I CARE NOT 

WHO THINKS I AM FRAUD. I CARE EVEN LESS AS 

TO WHO THINKS JACKSON IS A FRAUD. YOUR 

CIRCUMSTANCES ARE SERIOUS AND IF YOU WANT 

SUCH DISTRACTIONS, FINE. MY PEOPLE DO NOT! 
Why don’t you just get started to the cemetery while you 

dally about whether or not Hatonn and/or Jackson are real 

or fakers. I am here to suggest, however, that you need us 

BOTH. I can’t offer you a personal phone number for you 
“know how it is” with truthbringers. However, an address 

for Pat Riott’s Information Newsletter is Box 456’7, Oak 

Brook, IL 60522; the annual subscription price is $40.00. 

AND, THERE IS AN 800 PHONE NUMBER FOR OR- 
DERING EXTRA COPIES OF THIS NEWSLETTER IN 

POINT. l-800-CRASH-95. The paper is “copyrighted” 

and I will not ever again embarrass my secretary through 

use of material-even if it originated either HERE or from 
other sources and compiled only, by presenters. I suggest 
that you place the information (800 number) on the HOT- 

LINE and let people get on with getting their own copies 

NOW. They will get some mind-blowing membership 
listings which I have no intention “running” without 
input from source-and-I want the “connection”, not the 

product. 

I will, however, ask that we reprint here the editorial 

of the inside front page, to give you an idea of the content 

of the document you would get if you call the above 

number. 

[QUOTING, (ad- 

dress above), Issue XXII, Fall, 1994, page 2.:] 

WARNING! ! 

YOU are NOT supposed to know the information on 

the following pages. 
A warm welcome is extended to our international 

family of newsletter subscribers. I know that the informa- 

tion contained in this issue will further our mutual goal of 

providing beneficial and interesting information to you 

and your circle of friends, associates, and loved ones. 
As this issue goes to press the uncertainty of world 

financial markets, the U.S. dollar and stock market seems 

to be more uncertain with every passing day. 

Your personal financial security and future is a grow- 
ing concern as well. More Americans are waking up to the 

reality of a future bleaker and less promising than what 

they may have dreamed of just a couple of years ago. 

The most important piece of legislation that will affect 

your financial future will probably be voted on before the 

end of the year. That legislation is GATT. I urge you to 

learn about it and make your voice heard loud and clear. 
that 

Few, if any, of the individuals in Washington who will . _ ._. 
IS AVAILABLE IN THE PHYSICAL PLANE? STOP vote on this legislation understand it or the legislation 

which has preceded it. 
The laiest completed round of the GATT negotiations 

is called the Uruguay Round. Since several major U.S. 

news organizations will reap financial windfalls in the 

form of tremendous tax savings, don’t expect anything 

from them except applause for those who support GATT. 
Don’t expect to see any discussion or inspection of the 

disaster to the manufacturing landscape and overall finan- 

cial strength of our country which resulted from the previ- 

ous round of GATT which Jimmy Carter promised would 
enhance our balance of trade and strengthen our country. 

The argument against GATT would be easy if our 
legislators were more honest and not mere puppets of the 

bankers and corporations. 
The men and women we send to Washington are cer- 

tainly aware of the results which will occur under the 

pending World Trade Organization/GATT legislation. 
If they don’t play by the rules of the “big boys”, their 

spigot of soft money and PAC funds will dry up faster than 

a snowflake under the hot Mojave Desert sun. 

To the few representatives in Washington who ho6or 
the will of the people and uphold 

them our respect and admiration. They are worthy of our 

support. 
Because of our elected servants’ blind agenda, disas- 

ters of monumental proportions continue to build like great 

tectonic plates under mounting pressure. Their failure of 

leadership and vision, of honesty and integrity, wilbeven- 

tually culminate in numerous earthquakes of unbelievable 

severity. Economic Richter scales worldwide will record 
their effects. 

Our economic leadership position in the world has 

been severely eroded. Our standard of living has been on 

the decline for several decades. Despite Washington’s 
lies, the torch of world financial leadership, although not 
officially acknowledged, already lies far beyond our shores. 

To say that these events just happened requires gesu- 
ins ignorance of the events which were engineered by a 
government nearly void of responsibility, integrity, aird 

vision. 
Refuse to be swept into the baseless, blind argument of 

finger-pointing at either individuals or political parties. 
The Reoublocrats together share the blame for trashma.the 
world’s greatest economic engine and carelessly dbmpmg 
our treasury into black holes around the globe. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

BANKS (AND 

By the way for you NEW and 

unsuspecting readers. Federal Reserve NOTES are what 

that paper is you carry around calling it currency. They are 
nothing except notes of I-Owe-Yous in exchange for NOTH- 
ING, no backing and simply printed “notes”. Go with 

minted coinage of THE U.S. GOVERNMENT UNDER 

THE Unhandy7 How handy will NO 

MONEY be? I thought so. 

PUBLISHES 

SHOCKING FIGURES 

Please take careful notice here, you readers who keep 

“waiting”. For you who have stayed in the market hoping 

to recoup your losses since the market’s peak in January, 

the BAD NEWS on page three of the October 3 1 issue of 
was hardly a treat to read. 

The overall slide in the stock markets has remained 
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and 

Few publications the courage to print the truth and I 

certainly understand the lack of desire to BELIEVE IT 

COULD ACTUALLY BE HAPPENING-TO YOU. 

Join the Halloween fright show and look at the vam- 
pire banksters at the Federal Reserve and what they ARE 

DOING. You are going to be brought down with interest 

rates if nothing else happens-LOOK AT IT. Can they get, 
say, the Institute with interest rates? Yes, they”could” but 
the point is that GOLD will increase more than the off-set 

of the increase in interest rates on the notes [ J-which are, 

yes, tied to that fluctuating prime rate.[* 

These vampires are planning to absolutely 

suck your lifeblood out of the economy. 

What is ahead? Well, if nothing ELSE happens, 

through higher interest rates, the Federal Reserve is 

games played 

Scandal with “just” New York’s 

Fed Chairman, Green“berg”, should force Congress to 
demand complete audit and overhaul of the ENTIRE Fed- 

eral Reserve System. The facts are that as it stands this 

day-it will simply FOLD. 

I apologize, Dharma, for taking all this day on emer- 

gency fires. I am not the local “firefighter”, nor are YOU. 
However, I am not satisfied to stand by and allow you to 

burn yourselves alive IF I can help it. So be it. 

AND 

I have a pile of correspondence that would take months 
for the angels to get through-regarding controversial 
messages, contradictions, exaggerations and you name it. 
I am not in the business of Earth business OR various 

writers. 

Well, “somebody” calls and writes and “says” he is 

named Ronn Jackson. A whole lot of you have heard from 

him. Now “I” get letters and copies of ROM’S letters with 
inquisition regarding reality, exaggerations, differing sig- 

natures and on and on and on. 

I am asking Jackson to STOP giving out num- 
bers on letters received and ANYTHING that could be 
accepted as “exaggeration”. I do not care IF Ronn can 

write with both hands AND both feet-people get hung up 

on measuring their own capabilities relative to what they 
THINK can be accomplished. This is WHY I cause Dharma 
to write EVERYTHING 1 offer through her-no “scan- 

ning” (she couldn’t figure out the scanner if she had to) and 

no cut-and-paste in our writings. We do every word 
carefully so that I sit with her and monitor EVERY letter 

’ printed. Ones who CAN function faster and more readily 

than another is THEIR BUSINESS-NOT MINE! If there 

ARE exaggerations, that too, is not MY PROBLEM. 

I have a scathing response from “Grandma” stating 

that I have accused her of being “already bankrupt morally 
and spiritually”. Say what? What I really feel is that I am 

to my ears in ones WHO CANNOT READ, ARE ON THE 

DEFENSIVE PERSONALLY AND REFUSE TO READ 

WHAT IS PRESENTED. 1 said: “...AMERICA IS IN 

COLLAPSE AS WE WRITE, ECONOMICALLY. YOU 

ARE ALREADY BANKRUPT MORALLY 

AND SPIRITUALLY. LET US PLEASE ALLOW OUR 

TEAMS TO MAKE IT THROUGH HERE AND. YOU 
CAN REBUILD A REPUBLIC.” IF there is further inter- 

pretation, it is not of my doing! Further, I cannot give more 
individual time to such quibbling. You, Vina, 

sent word for regarding banks and that Gold 
Certificate. I gave it and immediately we are treated as 

“greedy” (YOUR WORDS) and told to “USE YOUR 
OWN”. It simply DOES SEEM that the minute I respond 

to direct inquiry-I get a,blast and the advice REQUESTED 
is distorted andnothing appears save argument. So, STOP 

ASKING IF YOU DON’T WANT ANSWERS! I answer to 
6 BILLION persons, I am come with the HOSTS OF 

GOD-?” am not Pleiadian and I am weary of this kind of 

garbage. Vina, you have been infiltrated and that simply is 
the way it IS! I would be totally remiss in not warning you. 

So be it. My focus is on the United States-my MISSION 

is NOT TO SAVE ANYTHING OTHER THAN TO SE- 

CURE MY PEOPLE AND BRING TRUTH TO A WORLD 
READY TO DESTRUCT. I am as responsible for the head 
of the Committee of 300 as I am to any one of YOU. I am 
as responsible for the babe in the dense forest of South 

Africa as I am for YOU. This paper, gives you 
VOICE which can be heard-IF YOU WANT TO BE 
HEARD-which certainly I note both Grandma and 

Jackson fully desire and demand! You note that “Hatonn 

hasn’t produced anything yet.. .!” I WOULD LIKE TO SEE 

WHAT “YOU” HAVE ACTUALLY 

IN CLOSURE 

THIS WILL IT BE ORDERLY OR 
CHAOTIC? 

YOURSELVES JN CASE. IF YOU HAVE ASSETS 

SOfJf I My people here ASK ME and 

I will tell you. DO WHATEVER YOU LIKE ABOUT IT. 

You want the time and date of any possible earth- 

quakes, also. Why’? So you can blame me after the fact that 

you were NOT PREPARED? You in Southern California 
KNOW YOUAREGOINGTOGETAVERY BIGEARTH- 

QUAKE. When that happens and it is the Big One-you 

are going to have to have emergency funds in spendable 
cash-would not silver coins spend in the market? I 
remind you-1 am not your baby-sitter-not even WHEN 

YOU WILL PUT UP WITH ME. However, if readers 

interpret my writings in such TOTAL DISINFORMATION 

MANNERS AS IS HAPPENING-THEY ARE NOT IN 

Has Ronn Jackson received 17 millions pieces of 

mail? NO-I don’t know how many pieces of mail he has 
received and, in fact, OF THE MAIL HE HAS NOT 

RECEIVED AT ANY RATE-AS IT IS SAID TO BE 

BYPASSING. THE ADDRESS ON THE ENVELOPES 

AS ASKED, HAS NOT RECEIVED VERY MANY PIECES 
OF MAIL AT ALL. WHAT IS HAPPENING? I DON’T 

KNOW AND I DO NOT CARE! But I, and Ronn, repeat 
what we are told-1 assume. He sticks with his figures for 

he says the mail is “weighed”. He says a lot of funds have 

been sent-we have seen none of it. Does this answer your 
many inquiries? I DO NOT ATTEND THOSE MATTERS 
NOR SHALL I. Ronn SAYS he has access to funds when 

he is free-does he? How would we know-we have.SEEN 

NONE. Is he a “con man” only’? Some say he IS, others say 

no. I say nothing. I don’t care! The hardest inquiries come 
from Canada-where it matters not very much what Roan 

Jackson IS. There are SOME who NEED TO KNOW these 
answers and WILL, soon enough. These are, however, 

ones who depend on accuracy of presentations-by them- 
selves. The rest must wait and see. In fact, those with need 

to know-will also WAIT. 
Now, as to ‘*different” signatures on correspondence. 

Typed messages are most often copied from dictation or 
printed letters-prepared and signed by ones 

acting in the capacity of typist or secretary. For goodness 

sakes, friends, the man is in prison. He broke the LAW and 

is in prison-what is there NOT to understand?? You have 
a lot of people in prison, some at-the total WHIM of the 

courts-others may well be rightfully incarcerated-BUT 

THE WORST CRIMINALS ARE RUNNING AROUND 

RUNNING I AM NOT A PERSONNEL 

DIRECTOR AND I REPEAT SOMETHING: I AM 

WEARY OF YOU AGTING AS IF I AM! WHEN 

WILL ASK EVERYONE TO DIRECT THEIR COR- 
RESPONDENCE TO You! Life goes right on moving 

by-you can either live m the distractions or get with the 

living. Now, I repeat something else: WHAT YOU THINK 

OF ME IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS! I know my mis- 

sion-DO YOU KNOW YOURS? Well, Ronn THINKS he 
is beginning to finally KNOW HIS. Is he correct7 That is 

between him and GOD who makes the contracts! I AM 

NOT JUDGE NOR JURY! REMEMBER, IF YOU IN- 

TRODUCE YOURSELF TO ME AS “JESUS CHRIST”, I 
WILL EITHER CALL YOU “HEYSOOS” (JESUS) OR 

“MR. CHRIST”. Ronn has also, in humor, asked me for a 
ship to carry the mail-well, wouldn’t it be “loverly” if, in 

fact, there were enough pounds to require it? OUR PEOPLE 
HAVE NO CONTACT WITH ANYONE MR. JACKSON 

EVEN MENTIONS UNLESS THEY WERE ALREADY 

IN OUR CONTACT-SO, I AM NOT THE ONE OF 

WHICH TO INQUIRE-I DO NOT ACT AS GOD OR 
MR. KNOW-IT-ALL. WHAT I KNOW IS MY BUSI- 

NESS-AND I SHARE WHAT MAY HELP -YOU TO 

BECOME ENLIGHTENED. I AM NOT HERE TO HAND 

YOU GOLD OR CURRENCY-THAT IS FOR YOU TO 
CONSIDER. OUR PEOPLE DO ALL THEY CAN AND I 

WILL NOT ALLOW FOR ABUSE OR INSULT UPON 
THEM LONGER. THEY ARE DOING EVERYTHING 

THEY CAN UNDER THE VERY WORST OF CIRCUM- 

STANCES. 
Now, as for ones who promise, promise and promise 

substantial support. Perhaps when we SEE IT AND CAN 
USE IT, it becomes more REAL and we won’t have to work 

on NOTHING. Just to “tell” us something-DOES NOT 

MAKE IT VALID-A 

go to each of you asking you to verify or validate (or 
discredit) ANYBODY. “But,” I am told, “you know every- 
thing-even what I am thinking!” I Do7 I “can”. There 

is a LOT OF DIFFERENCE! 

Jackson and 

am not looking for what YOU ARE LOOKING FOR-so it 
means nothing to YOU anyway. I do not judge, I am not 

my mission requires a lot of things that have 

NOTHING to do with anything YOU RECOGNIZE! 
am etheric in almost all presentations. That means 

you cannot see me; it DOES NOT MEAN I DO NOT 

EXIST. You can’t see the wind either-only the results of 

the wind or the “feel” of the wind. I CAN SEE THE WIND! 
What difference does it make? You can’t SEE light-1 

CAN. What difference does it make? WE BOTH j$NOW 
THAT THERE IS BOTH “WIND” AND “LIGHT”. 

“Grandma” nor Jackson have read hardly any of our 

presentations. They read the paper (and not many of them) 

and perhaps, at most, one or two journals. Grandma has 
not even participated in that much. I suggest all ones stop 
judging and concluding on NO INFORMATION. A par- 

tially informed person IS DANGEROUS PERSON-TO 

ALL OF YOU. May we now move on to things which ARE 
important that you know, please? 

I have absolute demand that my workers act totally 

WITHINALLLAWS-OFGODANDTHELAND. THEY, 

FURTHER, ARE NOT HERE TO SERVE OTHER THAN 
GOD AND MISSION. It is unfortunate that ones get bent 

totally “out of shape” because, say, Rick or Doris (Dharma) 
or E.J. or anyone here-is slow in responding to anyone 

about anything. They work 24 hours a day-around the 

clock, around the calendar. There are no vacations here, 
there is no uday off’ and weekends are busier than the rest 

of the week. GOD IS GRACE-I AM A COMMANDER. 
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Whether, therefore, the one is a mere rehash of the 

1920 

It was, short, through the propagation of 
I am going to offer something from such crazy iniquity that men like Rabaud de Saint-Etienne 

Winter, 1975, entitled: were led to the conclusion that society could only be 

improved by being first destroyed. “To make the people 
[QUOTING:] happy,” he declared, a burst of revolutionary rabies, 

“their ideas must be reconstructed, laws must be changed, 
morals must be changed, men must be changed, things 

must be changed, everything, 

Such were the ideals which, in the dawn of the French 
A considerable stir has been caused in the political Revolution, were imparted to Mirabeau by Weishaupt and 

dovecots of Europe by the publication of an amazing pam- his fidus Achates, Baron Knigge of Frankfurt-on-the-Main, 
phlet, entitled This pamphlet, which has and adopted in the lodges of the new Free-masonry founded 

a sub-head, 

profess& to reveal a plot, formulated by a Jewish secret 

by Mirabeau himself and the unfrocked Bishop of Autun, 

in the days when the unmentionable Duke of Orleans had 
society, for the overthrow of Christendom, and the estab- succeeded in securing his election as Grand Master of the 

lishment, through the mast lavish expenditure of blood and order, in France. The energies, however, of the neophytes 

gold, of a Jewish world despotism of the most intolerant brimmed over, with the result that the Cape Breton Club 

description. It is not Possible to read very deeply into this was founded as a meeting place for the 

pamphlet before becoming the ideals are those MASONS; and it was the existence of this Club, better 
of an old friend. known later as the Club des Jacobins, which accounted for 

to put it quite briefly, are instinct withthe doctrine of 

Adam of the extraordinary organization 

the intimate connection between the philosophy of the 

Illuminati and the ideals of the Jacobins themselves, in all 

which played so so 8inister a part in the the horrors which followed. 

French Revolution and in the Terror. It is not possible, except at great length, to show how 
Now, for the moment, it is not ne~assary to plunge into 

the thorny question as to whether the Jewish Peril, of 

the teaching of Weishaupt found a new exponent, in revo- 
lutionary France, in the person of the Prussian, Anacharsis 

today, is as much delusi6n of prophets as was the 
Yellow Peril, in &I ey.~ WhU ia dwell 

Clootz; and how, when that worthy drove to the guillotine, 
in one of Roberspierre’s red tumbrils, the teachings of the 

#i&see acistace a Illuminati were preserved and disseminated through the 

intermediary of the Grand Orient. As a consequence, it is 

People not surprising to find, in the first decade of the present 
are apt to smile, with irtcreduious tolerance, at the mention 

of the word wit&oral?. 

century, Leopold Engels, the head of the revived order, 

But witchcraft, when it is under- disseminating the unadorned theories of the Illuminati in a 

other, or whether both are imbued from the same ideals, is 

a question which may be argued another time. For the 
present, it is sufficient to draw attention to the fact that 

these ideals keep reappearing with a curious and sufficient 

regularity, at moments of 

For it was the naked theory of Adam 

Weishaupt that no scruple was to be permitted to be taken 

at any evil which would make for the 
since the order itself was superior to every other 

consideration, which was the dominant note of “kultur” in 
its insistence of the State before morality. 

was 

it 

a 

an 

that 

a a 

stood in the psychology of evil, is not the riding of aged book, published in Germany, to be exact, in the year - 

harridans on bmom&icks, but the impulse to do evil 
of ovii in the human consciousness. that 

immediately following that in which the [END OF QUOTING] 

any person should be desirous of doinn evil for the sake 

were first given to the world by 

Professor Nilus, a minor official in one of the state depart- So be it and may wisdom be your partner! 
ments Salu, I AM THAT I AM-WHO MIGHT YOU BE? at fust preposterous. And&e philosophy of the 

world exhibits simultan~usly its incredulity and its prac- 
ticality by asking, “What is to be gained by it?” If, 

however, the .philosophar is to find an objection to the 

existence of evil-mongering on the basis of the absence of 
any substantial quid Pro quo, he will have to undertake the 
rewriting of history. History reeh with the exPression of 

crazy sensuality, manifested in crime of every description. 

It is, indeed, a fact which may as well be taken into 

consideration, at the beginning of any such inquiry, that 
sensuality is invariably the backbone of inordinate crime. 

As the human mind shakes itself free from any regard for 

Principle, it must, indeed, in the-very nature of things, 

substitute evil for its 
Anybody who will for a nibment turn to the outpour- 

ings of Adam Weishaupt and the Illuminati may satisfy 

himself of that. The theory that the end justifies the means 

Weishaupt has inherited from the exJesuits, who had 

assisted him in organizing his new order. John Robison, 
who studied the gyrations of this &der, in the spurious 

a 
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WORTH IS MINTED 

MONEY-COINS-SINCE THEY ARE 

Look and LISTEN TO ME. I am NOT a fortune-teller 

and you are up against SHREWD PARASITES set forth to 

GET EVERYTHING OF VALUE AWAY FROM YOU. In 

one day THEY CAN PUT THE N/ TION INTO TOTAL 

COLLAPSE-ON INTEREST ALONE. You must under- 
stand, for instance, that if you think you will just put off 

until after Christmas, the payment on the house mortgage. 
THEY WILL NOT DEVALUE THE INTEREST-THEY 

Worse, 
the value of whatever is that collateral if other than, say, 
precious metals (gold, silver, platinum, etc.) WILL BE 

DEVALUED. How can you know? Because the Feds keep 
raising the interest rates “to stop inflation”. This time you 

are headed for a “deflationary depression”. If you read our 
early, early writings like SPIRAL EC N 
SASTER 

WOULD KNOW THIS. Your corporations will HOLD and 
your GOLD will hold-because it is PLANNED TO IN- 

CREASE IN VALUE-ACCORDING TO THE BIG BOYS! 

Outstanding interest will, however, push you into having 

assets seized. 
I don’t know any other way to explain this. I DO NOT 

KNOW, THEY WILL FINALIZE THIS MOVE- 

BUT IT IS WRITTEN IN THEIR PLANS AND WITH THE 
FALL OF ORANGE COUNTY-IT 

THAT IS THE 

ONLY 
Icertai@donottellyouwhattodoandIdon’tknowWHEN 

this will come down-the only sure thing about PARASITES is 
that they never stop until they KILL THE HOST-AND YOU 

TAXPAYER ClTlZENS ARE THE 

If you are already “in” too deeply to act-then get 

In this column last November, I 
warned that the huge financial trans- 
actions in derivatives have-made us 
“the greatest speculating and gambling. 

nation in the world.” My proof was 

this simple chart: 

The Greatest 
Speculative 
Bubble 
In History 

0 GDP 

It shows that, in 1970,’ under 

Nixon, our Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) totalled less than $1 trillion. At 

that time, financial transactions in 

speculative areas (such as derivatives) 

were no more than $100 billion. 

Today, it’s just the reverse: GDP 

is slightly over $6 trillion, but I cal- 

culate that derivatives and other 

speculative transactions are running as 

high as $600 trillion per year on an 

annualized basis. So, in 25 years, the 

derivatives have grown from 10 cents 

to about $100 dollars per dollar of 

GDP. That’s a growth of close to 

1 ,OOO-fold. 

There are no words that properly 

express the magnitude of this change 

and its consequences. 
This year-and especially this 

past week-the giant casino began to 

crumble. I can’t tell you how it will 

end. No one can. But I am certain of 

one thing: It will create a whirlpool- 

like shortage of cash and force interest 

rates skyward. So keep your money 

safe, liquid and short term. Avoid de- 

rivatives for your keep-safe funds. 

Money 

109665, 

33410. $145 

If you wish to stay in “business”, then pay your inter- 

est. If you are prepared to lose to the parasites and you plan 

to simply collapse WITH IT, then go spend, charge and use 

up your credit lines. It will destroy your credit but so- 

what? In collapse, you will at least have something with 

which to work and the parasites themselves will be caught 
with the deficit. They are going to take EVERYTHING 

THEY CAN WHEN IT HAPPENS AND SO FEW FISH 

ERYTHING! AND, THE BLUEPRINT CALLS FOR DO- 

ING SO AND BEING FULLY OPERATIONAL UNDER 

THE NEW WORLD ORDER--M YEAR 20001 THE 

LAST FIVE YEAR PERIOD OF THIS CENTURY IS THE 

SHUT-DOWN, IN FULL CONTROL-PERIOD. So, if 

not today-tomorrow? 
THIS IS THE WAY IT IS-WHAT YOU CHOOSE 

TO DO IS YOUR FREE-WILL CHOICE. IS IT NOT 
some groceries and coins and pray for a delay-and THEN, 

if you are given time-get PREPARED. THOSE EARTH- 
WILL GET OUT OF THE SWEEPING NET AS TO NOT TIME TO LOOKBACKIJNTO GOD OF LIGHTED GOOD- 

QUAKES and when better- 
DETER THEM EITHER WAY. Mortgage collateral is NOT 

than in the midst of total economic disaster when the banks 
what they are after-not the bits of cash loss in charge YOUR WEALTH--TJIEY ARE AFTER YOUR 

are shifting? That is called double or triple jeopardy-and 
cards. THEY PLAN TO HAVE ALL PROPERTY-EV- SOULS. AS WEI.J.,l 

THEY CAN DO IT ON PLAN AND ON SCHEDULE. 

THE ECONOMY IS NOT GROWMGAS THEY TELL 

YOU. YOU, AS A NATION, ARE BANKRUPT (SINCE 
1933 AND UNDER MARTIAL LAW). THAT MEANS 

THAT “ORDER” WILL BE ESTABLISHED BY UNITED 

NATIONS TROOPS! 

The changeout has been scheduled for at least three 
years with new currency paper already printed. Disaster 

ALWAYS comes, FASCISM moves in, in TOTAL CON- 
TROL with the collapse of the economy-and you are 

THERE-NOW! The economists are stupid liars just as are your 
astronomers and scientists. They don’t want to embarrass them- 

selves and admit their TOTAL STUPlDlTY. 

You do not spring from monkeys or fish-YOU ARE 

“MAN:’ CREATED BY GOD AND SETTLED FROM 

THE COSMOS. YOU HAVE ALLOWED THE ENEMY 

PARASITES TO DESTROY THAT WHICH IS WON- 

DROUS, HONEST AND BEAUTIFUL. YOU HAVE PRO- 

VIDED THE FOOD TO FUEL YOUR OWN DEMISE. IS 

THIS DOOM AND GLOOM? MY GOD, WHAT DOES IT 

TAKE FOR YOU TO HEAR? 
I do not DO ANYTHING-SAVE WARN YOU. I 

suggest you take cash “paper” and convert it to coins of 

your “Realm” (minted coins of the U.S..) and prepare for a 

changeover. If it happenp not this week or next-it WILL 

HAPPEN and you will have SOMETHING to work with- 

EITHER WAY. 

CIOST: $90.00 

Box 27710 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 

For credit card orders, call: 
NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

(Call for ordering information 

and/of free Catalog) 
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**25. BlTTERCOMMlJNION 64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 

ANDHAVEBEEN 

10 

$5.00 

** 

* 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 

ANDTHEYCALLEDHISNAME 

SPACE-GATE THE VEIL REMGVEB 

SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 

ARMAGEDWN 

SURVNAL IS ONLY TEN FEET 

FROM HELL 

**9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 

**lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

**ll. CRYOF THEpHoEND[ 

CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 

**13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 

* 14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, 

PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 

THE PHOENIX 

,$APE OF THE CONSTITUTION 

**16, YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 

THE NAKED PHOENIX 

**18. BLOOD AND ASHES 

FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 

CREATION,TBESACRJlDUNIVERSE 

BURNT OFFERINGS 

COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

THE ANTI-CH.lUST BY ANY 

NAMJTKHAZARS 

PHOENIX OPERATOR- 

OWNERMANUAL 

OPERATION SHANSTORM 

END OF THE MASQUERADE 

THE DARK CHARADE 

39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

TRILLION 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

PLANET-ZIONISM I.9 RACISM 

UNHOLY ALLIANCE 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. I, 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. IU 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. N 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 

VOL. I 

1. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

TANGLED WEBS VOL. JX 

THE FUNNEL’S NECK 

MARCHlNGTOZION 

SEX AND THE LOTTERY 

57. GGD,TOO,HASAPLAN2000 

DIVINE PLAN VOLE 

FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

THEPITOFFIRE 

DRUM-BEAT! 

60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 

61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 

CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 

THE BEST OF TIMES 

THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 

66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 

67. THE BEAST AT WORK 

68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 

69. TATTERED PAGES 

NO THOFWLJBS ROSES 

71. COALESCENCE 

72. CANDLELIGHT 

RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL. I 

MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE 

UNFOLDED VOL. II 

75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. II 

SORTING THE PIECES VOL. N 

77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 

IRON 

RUSSlANROULElTE 

82. RElmEMmT.RmREATs 

83. FrLrrIcAL~CHos 

84. CHANGING F’ERSFETIVES 

IN GOD’S NAME AWAKFN! 

88. THEADVANCEDDEMOLJTION LEGION 

FOCUS OF DEMONS 

90. TAKINGOFFTHEBLINDXXD 

91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 

92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WlTH THE CROOKS 

CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 

94. WINGING IT.... 

ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND? 

BLUE BEAM FLIGHT SCHOOL 
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